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EIGHT PAGES— PRICE FIVE

Ntmica Motorist Given

PARSONS FIUS

Jtil

Term by Justice

NEW BUREAU TO

Drunken Hobo Walks

Holland Enters National Safety Contest

FENNVULE

Into Eniioc at Waverly
Grand Haven, Oct. 10 (Special)
-Charles Widing, 39, route 1, Nun-

SOTT TO CHECK

lea, was sentenced today by Justice

FAIR GAMBLING
Atki That Townilup and
Association Be Enjoined

Permanently

Sgt. Earl E. Secristof the state police Wednesday on US-16 In Crockery township. Upon failure to pay
the fine and costs he will be required to serve an additional 60
days.

Twenty-Member Unit
Elect Mantfer for
Tulip Time

moneTsmen

Operation

AT

Grand Haven, Oct. 10 (Special)
Prosecutor Elbern Parsons filed
suit in Ottawa circuit court late

01

OF TWO

LOCAL GARAGES

Thursday against Georgetown

township, a municipal corporation,

and the HudsonvilleCommunity
fair, a corporation, in which he
Sum Takta From Ter Haar
i-.ks that the township and the
fair association be permanently
Place; Yeggs Fail at
enjoined from permitting the township-owned property to be used for
gambling.
The complaint sets out that the
township is the owner of some
property near Hudsonville and that

the HudsonvilleCommunity fair,
by its officers, agents and employes. occupied this propertyfor
its fair Sept. 7, 8. and 9, 1939, and
Sept. 5, 6, and 7, 1940, under a
lease from the township.
William Vander Laan is named
president of the fair association,
Carl Ohlman, secretary; Fred De
Haan, treasurer; Ben Hoezee, in

the Pere Marquette sand house
at Waverly after one of them
reportedly walked Into the side o!
a moving engine in the railroad
yards there.
This morning they were released by Deputy Sheriff William
Van Etta and ordered to leave
town on a southboundfreight

i

to

train. The officer was called to
the railroad yards about 7 p.m.
Wednesday where hg* found the

Stepban in Report Urges

oi Games

last

Two drunken hoboes spent
Wednesday night locked up in

TO DIRECT FETE

Cites Previous Attempts
to Prevent

BE NAMED HERE

Georg^ V. Hoffer to pay a fine of
$50, and costs of $7.85, and serve
10 days in the county jail upon his
plea of guilty to a charge of drunk
driving.The arrest was made by

Vrieling Office

Unable t6 Release Lock
After Almost Cutting

Door

Away

Winter Program

DIES AS
STRIKES

East Sanfatnck Youtk

Injured; Victim’i Body

Toned 100 Foot

Etcapini Steam

City Youth

REG1S1RARS OF

Creation of a Tulip Time bureau
of the Holland Chamber of Commerce to replace the former gen-

OTTAWA NAMED

eral committee was approved
Tuesday night by the chamber's
board of directors at its regular
monthly meeting in the Warm
Friend tavern.
When the board met recently to
organize for the ensuing year, the
proposal of a bureau was referred
to a special committee composed
of William C. Vandenberg and Secretary-Manager E. P. Stephan.
Directors also approved the appointment of severalstanding committees for the ensuing year. They

FIRE

DAMAGES

land officially entered a national
pedestrian traffic contest. Shown

Revision of by-laws— Frank M.
Theft of approximately$1,300 Lievense.Alfred C. Joldersmaand
from an office safe and an attempt William C. Vandenberg.
to rob the safe in another office
Organization and membership—
were reported Saturday by Hol- Andrew Klomparens, Dick Boter

—

PLANT AT GJL

ii the above picture are (left
to right) Mayor Geerlings, Acting Police Chief Jacob Van Hoff
and State Police Trooper Ellis

CITY’S

FIREMEN

ARRANGE DRILL
All

After Night Blaze at

DICKINSON

Camfield Finn
Grand Haven. Oct 10 (Special)
—Fire, believed to have started

from spontaneouscombustion,
caused considerabledamage, mostly by water, to the plant of the
Camfield ManufacturingCo. Wednesday about 7:15 p.m.
The blaze started in a spdsy
booth where a quantity of lacquer
and thinner were stored. A. F.
Geiseking, plant manager, asset bled a crew of men to clean up he
debris and the plant was placet in
operation this morning.
No estimate of the damage
made. Trafficwas blocked and
siderable smoke Issued from
windows.One of the suction
burst, having been in use for
years, and sprayed spectato:
State and city police har
the trafficin the vicinityof
fire. Firemen remained on
fecene Tor two hours.'*"s'",'
The fire was discovered by Craig
Rogers, night watchman. Atxmt 60
sprinkler heads "let go" wTiich
quickly extinguished the blaze.

JOHN BECKER

TAKEN

IN GJt.

Equipment to Be Used
Saturday ai Part

'

TO

of

Observance

COME TO CITY

Holland today joined In the

na-

tion-wide observance of fire prevention week which will continue

Governor Will Speak
Opening Luncheon

through Oct. 12 as Fire Chief Cor-

at

of

S.S. Convention

nelius Blom, Jr., urged citizens to
carry out a cleanup week.

The

fire chief announced that

the local fire departmentwill hold

Gov. Luren D. Dickinson will
be in Holland Thursday,Oct. 23,
and will speak at the opening
luncheon of the three-day state
convention of church and Sunday
school workers in First Methodist
church.

Another speaker at the luncheon will be the Rev. T. T. Wylie,
pastor of First Baptist church of
Kalamazoo, who will give an inferpretation of the program of
the convention.
The convention will bring together church and Sunday school
workers from all denominations
Mn the state. Night sessions will
be held in Hope Memorial chapel
which seats 1,600.
It is anticipatedthat this will
be one of the largestconventions
held under the auspices of the
Michigan Council of Churches for

many

years.

a public

drill

Saturday at 2 p.m.

at the factory of the Charles P.

Limbert Co.. Sixth St. and Columbia Ave. All equipment will be
used in the drill, the chief said,
adding that the Limbert plant is
suitable for firemen to drill with
the aerial ladder truck.
He proposed that homes be
cleaned of all trash and such material as may prove to be a fire
hazard. Furnaces and heating
plants should be inspected and

necessary repairs made to

re-

place them in first class condition
for the winter, he said.
‘‘We, in the local fire department, don t want to stress fire
prevention during this one week
but in every week during the year.
In this particularperiod, however,
we hope the citizensof this city
become more fire prevention
minded so that the sadness and
destruction that accompany fire
will be avoided,"Chief Blom said.

Holland Man Ordered
John A. Becker, 83. former
resident of Holland, died Wednesday in his home. 929 Lake
Drive, S.E., Grand Rapids. He
was bom in Kalamazoo hut

to

Pay

for Desertion

One man waa initantly killed*
a youth tuffend minor Injuria

Wild* Alio Solocti Three

Pere Marquette passenger train.
Maurice C. Martin, 40, of Fennville, driver

of a tniek for

tta

Fennville cooperative, wai IdUad
at Aiiiituti
instantlywhen his body waa to*
ed approximately100 feet east tf
Dettili Are
for the crouing, landing between the
rails of a side track on the south
Refiitrationoi Men,
side of the main
Bert Van Dls, 17, of Cast
Next
tuck, a brother-in-law of
suffered the Ion of fou
Grand Haven, Oct. 10 (Special)
teeth. First arrivals on the scene
-Completing the county machln of the accident removed him
ery for the registrationof all men
the crushed cab of the truck i
between the ages of 21 and 35, incame to rest near Martin’s body.
clusive, for conscription,William
Members of the train crew i
Wilds, Ottawa county clerk, has
Charles Youngen. engineer,
named the chief registrarsfor the Carl Eridoon, fireman, both •
county’s 31 voting precincts.
Grand Rapids. Somewhat conf
The registrationwill take place ed by the escaping steam and
Wednesday, Oct. 16, from 7 a.m. water, Youngen did not bring
until 9 p.m. at all the county's
train to a stop until it had
voting precincts.
about 600 feet east of the <
Mr. Wilds appointmentsfollow: While a new crossing is tx
Holland City— First ward, Neal constructed in Hudsonville,
Wlersema, 371 College Ave.; sec- tour over M-21 has been ami
ond, Anthony A. Nienhuls, 54 Deputy Sheriff William Van
East Seventh St.; third, William reported today. The detour
C. Vandenberg,27 West 13th St.;
marked for trafficto either tun
fourth, Peter H. Van Ark, 244
north or south off M-21.
West Ninth St.; fifth, first pre- As his last words to Van
cinct, Alex Van Zanten, 35 West
Martin said, ‘T guess HI turn
18th St., second precinct, Wilson
way” as he turned the
Ev Diekema, 528 Central Ave.; northward onto the
sixth ward, Ben Wlersema, 264
The truck struck the side
West 17th St
engine, the force of the
Grand Haven city— First ward, rolling the truck over
A. J. Weasel; second, Francis An- bldly crushingit in a
gus; third, Dick Grlnghuis; fourth,
throwing’ Martin’s body in
Gerrit Wigerink; fifth, Jacob Pon- dear. 1 v*. - >;y

Arrufed

i

line.

Potter of the Grand Haven post.

Operations Are Resumed

te Confusion

DRAFT SETUP

Miyori and City CleHu
With the presentation of a certificate’ to Mayor Henry Geerlings recently, the city of Hol-

Adda

and two member* of a train crew
escaped burns by steam and hot
water about 6:30 a.m. today on
the Church St. crouing tn Hud*
sonviile when a truck struck a

IN

follow;

and Mr. Lievense.
The money was stolen Friday
Industrial— Mr. Joldersma, Philnight or early Saturday from a lips Brooks and John De Wilde.
charge of renting spoce for various sheet steel, fireproof safe in the
Commerce— William J. Brouwconcessions, games and forms of office of the Henry Ter Haar Mo- er, Henry Wilson and Henry Car, amusement.
tor sales at 224 Central Ave. Act- ley.
Parsons alleges that when he ing Police Chief Jacob Van Hoff
Civic and public activities— Mr.
visited the fairgroundson the said he was informed that the Vandenberg.Oscar Peterson and
night of Sept. 7, 1939, he obsened money included $600 in cash and Mr. Brouwer.
several games and concessions be- the remainderin checks.
Resort and resorters
Mr.
ing operated in a manner to conAn attempt was ipade to rob a Brooks, John Cooper and Mr.
stitute gambling.He also alleges similar safe in the office of the Klomparens.
that he warned Vander Laan and Vrieling Motor sales, 159 River
Publicity and advertising— Mr.
other directors Sept. 8, 1939, that Ave., sometime Friday night or Carley, Mr. Wilson and Mr. Boter.
the games were illegal and would early Saturday morning.
The directors decided that if
have to stop, yet they were perHenry Ter Haar notified police these committeesdesired to enmitted to reopen and continue at 8 a.m. Saturday of the robbery large their membership later they
Sept. 9, 1939.
at his place of business. The in- could appoint additionalones from
He charges that on Sept. 5, 1940, truder or intruders gained admit- the organization’smembership.
at least five games and concessions tance to the building by breakThe new Tulip Time bureau
were being operated as games of ing a window on the south side to will be composed of 20 members
chance and games partly of skill reach the latch.
of which 12 will be appointed by
and partly of chance on the fairChief Van Hoff said he was in- the board of directors with the
grounds with the consent of the formed that the safe had been remainderto consist of the presfair officersand directors.
left unlocked Friday when the ident. vice-presidentand treasurer
The complaint sets out that on place of business was closed.
of the board of directors,civic
Sept. 23, 1940, Millard Perry
Entranceto the Vrieling garage Improvements committee of compleaded guilty upon the advice of was gained by breaking a window mon council, president of the park
his counsel to ,a charge of gambling at the rear of the building and re- and. cejnetery , board , and superinand was sentencedto pay a fine leasingthe latch.
tendent of public schools.
of $15 and costs of $15 Oct. 3, 1940,
On gaining admittance, the robTerms of those to be appointed
or serve 30 days in the county jail. ber or robbers pried open a locked will be for three years and, in orParsons also points out that Clin- door which led to the stockroom. ganizing, four will be appointed
ton Downs was tried on a gamb- From there they continued to the for three years, four for two years
ling charge Sept. 23, 1940, but was second floor where the office is and four for one year. Thereafter,
acquitted by the jury, "notwith- located.
four will be named each year to
Evidence found by police re- three-year terms.
standing under his own testimony
and that of his wife, the device vealed that they had tried to open
The secretary-managerwill be
which he was maintainingwas a the safe with an electric drill and secretary of the bureau, having a
gaming device and, notwithstand- other tools. The door had been voice but no vote.
ing, the fact that the court so in- practicallycut away but had not
The bureau will orgahize anbeen removed as they were unable nually on the last Tuesday in June
structed the jury.”
Parsons also sets out that cases to release the lock.
and select from its own memberA check revealed that nothing ship a chairman and vice-chairare still pending against three defendants in circuitcourt who are had been stolen. Albert Baumann man. Nine members will consticharged with violating the gam- reported the robbery to police tute a quorum.
ing laws. He sets out that the of- about 8 a.m. Saturday.
The chamber treasurer will be

a

two had gotten drunk on Bay
Rum.
Locomotive It Disabled;

for

land police.

___

......

FIRE

DAMAGES

Week

steln.

-

’a'

Zeeland city— Nicholas Cook.**. ,
Townshipa — Allendale, Justin inf the steam and hot
™ not water to
Zylatra; Blendon, Louis Vollink; escape. Lambeii||
Bloomberg who
Chester, John Hassold; Crockery,
operates a nearby gasolinestation,
Ervin Hecksel; Georgetown,Charuid he heard the craA
but could
crash but
les Lowing; Grand Haven, Frank
see nothing as the escaping tttfgA;
Hendrych; Holland, John Eiland- mpletely covered his station.'
or; Jamestown, Dick E. SmalloThe 'train was No. 2^Hferifl
gan; Olive, Albert H. Stegenga; train which runs from Chicago flia
Park. George E. Heneveld; Polk- Grand Rapids. It was scheduled
ton, John H. Ter Avest ; Port Shelleave Holland at 5:45 ajn. but
don. Frank Garbrecht;Robinson,
here at 6:05 am, 20 minutea
C. Szopinski; Spring Lake, Gerrit hind schedule. Investigators
Bottema; Tallmadge, Henry the train was travelingat
Slaughter; Wright, Lester W. speed preparatoryto stopping to
Martin; Zeeland, Maynard Mohr. discharge and take on mall at
As his assistants, Mr. Wilds ap- depot.
pointed Richard L. Cook and J. N.
The engine was disabled and It
Poel of Grand Haven, Henry Geer- was necessary to call another enlings and Oscar Peterson of Holgine from the Wyoming Park
land and Nicholas Frankena and to haul the train into Grand
Gilbert Van Hoven of Zeeland, ids. Youngen told officialsthe
this group being the mayors and dent was the first he had had
city clerks of the three cities.
39 years of service with the Pere
Those appointed as chief regist- Marquette.
rars will receive notices from Mr.
Witnesses said the train blew
Wilds to attend the school of in- Its whistle for the crossing but
struction Friday at 7:30 p.m. in Van Dis said the driver apparentthe court house here.
ly didn't hear the warning.
In Holland city, two registration
Martin and Van Dis were en
boards will be on duty at Long- route to Grand Rapids with the
fellow school,24th and State Sts., empty truck to pick up a load of
for the two precincts of the fifth pears. Deputy Van Etta was Inward. The ordinary voting place
JtoKZM
for the first precinct is at 19th
St. and College Ave. Those registering will report to the board assigned to their precinct for regis-

Grand Haven Oct. 10 (Special)
— John VVestenbroek, 30. of Hola manager.
» Duties of the manager will be to when young came to Holland with land, a truck driver, entered a plea
IS
keep the secretary-managerin- his parents, the late Conrad P. of guilty tn an information filed
games operating at fairs conductformed as to his plans, purposes Becker, who formerly operated against him in circuitcourt this
the old Holland City Mills, and morning on a charge of desertion
ed by them."
Fire (hat started Wednesday
and activities. The bureau, subject
Catherine
Peyster Becker.
and abandonment last June of his in papers in the basement of
Parsons expresses belief that it
to approval of the directors,will
For many years he was a wife, Julia, and two minor chil- the jewelry store of James Heersis the intentionof the officersand
fix the salary of the manager.
partner
in the Grand Rapids dren, ages six and eight, who re- pin^, 450 Washington Ave . caused
directors to continue the fair anThe manager, subject to direcGrain and Milling Co., making his side in Jamestown township.
damage to the basement while
nually, either on township-owned
tion of the bureau, will superinhome in Ada. Upon his retirement
Westenbroeks case was schedul- smoke damaged stock in the store.
property or on other premises and Amount Represents Last tend, control and direct the Tulip
from business 15 years ago he ed to be tried before a jury this
Mr. Heerspink estimated his
to have at such fairs, games of skill
Time festivaland Little Netherof City's Grant for
made his home in Grand Rapids. morning.
damage at approximately$2.(K)0
and games of chance and games
lands activitiesand will be reMr. Becker married Miss Anna
The court placed Westenbroek but said the loss was covered by
partly of skill and partly of chance
sponsible to the bureau for the
Power Plant
Austay of Goderick,Ontario, in on probation for two years, and
insurance. The fire was confined
used for gamlhg in violationof the
ca^e of all property placed in his
1883. Surviving are the widow;
ordered him to pay $14 a week to- to the basement and caused congaming laws of the state, unles;
care
and
for
effective
and
econThe board of public works anthree sisters, Mrs. Catherine
wards the support of his family, siderable damage to supports unenjoined by the court.
nounced here that it received a omical operations.
Burgh of Holland, Mrs .1. N.
beginning Saturday, pay $2 a der the first floor.
The
manager
will
maintain
the
ch^ck Friday from the PWA
Trompen of Grand Rapids and
month
probation fees, and leave
He also reported that water In
present
high
standard
of
the
Tuwhich represented the final payMiss Alice Becker of Do river; all intoxicatingliquors alone.
the basement caused considerable
ment of the city’s gtant used in lip Time festivaland adhere to two brothers, Elias Becker of
If the terms of the probation damage.
tration.
construction with the new muni- the "traditionsof our fathers in Grandville and Christian E Becare not complied with, he will be
Th« blaze was discovered about
the sacredness of our sabbath,’’ ker of Grand Rapids.
Registrationplaces for the other
cipal power plant.
sentenced.
9:30 a m. by Mr Heerspink.He Holland city wards are as follows:
Funeral services will he amAmount of the check was $174,- the committee report reads.
told Holland firemen that he had First, Lincoln school at 11th St.
All Tulip Time bills will be ap- ducted by Dr. Charles
859. Three checks had been reHelgone to the basement to start and Columbia Ave.; second, No. 1
ceived previously by the works proved by a committee to be ap- Rley, pastor of East Congrega- Saginaw Young Man Is
a fire in the furnace after which fire engine house at 63 West
tional church of which Mr.
board and applied to pay for con- pointed by the bureau.
On Sept. 23, 1938. the secretary- Becker was a member. Friday
Sentenced in Suit Theft he placed the papers in cartons Eighth St.; third, city hall at 11th
strucUng the plant.
AlthoughHope's frosh had their
and piled them in the corner. He St. and River Ave.; fourth. Wash- First Shipment of Beets
The original PWA grant was manager recommended to the at 2 p.m. in Metcalf chapel in
heels on their goal line much of
then called Louis Padnos to come ington school at 11th St. and
Received Here; May
$675,621 but earlier this year the board that the Tulip Time festi- Grand Rapids. Burial will be in
Grand Haven, Oct 10 (Special)
the time Wednesday night at Rivafter the papers.’
val
should
be
placed
under
the
supMaple Ave.; sixth, Van Raalte
Pilgrim
Home
cemetery
with
city requested the federal agency
—Richard
A
Gruber,
17,
of
Sagerview park, they defeated the AlBegin
Later he went outside to wash school at 19th St. and Van Raalte
to approve an amendatory grant ervision of a committee of 20 members of De Holai comma ndma collegefrosh, 13-6.
inaw, was sentenced in circuit the store windows and when he Ave.
of $24,721 which was done, thus members. The recommendation ery in charge.
Lineups: Hope — LE, Van Horn;
court this morning to serve from reenteredthe store he smelled
was adopted but action was delayWith the arrival of the first
LT, Yoemans; LG, Maatman; C. boosting the total grant to $700,- ed.
one to four years in Southern smoke. Going to the basement he
consignmentof sugar beets, the a
Two New Student* Are
Looman; RG, Spencer;RT, MorMichigan prison with the recom- dlscoverd the pile of papers on fire. Holland Man Ordered
Mr. Stephan also submitted a
Lake Shore Sugar Co. today con- ’J
gan; RE, Slager; Q, Koopsen; The works board also increased report to the board Tuesday night
mendation that he be transferred Firemen laid two lines of house,
its amount to $880,651.41 which
Listed
at
Junior
High
to Pay Alimony, Costi tlnued with its preparationsto
LH, Davis; RH, Ensing; F, Whitto Ionia reformatory and be re- one from 18th St. and Washingopen its processing plant at the
brought total cost of the plant to in which he outlined a program
worth.
west end of 14th St. for the
Betty Case, formerly of Sheri- leased at the end of one year. ton Ave. and the other from 19th
$1,580,993.41.Prior to receiving which the directorsshould considGrand Haven, Oct. 10 (Special)
Alma— LE, Sarton; LT, Hamil- this fourth and final check, the er for the ensuing year. The board dan, and Mildred Zuidema,former- He entered a plea of guilty in St. and Washington Ave. and reseason.
- John Hoffman, 39, Holland was
ton; LG, Daltman; C. Newton;
circuit court Oct. 1. 1940, to
mained on. the scene for approxiClinton Diekman, assistant
city had received $525,483 of its voted to make the report a part ly of Flint, entered Holland high
taken into circuitcourt WednesRG, Mattlson; RT, Mutchler; RE, PWA. grant.
charge
that
he
took
a
suit
of mately one and one-half hours.
field manager for the company,
of its minutes.
school Tuesday as juniors. Betty
day afternoon to answer to a
Jackson; Q, Davis; LG, Walker;
clothes on Sept. 21 belonging to
Yesterday was the anniversary
reported this forenoon that apThe outstanding problem,Mr. is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
RH, Kay; F, CresswelL
Donald Poppen from the home of of the great Holland fire. It wax on charge of non-paymentof alimony. proximal ely 30 truckloads
is of beets
Stephan pointed out, is the youth Judd Case who have moved to
Hoffman, who has re-married,
Scores by quarters:
Two Youths Appear in
were received Wednesday. Carload,
problem, contending ' that times route 1, Virginia park, and Mildred his mother, Mrs. Anna Poppen, Oct. 9, 1871, that fire swept over
was
ordered
to
pay
costs
of
$3.40,
where he was a roomer. He
Hope
6 7 0 0—13
Court for Racinf Cars have changed since the older gen- who attended Flint Northern be- stated he left Holland owing two the city from the south to destroy by Nov. 18, and make alimony shipments were expected soon.
0 0 6 0-6
the major portion of Holland,
The plant may be placed in op-F
eration were youths, he reported fore coming here, is the daughter
board bills. He had previously causing about $900,000 in damage. payments of $9 per week for the
eration Saturday, depending
that 40 hours a week is all they of Mr. and Mrs. Mindred Zuidema
Harold Van Tongeren, 11/ 914
stated he was' 19, but this mornsupport of his three minor chilthe weather and hoW fast the’
G.R. Motorist Is Fiiied
Central Ave., was assessed a can and may work, leaving 128 of 7 North River Ave,
ing stated he was 17.
dren. If payment of costs and all
beets are received.When
hours of leisure each week.
fine and costs of $5 which he arOBSERVES
mony payments are not taken care
for Drunkeo Drivinf
operation, the plant will
“How
are
they
going
to
spend
ranged to pay after pleading
of by Nov. 18, Hoffman will be
24 hours per day, seven
HIS 76TH
guilty to a charge of speeding on these 128 hours? Have we made
compelled to appear in circuit
Elven* Herberl 50, of Grand
week until the run Is
adequate
provisions
to
meet
this
Issues
Call
for
his arraignmentbefore Municipal
court for further disposition of his
Rapids pleaded guilty' to a
Grand Haven, Oct. 10 (Special)
Byron Paschal,plant
Jpdge Raymond L. Smith this all important problem? Youth will
case.
charge of drunken driving on his
—William Hatton, well-known
tendent,said the plant is til
be served and unless it is guided
forenoon.
arraignment today before Muniresident of Grand Haven, is celeto Assist
to begin processing the
Van Tongeren and a 16-year- and directed by . matured minds,
cipal Judge Raymond L. Smith
brating hii 76th birthday anniver- Business Men’s Club
sugar. He stated that
old. youth were apprehended by will work out their own salvation
and was assessed a fine of S100
sary today. •
provements
have been
which
often
erids
tragically.”
Deputy Sheriff William Van Etta
Mayor Henry Geerlings haa ganizations,groups and individuals Mr. Hatton up to five years ago
..Plus for Comini
and costa of $6.45 which, he paid.
ing the season but that
Wednesday night after they had
called for volunteers to aid in the who are willing to give of Jheir
Hi* driver’slicensealso was conserved the Republican party as
japing has-been done to.l
been found racing their cars Stephan Plans to Attend
registrationof draftees here Oct time. It will be a long day but unfiscated by the court
Ottawa county chairman for a ' The executive board of the Holeast of the city sand were chased
16.
btediy there will be many who number of years. He has also been land BusinessMen’s club held a
, Herber was arrested WednesIt is expected>that 3,900
into town by the officer
National Defense Meet He
day abopt 8 pm on M-21, east of
be glad to do their part with- active in the Boy scout movement meeting Tuesday at 5 pm at the beets will be harvested
Due to the youth’s age, he was
“Wednessday,
Oct.
16,
is
regisHolland by Deputy Sheriffs WiL ordered by
of the county and city, haa served Peoples Stole bank to plan for In spite of the heavy
'
E. P. Stephen, secretary-man- tration day for the draft. The fed- out any remuneration.
"It a sufficient number vol- as president of the scouts and now the club’s coming session.
Uam Van Etta, John BoS and
August, the
ager of the Holland Chamber of eral government has made no apWilliam Kmlthof. Van Etta said lather fa?
Activitieswill start Tuesday, mated at
Commerce,,is planning to go to propriation for remunerationfor unteer two shifts can be arranged, holds an honorary position.
Herber was driving < from doe portuir
the first from 7 a.m. to 2 p.m.;
Mr. Hatton, together with Mrs. Oct 22, at 5 p.m. at Holland arm- per acre. The
Lansing to attend a national de- this work. A number of dties are
side of the road to the other and
Harvey Wlerda of Zeeland paid fense conference which has been pluming to call for volunteers to the second from 2 pm. till 9 p.m. Hatton, were to entertain the ory. Membership cards are avail- to
that. when he tried to halt the
This will not make it burdensome Pioneer girls, a club formed many able from the secretary.All those of
of |5 to Judge arranged in the Hotel Olds by the g|\fe their services that day. It will
for any one. Kindly notify Oscar years ago by some residents of desiring to Join are asked to conit crowded fU» car in the Smi
after pleading Michigan Commercial Secretaries be a worthwhile service.
of an oncoming
Peterson, city derk, if you can co- Grand Haven, at luncheon in their tact Mr. Knooihuizenat an
associatioilyfe',^!* ^ ’ >’/
am making an appeal to or- operate.”
home today.
d.t«.
ficers and directors of the fair
deny these games are or were
gaming devices and "assert the
right to have this and similar

treasurerof the bureau which also

will appoint
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DESTROYS

At Wedding

in

Methodist Church

Mm

Alyce Vtndt Riet

SAW ILL, LOGS

It

Two Showers

Feted at

Overisel, Oct.

10

(Special)

—

&Y

Hope Frosh and Sophs

to

Meet

,

li

Burned

the home of Mrs. S. Welters. 3:30 p.m. at the usual place on
Al Shiphont will again serve
Hostesseswere Dorothy Wolttre Black river, east of Holland.
as chief referee and Judges will
and Ethel Vande Riet.
If the .freshmen win as has be Ken Vanden Berg, Jim Boar

in

Those present were Shirley and
Bernice Oatmen, Margaret Garrits, Margaret Ryzenga, Beatrice
Schaap, Marcia Scholten,Doris
Lubbers, Juella Woltere, Rev. and
Mrs. Vande Riet, Louise and
Ethel Vande Riet, Mrs. Marvin

Etrlj Morninf Blaxe
at

Owen

been the case in the last two years,
they will not be required to “pot”
to sophomores thereafter.But if
the sophs win, freshmen must pot
the sophs al well as the Juniors
and seniora.
For the past two years, freshVander Kooi, John Lemmen, men in winning the pull and the
Aleta Lohman, Julia Essink and class games, have gained at least
Mr. and Mrs. Sander Woltere.
some recognition on the campus.
On the following evening an- The frosh team this year under
other shower was given for Mls|

Site

Fire of undetermined origin, disSaturday,
completely destroyed a saw mill
and a quantity of sawed lumber
and logs. The mill owned and operated by John Owen, was located
on the short cut road between
US-31 and M-21 a short distance
east of US-31.
Mr. Owen estimated his loss at
$1,200, stating that It would be
total as he carried no insurance.
Included in the loss were approximately 3,000 and 4.000 feet of sawed lumber and some 1.000 feet of

covered at 2:30

am

and Blase Leva! on the sophomore
side and Bob Dykitra, Harry
Snell, and Gus Van Eerden on the
freshman side.

A school paper, called

the

"North Holland Messenger" will
be published each month this year.
The staff includes Marian De Wys,
Pierce Maaasen, Roger Maat,
Bernard Slagh, Hiida Vander
Zwaag, . Alice - Steel, Gertrude
Maasseu, Pauline Ebels, William
Buurema and Glenn Dalroan.
The Boys Handicraftclub was
agiin organized with 14 members.
Frederick Knoper and Lloyd
Brown, teachers in the high school
and Intermediate room will be the

Inter-classgames for girls will leaders.
begin Thursday at 1 p.m. and for
The girls 4-H club had a busiboys, at 2
Betty Daugherty ness meeting last week for election
is In charge of the girl's program of officersand enrollment. There
and Ken Vanden Berg and Gus are 14 In the club, Mias Mildred
Van Eerden are in charge of boys’ Rogers, primary teacher, is the
events. Sophomore Jean Ruiter leader.

pm

Opt. Bud Hofmeyer and CoA large number attended the
Vande Riet by Mrs. George De Coaches Bill Vlieger and Vern and Freshman Maxine Den HerWitt, Mrs. Marvin Vander Kool Meerdink juniors who are coach- der and Sophomore Ed Klelnjans Zylstra family orchestra program
and Freshman Bud Hoffmeyer are which was given last Friday night
and Misses Mae and Hazel Laming the frosh, hope to repeat tradi- the respectivecaptains.
in the Reformed church.
pen at the Lampen home. Mrs.
The Women's Missionaryand
Harry Lampen, Juella Woltere
and Sylvia Kleinheksel were prise
winners. A scavengerhunt ended
at Anchor Inn where the guest
of honor opened her gifts and a
two-course lunch was served.
Guests were John Lemmen, Mr.

logs.

Mr. Owen discovered the fire
when he awoke and saw it burning. He Immediatelycalled the
Holland fire department which re-

Detroit Singer

Fleam

Century Club Audience

and Mrs. Marvin Vander Kooi,
Cameron McLean, diatlngulahed
Mr. and Mrs. George De Witt,
baritone
of Detroit, charmed a tistic performance as tecompan
Hazel and Mae Lampen, Don and
1st.
Herman Lubbers, Dorothy and large gatheringof Century club
In a businessmeeting, Henry
Juella Woltere, Harriet and Mar-

sponded and remained on the
scant approximately an hour.
Lack of water handicappedthe
firemen as the fire had gained
considerable headway before they
arrived. Firemen centered their
attentionson protecting the house
from the fire, but it was saved
•a the wind was blowing in the
opposite direction.The home Is
located west of the saw mill.
The fact that a truck, loaded
with about 3,000 feet of lumber,
had been driven from the building
Friday night prevented another
$1,000 Iobs. During Friday, the

--

-

Mn. Kobtt

Holland

for

Annual Tug-of^War on Friday

in

that.

|V

Lnnbor Alio

JVortA

Mias Alyce Catherine Vande Riet,
daughterof the Rev. and Mrs. fi.
The annual freshman-sophomore tion while Soph Capt. Ed Klelnjans
J. Vsnde Riet, an October bride,
tug-of-warwhich is one of the and Soph Coach Bill Hashrouck,
was honored at a miscellaneous
biggest events since the opening a senior, will allow anythingbut
shower last Thursday evening in of college will be held Friday at

NEAR HOLLAND
.

”

—

m

f

10, 1940

Mm

----

Entaiaau

{

Haul Atman

' Mias Hazel Atman, who wiD be
an October bride, was honored*
.at a ahower Tueaday evening at
the home of Mrs. John Kobe*.
Gifta were brought In a beautifully decorated basket and Miss

Atman was allowed to open them
only after trying to guess the
contents of each package. She received a variety of miscellaneous
household gifts. Following this
the guests were entertainedby
playing games of skill. Prizes
were awarded to Mrs. J. Vander
Elst. Miss Ruth Nyboer, Miss
Lucille Meyer and Miss Necia De

Groot. A two-course lunch was
served by Mrs. John Kobes, assisted by Mrs. John Atman.
Guests present were Mesdames
C. Buurma, H. Mass. H. Timmer,
F. Meyer, J. Vander Elst, N. Nagelkirk, J. Kleis, H. Van Dyke. A.
De Roos and J. Atman of Holland, Mrs. Ray Nienhuis of Grand
Haven and the Misses Lucille
Meyer, Ruth Nyboer and Necja
De Groot. Mrs. Ben Speet was
unable to attend.

Aid society met in the chapel last
Thursday evening. Mrs. Maassen
preaided and led in devotions. A
program "The Bible" was given by
local talent Mrs. Harry Schutt
sang a solo and Mrs. Albert Brower and Mrs. Tony Slagh gave readInp. Hostesses for the evening
In the Interest of his work In
were Mrs. George Brower and behalf ef Hope college, the Rev.

Overisel

Mrs. Peter

News

Dowma.

H. W. Pyle^of the Reformed church
Mr. and Mrs, Richard Sehillemem here and guests with a song Winter, vice-president and chair
exchanged
pulpits last Sunday
ian Mulder, Janet, Gertrude and
man of Hastings were guests at
Wilma Nyhof, Carolyn Rice, Bea- recital in the home of Mrs. George man of the nominatingcommittee the home of E. Schilleman last with the Rev. John C. Van Wyk
trice Hoekje, Dorothy Immink, El Kollen Monday night The oc- asked for nominations to fill seven week.
of the Fifth Reformed church of
Ruth Poppen, Angeline Immink, casion was the opening of the vacancies in the membership. Miss Clara Veldheer fell last Muskegon.
Ethel Vande Riet. Norma Pomp, club's 44th year. Dr. Bruce M. Other members of the committee Saturday night and suffered a
A few friends and neighbors
are E. C. Brooks, Mrs. J. J. Riem'
Marian Albers, Arlyne Voorhoret, Raymond, president, presided.
fractured pelvis. She is in the Hol- spent an enjoyable time last Satersma.
Dr.
O.
Vander
Velde.
C.
H.
Luella Pyle, Esther Rigterink, Announcing his program in a
land hospital.
urday afternoonat the home of
Mrs. Harry Lampen, Mrs. Vande delightfullyinformal manner, Mr. McBride, Mrs. George Pelgrim and
The Rev. H. Maassen had charge Mrs. J. H. Hulsman. The followMrs.
M.
L.
Hinga.
Riet, Mrs. Sena Schipper,Mrs.
McLean not only gave interesting Mrs. Albert Diekema, secretary- of the services in Home Acres, ing were present: Mrs. G. J. MaatAlfred Lampen. Bud Vander Kooi,
Grand Rapids, last Sunday
man, Mrs. John Lampen, Mrs. G.
sidelights on his chosen selections,
treasurer, presented her reports.
Garrett Vande Riet, Herman VanMr. and Mrs. Henry Ferricks Rigterink, Mr. and Mrs. John Imbut on a more serious note, told of
Highlights of the program as an- and Mr. and Mrs. Henry Koop
de Riet and Sylvia Kleinheksel.
conditions in his native British
nounced for the year are: Oct. 21, left last week for a trip to Ten- mink. John Nyhuis, Mrs. Willis
Hulsman and Mn. Fannie HulsIsles and made a plea for peace.
hard maple lumber had been
address by Miss Barbara Tinker of nessee.
man.
Missionary Union
Mr. McLean opened his program
sawed for H. P. Zwemer but afAnn Arbor at the home of Mrs. J.
The Girls League for Service Mr. and Mn. John Kleinheksel
with a song he described as 1,000 E. Telling; Nov. 4, at Hope
ter' the truck had been loaded It
Meeting Planned
gave a surprise shower for Miss and Mrs. John Griep of Holland
years old, "A ScottishLament,"
mu driven outside.Mr. Zwemer
church, "Spiritual Fathers of the Jessie Van Kampen at her home
The Ladies Missionary union of arranged by Marjorie Kennedy
visited at the home of Bert Kleinlost about 500 feet of lumber in
Dictators,"by Rabbi Aaron Cohen last Monday night. She was prethe Christian Reformed churche* Frazer. Other songs in the first
heksel last week Thursday.
the fire.
of Holland. Zeeland and vicinity group were a Grieg boat song, of Muskegon; Nov. 18, at the J. H. sented with a gift from the girls. Mrs. John Arink had charge of
Mr. Owen operated the portable
Den Herder's,“Information A two-course luncheon was served.
will hold their semi-annualmeet- “Thy Warning Is Good," displaythe prayer meeting in the Re*
aaw mill the past 13 years. He said
Please," C. Vander Meulen, chairing on Thursday, Oct. 17. Plans ing all the color characteristicof
formed church Sunday evening;
that he planned to rebuild the
man;
Dec. 2, at the Phillips
for the day have been completed. the composer's works, and an aria
Elgene, Elmer and Alden Barkef
mill
The meeting is to take place in the from “Simon Boccanegra"by Ver- Brooks', An Evening of Magic, by
rendered a few vocal selections*
Clayton Congleton; Dec. 16, at the
Central Ave. Christian Reformed di. His request encore was an araccompaniedby Elmer on his guitMcBride home. "Court Comedies,"
ar.
Lamont Ctrl Honored
church, with Mrs. R. Poole, presi- rangement of "Annie Laurie" by
in
costume.
Miss
Amy
Loomis
of
This photo of Mr. and Mrs vows were spoken. The bride is dent, in charge. The afternoon
Mias Cynthia Schipper led the
Alex Templeton.
Grand Rapids.
4 Several Skomeu
Thomas Jack Longstreet was the former Robhn* Catherine session will begin at 2 p.m. and
The marriage of Miss Gertrude C. E. meeting Tuesday in the place
In his second group, Mr. McDec.
30,
at
the
home
of
E
C.
taken
at
the
rear
of
First
AUndak, Oct 10 (Special)
Wright of Holland. In the back- the evening session at 7:30
Louwenaar, daughter of Mr. and of her father. Harvey Bellman
Lean sang a Schubert number,
Mias Laura Jean Handlogten of Methodistchurch Saturday. Sept. ground ls her maid of honor,
The program, which promises to "Dor Jungling an der Quelie"; Brooks, 'The Old Story," by Jesse Mrs. William Louwenaar of Jenl- played two piano accordion solos.
Phillips Robertson of New York
Lamont whose marriage to Casper 28, just after their wedding Patricia Wright.
be interestingand worthwhile, in- "The Floral Dance," a charming
Our local teachers attendedfhe
city; Jan. 13, at Hope church, son, and Cornelius Zuidema. son
R Broene of Allendale will be an
cludes speakersfrom foreign and descriptive number of the Cornwall
Allegan book fair last week. New
"Photography,"
by
Clyde
Geer- of Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Zuidema
fr October event, was complimented
domestic missions, with China, country: the dramatic and beautischools which are donated by the
at several pre-nuptial affaire the
South America and New Mexico, ful "Bondage," written by Mar- lings; Jan. 27, at the Wichere’ of East 17th St., was solemniz- Kellogg foundation for the old
home. Muaicale by Mr. and Mrs.
past tew weeks.
represented.The speakers are the guerite Lawrence Test, an Amered Friday at 8 p.m. in the recep- books were selected for the
Carl Senob; Feb. 10, at the WoMrs. Gerrit Handlogten and Mrs.
Rev. A. Smit of China, the Rev. ican woman composer; and the alones which were collected last
man's Literarydub, Operetta in tion rooms of First Reformed spring.
. John Tan EUhof entertained with
William Muller of South America, ways amusing "Song of the Flee,"
church
of
Grandville.
charge of Mrs. Beulah Harper
a 'miscellaneousshower at the
the Rev. George Yff of Zuni, New by Moussorgsky.His encore was
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Corhora
Dun woody; Feb. 24, program at
fonBer’s home in Lamont Guests
The Rev. David Louwenaarof and son, Edward Jon, of Grand
Mexico, H. Barber of Grand Rap- the American cowboy song. "All
the museum in charge of Willard
Capacity audiences greeted the
#
were friends and neighbors,
ids, and Mrs. Henderson,a blind Day on the Prairie," ' by David
Decatur, brother of the bride, as- Rapids were guests at the PlumC. Wichere; March 3, at the Ten sisted by the Rev. J. Blauw of mer home on Sunday.
f.
Last Wednesday evening Mrs. speakers at the eighth annual 1 Virginia P (IT h Women
woman, who is a convert of Home Guion.
Cate home, "CaU to Adventure,'
Broene and Mrs. John PotMission work.
conference of the Women's Mis HiOT Mrs. Holmes
"Into the Night," by Clara Ed- by Aloha Baker; March 17, open Grandville, performed the double
gieter were hostesses at a party
ring ceremony. Marriage vows
Special
music
will
be
furnished
wards; "Ballynure,”(old Irish);
i, honoring Miss Handlogten. The skmary union of the classis of
Mrs J. E Holmes, secretary of by the Weener family of Holland, "The Hundred Pipers," a song of date; March 31, banquet at the were spoked before marroon and
glint list included Mrs. Fred Veld- Holland which met in First ReDykhuizen summer home on the gold draperies and fall flowers.
the Ottawa county chapter of the Miss Marjorie Brouwer, vocalist, the ScottishHighlands arranged
Park road.
t- ink, Mrs. Albert Hinken, Mrs. John formed church of Zeeland for two
Mrs. John De Vries sang *1
and
the Calvin seminary quartet. by Alex Templeton; and 'Thora,"
Bon, Mrs. Herman Broene, Mrs. sessions Wednesday. All messages American Red Cross, addressed Those who wish to stay during
Members were requested to hand Love You Truly" before the cereby
Stephen
Adams,
were
Included
In written questions and answers mony and "Because" after the
Peter Timmer, Mrs. Joe Deters, stressed the note of encourage- members of the VirginiaPark the supper hour will be privileged
Verne Van Den Berg, ll£ and
Mrs. James Hinken, Mrs. Casper ment and challenge which the Womans club Wednesday night to listen to a brief miscellaneous in the singer’sfinal group. "On the for the "InformationPlease" pro- rites, accompanied by Mrs. Jake Nancy Boersema, 18, both of HolRoad
to
Mandalay,"
sung
in
true
Valdink,Mrs. Willard Koning, Mrs.
gram to Mrs. Vernon Ten Cate at Louwenaar who also played the land; Arthur Zoerman, 26, route 6;
condition of the world today pre- on the subject, Responsibilities program to be presented by Ladies Cockney dialect, was an encore.
the next meeting.
Casper Hinken,
wedding march as the bridal party Holland,and Ella Holstegv,25,
of
one
of
the
participating
and Obligations of the American
Mr. McLean is a real artist
t Veldink,Miss Florence Veldink. sents.
Programs were arranged by Dr. assembled.
route 1, Zeeland; Gary Groth, 21,
churches.
Mrs. James Wayer. representing Red Cross.
with a charming and vital personMbs Gladys Hinken. The evening the Woman’s boards of Missions,
Attending her as matron of and Frances Schultz, 25, of Grand
The committee announces that ality, and his program was well Raymond, assistedby Mr. Winter,
A
musical program was given
^ was spent in playing games.
Miss PriscillaBekman, speaking in addition to Mrs. Holmes' talk. those who plan to stay during received. He was remembered by Mrs. Diekema, Miss Anna G. Vis- honor was her sister, Mrs. Richard Haven; William Boyko, 19, and
scher, Mrs. J. E. Telling Mrs. Ten Isenga.
On Thursday evening a shower for Japan, and Mrs. Sojiri ShimEvelina Rittenhouse, 19, of NunA piano duet was given by Mrs. the supper hour, should bring their many of the club for former prowas given in the home of Mrs. izu. a product of foreign misCate. Mrs. W. G. Winter. M. C
Edward Zuidema. brother of the ica; Harry Covington, Jr., 22. and
B. Paschal and Mrs. Tuinsma and own lunch. Coffee will be served grams here.
Jatm Broene. Guests participating sion work and a missionary among
Lindeman, and M. L. Hinga.
bridegroom, performed the duties Vivian Edding, 19, of Holland;
a vocal duet by Mrs. B. Timmer by the committee at the local
Mrs. W. C. Snow of the Hope
were Mrs. David Mohr, Mrs. Dena the Japanese in New York city,
Refreshments were served by of best man.
Robert Lewis Robbins,20, Coopand Mrs L. Van Lento, accom- [ church,
college music faculty, responsive Mr. and Mrs. P. F. Boone, Mr. and
Dryer, Mrs. George Klom parens, brought stories of success in ChrisDuring the receptiona two- ersville, and Jeanne Marie Holst,
panied by Mrs. Paschal. The
to
the
singers’
moods,
gave
an
arf Mrs. Mensir Jongekrijg,Mrs. Cor- tian effort in their various fields. W’eighminktwins of Holland gave
Mrs. G. J. Bosch and Mr. Winter. course lunch was served in charge 16, Coopersville; Fred Machiela,nelius Hovingh,Mrs. Henry Huixof Mrs. William Tuinstra. Wait- 25, and Fanny Overweg, 21, both
Mrs. Wayer stated that this is a guitar duets and Theresa Van
g enga, Mrs. Bernard Groters, Mrs. time of unparalleledmissionary Houw and Jean Brinkman sang,
resses were Misses Grace Edema, of route 2, Zeeland.
Shower
Compliments
Paul Trofast, Mrs. Bert M. Hor- opportunity in China where this accompanied by Mrs. Van Houw
Ruth Hoaseman, Marion and JeanBernard Rowan, 30, Holland, and
t ling, Mrs. Joe Konendyk,Mrs. John year has seen more additions to The program was arranged by Morris Folkert of Overisel,itu- Miss Helen Orr
Jessie Van Kampen. 27. route 4,
ette Isenga.
Horiings, Mrs. Bert J. Hor lings,
Guests includedthe Rev. and Holland; Erzo Lynema, 29. route 1,
the Christian church than ever Mrs M. Cook. Mrs. B Paschal dent at Western Theological semMiss Helen Orr who will be a
(From Today's Sentinel)
inary, led the Christian Endeavor
Mrs. Maynard Mohr, Mrs. Cornie before. In Arabia the pioneer days and Mrs J Beider.
Mrs. J. Bloouw, Rev. and Mrs. Hudsonville.and Martha De Went.
bride
this
month
was
guest
of
A son, Paul Howard, was bopn David Louwenaar, Mr. and Mrs. 26, route 3, Hudsonville, Marcus
Mohr, Mrs. Abe Mohr, Mias Alice are over. In India more than 30,Refreshments were .served by society meeting Sunday evening.
[
Jongekrijg, Mrs. Herman Broene 000 Christians are evangelizing Mrs. R Kramer. Mrs J L Van A ladies’ trio of Forest Grove furn- honor at a miscellaneoas shower Wednesday to Mr. and Mrs. How- Gerrit Zuidema, Mr. and Mrs. Prohst, 27, Coopersville,and
Wednesday evening at the home ard Dalman of Hart, Mich. Mrs.
and Mrs. John Potgieter. The eve- their own country. In Japan. | Huis, Mrs. A Schurman and Mrs. ished specialmusic.
William Van Der Heide and chil- George- Ella Mielke, 26, Spring
of Mrs. H. W. Streur. Games were Dalman is the former Evelyn Bolning was spent in playing peanut where there are unusual difficul-E. Lane
Several women attended the Wodren, Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Louwe- Lake.
played
and
prizes
were
awarded
to
huis.
I banco.
man's Missionary union conference
naar. Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Zuidema
Peter Blauwkamp. 22, and
ties, the spirit of Christian felThe prayer meeting at Fourth and sons, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Janet Gruppen, 21, both of route
of the classis of Holland in Zeel- Miss Johanna Boersma,Mrs. Marie
lowship is a constant inspiration, i Semper Fidelis Class
Arnold
and
Miss
Dorothy
Martinchurch tonight will be in charge Bonselaarand son. Mr. and Mrs. 2, Zeeland.
and Wednesday.
dan
i**t~
stated the
U 1J
n
Modern Cantata Heard
Mr. and Mrs. James Berens visit- us. A two-courselunch was serv- of the pastor who will continue John Bronkema and children, Mr.
Dressed in a beautifulJapanese Holds I reOSUre Hunt
Donald
Koeman,
25,
route
6,
ed.
his exposition of the Epistle of and Mrs. Edward Zuidema and Holland, and Julia Kathryn Bos,
at Chapel Exercises
kimono, as was also Miss Bekman The Semper Fidelis Sunday ed at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Guests present were Mrs. Wil- Colossians.
La verne Cook Saturday night.
son. Mr. and Mrs. Richard Isenga 22, Holland; John Harold Voss, 30,
Eugene F. Heeter, head of the Mrs. Sojiri Shimizu gave her in- j KChool class of Ninth St Chrisliam Van Alsburg, Mrs. Marie ArnThe Girls League for Service and children, Mr. and Mrs. Conrad route 5, Holland, and Shirley WanInstrumental music department bute to the influenceof Muss Jen- tian Reformed chuich enjoyed a Clarence and Elmer Berens of
old, Mrs. Louis Altena. Mrs. Gary of Fourth Reformed church will
Van Den Bosch. Mr. and Mrs. Ben da Freehouse, 26, route 6. Holin Holland high school, gave a me Kuyper. who gave her life in treasure hunt Wednesday evening, South Bend. Ind., spent the weekC. Stam, Mrs. William Van Buren. meet Friday night In the home
Walters, Mr. and Mrs. John De land; Calvin Bucklty, 36, Spring
lesson in music appreciation and the Japanese earthquake Being Starting from the church, direc- end with their parents, Mr. and
and
Misses
Henrietta
and
Janet of Miss Marjorie Van Kampen,
played a recording of "The Bal- connected with the Japanese | tioas led the group to the Schlecht Mrs. Harm Berens.
Vries and son, Mr. and Mrs. Wil- Lake, and FlorenceMcDonald, 25,
Mrs. Lillian Lucas and Norma Huizenga, Henrietta Pomp, Johan- 198 West 10th St.
lad for America,"a modern can- Christian Institute in New Y'ork , cotiage north of Lakewood farm
liam Tuinstra. Henry Louwenaar. Sparata;John J. Van Noord, 25,
na Boersma, Sena Tinholt and DorThe Rev. C. A. Stoppels will Miss Tressa Vredevoogd, Misses Hudsonville, and Augusta Petertata, at chapel exercises in Hol- city. Mrs. Shimizu has opportunitywhere Emma Klaasen found the ,ean sPent the week-*nd in Holothy Martinua. Others invited were take charge of prayer services toland high school on Tuesday lo lead Japanese girls to a high- 1 treasure A business meeting was I *an(* wifh relatives.
Winnefred and Marie Louwenaar, man, 20, Grand Rapids.
Mrs. Lloyd Wright of Fennville. night at 8 p.m. in Bethel ReformMrs. Julias Walters and daughTh# program was in charge of er level of Christian living. She held and rrfie.shmcnt.s were
Sadie and Anna Mae Zuidema,
Robert Jurgens and Misses ed church.
Min Hannah Hoekje's guidance illustrated the differencebetween 1 sen. e<l Ordup singing about the ters returned home after spending Mrs.
Nettie Weda and Esther June Van Jofyfitvt
Alice and Elmma Kuyera.
Eight members of the Holland Omen. Other guests invited were MUarjof
group. Charles Lokker served as the Japanese minor chords and the i fireplaceconcluded ihe evening s four weeks in Jamestown with her
high school Hl-Y society went to Bernard Zuidema and Gerrit Van
chairman and Carolyn Meiste as Christian hymns ol joy by singing program
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Morren.
chaplain.
Grand Rapids Tuesday to attend Der Heide of Holland and Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. John Cook and
some of each
Attending the outing were
The cantata which contains The devotional note stressed b> Domth> ^nd Marjorie Knoll Mrs. Lillian Lucas visited at the
a district meeting to the Wyom- Mrs. R. T. Hoekstra and children
vocal solo parts, mixed voices and Miss Nettie De Jong, missionary | Ruth Bnmers. Harriett Redder, home of Mr. and Mrs. Edward J
ing Park high school.
of Chicago.
orchestral music was composed of the Presbyterian church in Emma Klaasen Thelma Homkes. Holder Wednesday evening.
J. S. Van Volkenburgh and J. E.
Mr. and Mrs. Zuidema will make
The Rev. William Kok of Grand
by John La touche and Earl Rob- Changteh. China, and now on fur- ( °rnelia Brail. lH>roth> and Julia
A miscellaneous ahower was Rapids conducted services in the Vivian of the Ottawa County De- their home In Grandville.
inson. Before presenting the mu- lough, gave the keynote of service j Bos Ha/el Plockmeyer. Hannah given in honor of Miss Harriet
partment of Social Welfare were
Christian Reformed church Sunsic, Mr. Heeter gave a short re- by the constraining love of Christ | Japping, Fannah and Billie Tripp, Van Der Poppen at her home Friin Grand Haven on business Wedday.
view erf the two composers' lives Mrs. Edith Walvoord in the after- Jeanette and Annette Bratt.
nesday.
day evening.
The
Rev.
Enos
Heeren
of Vriesand said that although they had noon emphasized the need for
Members of the Hope church
Mrs. John Berens, Sr., and Mrs. land was ih charge of tfie services
collaborated several times, this
A. Dozeman who have been ill are at the Reformed church. A semin- senior choir enjoyed a Hamburg
keeping faith and showing confid- //0p6 Students Hear
cantata is regarded as their out- ence in the promises of God. The
improving.
*. i
»
ary itudent is expected to be in fry and social time at the home
standing work of art. The lines periods of prayer and meditation ( nffllfl/ by IflcLean
The monthly evening service will charge of the services Sunday, of Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Wood at
are both spoken and sung.
Waukazoo following an early rewere centered around the respon- Hope college students were pri- be held in the Bentheim Reformed Oct 13.
The ballad is based on four sibilitiesof the conference memhearsal at the church last night.
vileged to hear h short recital by church Sunday at 7:30 p.m. Tlie
A congregational meeting of the
highlights in national history in- bers and the events affecting ChrisDr. Willard Dayton Brown, secCameron McLean. Detroit bari- Rev. William Wolvius of Holland, Reformed church was held Monday
cluding the Revolution, the tians in the war zones.
tone
at
chapel
exercises
on who served the church as its first evening, Oct. 7, for the purpose of retary of the board of education of
growth of the union, the Civil
Die afternoonclosed with an
the Reformed church in America
WIT and the machine age. The appeal by Mrs. Paul E. Hinkamp. Tuesday. RoIxti Cavanaugh, mu- pastor (rom 1896 to 1898 after hav- cJllng a pastor. A call was exsic instructor introduced the guest ing served the previous two years tended to the Rev. David Bogard conductedchapel exercise* it
Ido part was taken by Paul Robwhich proved that Hope college in soloist. For his first number Mr. as student pastor,will be in charge
Hope college this morning. He
of Little Falls. N. J.
•on, Negro singer. The record
its campaign for a new sceince McLean sang 'The Lord's Prayer" of the service. Mrs. Hiram YntMr. and Mrs. Henry Scholten stressed the importanceof acquirWta first played Nov. 5. 1939,
building was advancingChristian by Malotte accompanied by Mrs. ema and Mrs. James Keizer of
and iince then has steadily gainand family of Holland were visit- ing Christian poise in these trying
missions by providing young W. Curtis Snow on the organ.
Forest Grove will furnish special on at the home of G. Nienhuis days of war propaganda.
id in popularity.
Christian workers that believe in
Mrs. D. S. O'Meara and family
Other interesting selectionson music.
Sunday.
Plans are being made to have
a harmony between science and his program were 'The Hills of
expected to leave today to Join Mr.
SOe PEBECO TOOTH PASTE .......... 2 for 40c
thi words of the cantata mimereligion.Mrs. Charles Stoppels. Home," 'The Road to Mandalay"
O’Meara In Ashville,N. C, where
and distributed among
80c HIND’S
A
LOTN, 2 for 40c
presidentof the union, presided at sung in Cockney dialect,"Flora"
they will reside.
itudent body.
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Cut Rate Drugs
SALE

NOW THRU SATURDAY

H

HONEY

stated that from now

oq the
a week

special

programs twice

during chapel exercises
emphasizepatriotism and
will feature such things as films,
muric and the like.

JM;

Mute

CM

Enjoyt

Program on Back

Mn. W.

«

C. Miner of Virginia
hostess to the Holland

club Wednesday
’Ifili

after-

Hftsd De Meyer, preset the business

Andrew Hyma was
of recording
the vacancy made
‘ of Miss Helene

both sessions of the conference.
by Adams. "All Day on the
The next meeting will he held Prairie" a western cowboy song,
in October. 1941, in the Reformed and ‘The Song of the Flea" by
church of Overisel. The new Moussorgski. 'The Floral Dance,"
officers elected are Mrs. Enos E. a sprightly description of an old
Heeren of Vriesland,president; Cornish festival, by Kate Moss,
Mrs. Isaac Scherpenisse of Ham- was especiallywell received. As an
ilton, vice president; Mrs. Dick encore. Mr. McLean song “Annie
Vander Meer of Holland, secre- Laurie" for which Alec Templetary; Mrs. Nelson Miles of Hol- ton arrangedthe piano accompanland, treasurer;Mrs. Marius Mul- iment
der, assistantsecretaryMrs. . Morrell Webber read the scripHenry Bowman of Hudsonvjlje.as- ture and Ray Olthof led in prayer.
•iatanttreasurer,and Mias Hanna It was also anounced that Mrs.
G. Hoekje, clerk.
James Wayer of Racine, Wis., will
Of the $200 collectedin offer- speak to the YW tonight on the
ings at the two sessions, $100 will subject "Personality Plus". Dr.
be sent to both the foreign and Bernard Mulder, editor of the Indomesticmission boards. A total telligencer Leader will address the
of $55 was taken In for the Ara- YM. Paul J. Browgr presided at
bian bed project
the program.

Voters

Still

Have Time

FREE 28c ROSE HAIR OIL with

to Register for Election
But HoUandcn Are Aiked
to List

Names Before

Deadline
Holland votere atUl have plenty
of time to regiater for the fall elec-

tion to be held Tueaday, Nqv.
City Clerk Oscar Peterson announced here that the deadline
for voter registrationii Saturday.
Oct. 19, but he suggested that
voters should not wait until the

FUNERAL RITES HELD
FOR JOHN K1RCHH0FF

Funeral sendees for John Ferddeadline to registerat the clerk’s inand Kirchhoff, 74 of 200 East
27th St., who died Monday mornoffice In the dty hall.
Only those votere who have not ing while visiting his daughter,
registered previously are required Mrs. Roy E. Sobiski, at Lake
Grorw, «r7
to regUter with the city clerk.
at
2:30 p.m. from Dykatra't
Persons who have moved from
one ward to another should also funeral home with the Rev. John
Vanderbeekof Sixth Reformed
contact the city clerk to correct
church officiating. Burial was
their previous registration.
In Pilgrim Home cemetery.
Vp to Monday night, 165 new Mr. Kirchhoffwaa born Sept.
registrationsbad been received by 18, 1866. in The Netherlands. SurMr. Peterson since Sept 10. There viving are the widow; a daughter;
also had been 103 changes in ad- two sons, John of Holland and
dress er reinstatements, Mr. Pet- Arthur of Detroit, and a brother,
erson said.

hew"»

.

•

»

»* ~

fi'

ALMOND

V

‘

V-ljjjliay?

7Sc FITCH’S SHAMPOO ................. 89c
60c CAUFORNIA SYRUP of FIGS ......... .'.Me
60c PHILLIP'S CLEANSING CREAMS ........ 38c
38c GOLD MEDAL HAARLEM OIL CAPS ..... 21c

COLD TABLETS ................ 16c
$1.28 ABSORBINE JR. ..................... 79c
Me MULSIFIED SHAMPOO .......... ..... .29c
$1.20 FATHER JOHN’S REMEDY .........
79c
30c HILL’S

.

ARRID
25c

.......................

MALINA

39c and 59c

PILLS ........................ 16c

$1.50 KOLORBAK; for Gray
35c

. jar

FREEZONE

for Corns

$1.50 PINKHAM9*

Hair

.......... . 93c

..................

COMPOUND

%

21c

only 79c

ib

ms
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MINOR DAMAGE
CAUSED

Following Wojahn-Van Dyke Nuptials in Detroit

IN

Principals of

Aardsma-Van Alsburg Wi

DANCE CASE

BY RAU^WINDS
State Coart Decides

Rum

Board Has Authority
of

pfl

1940

RUUNG VOIDED

IN CITY

Over Inch and a Half

10,

to

Issue Permit

Water Poun Down
on Holland

Lansing, Mich., Oct. 10

—

The

authority of the state liquor con-

utes.
It was one of the heaviest rains
which has fallen here for some
time. Shortly before the heavy
rain started, the skies became so
black motorists drove their cars

with the lights turned on.
Strong winds and considerable
lightning accompanied the storm.
Motorists who were caught out in
the rain drove their cars at reduced speed as it was impossible to
see any great distance ahead of

all of the regulationsof township,

and state authorities,”
Associate Justice Thomas F. McAllisterwrote: "If it be sought
^PthtU^!l?re
forrned church SaturdaySept. 28, Loula Cotta, Miss
to make taverns subject to the
and Mrato rlight are VerNab«
same laws as public dance halls, Richard Aardsma who were mar- non Meerdlnk, Edwin AalberU, and Herman Naberhuit. The br!d»
recourse may be had to the leg- ned in the parlors of Third Re- Mr. and Mre. Aardsma, Mre. la the former Either Van Alt*
burg.

whe

ob-

server, reported that .85 of an inch

of rain fell in Holland before 7
p.m. Sunday. An gdditional .75 of

The above photo was taken Holland In ReformationLutheran
an inch fell after that hour, bringSept. 14 after the marriage of Miss church in Detroit. The wedding
ing the total to 1.6 inches.
Minor damage was reported to- Florence Irene Van Dyke of De- party included Miss Ednamae Van
day as a result of the sudden troit to Charles Paul Wojahn of Dyke and Mrs. Crowe as the
storm. The board of public works
reported four transformer fuses in
the southwest part of the city had
burned out, leaving that part
without electrical service until the
fuses had been replaced.
A tree is reported to have been

Freshman Coeds Guests
at Round Robin Party

blown over against a house

at

Veurink's grove on east 32nd St.
The wind and rain storm that
swept across lower Michigan resulted in the drowning of three
persons near Pontiac and disruption of utility service in some districts.

GIVES

REPORT

Hope college freshman coeds
and new studentsreturned from Saugatuck road. Each guest rethe annual “Round Robin Party" ceived a bright corsage of straw
Thursday, Oct. 3, laden with clev- flowers and a program printed on
er favors, programs, and souven- a red barn. Program chairman.
irs. The affair, one of the gayest Judy Vander Linden, introduced
social events of early autumn, “Hayseeds" Edith Klaaren. Jean
served as a "know your society” Swart, Lorraine Timmer, Florence
mixer for new Hopeites. The girls Dykema, Wendy Rameau, Doris
met at VoorhCes hall where they Bettes, Betty Davis, Magi Felter
whe
were divided into five different and "Caller ’ Donna
groups and entertained in relays pranced about in true Indian fashby each sorority.
ion accompanied by Keith SoderBalloons,streamers,and ani- berg, pianist, Niles Hansen, vio-

Eby

ON TAXES PAID

mal cutouts greeted guests at the linist, and Paul Van Dort on the
Alethean room in Van Raalte hall guitar. Melodious "hog-calling
as President Pearl Laman wel- ^as furnishedby Leola Bocks
comed visitors to the “Alethean Morrell Webber and Doris Van
Fair." Included on the program Hoven in overalls,checked shirts
were a round of introductions,and straw hats, and Norma Becksgroup singing led by Dorothy Wal- fort gave a reading, “Moo Cow
Moo."
do, and a solo, "All This and Heave< Too," by Anita Vogt accom- The home of Marjorie Brouwer,’
panied by Arlene De Vries. Favors 52 East 14th St., was the scene of
were miniature peanut men and the Delphi party. All mebers wore
’

City TreasurerHenry J Becksfort has reportedhe has closed
the 1940 summer tax rolls. They
have been returned to the city assessor and all summer delinquent
taxes will be reassessed and added
to the fall taxes.
Collectionof 1940 summer taxes
totaled $354,630.07 while the tax
levy was $376,844.81,representing
$22,214.74in delinquent taxes. The
per cent of collectionswas 94.1.
In comparing this with 1939, it
was found that last year’s summer tax collodions totaled of $23,576.46, Last year's per cent of collection was 93.2, thus this year’s
collectionshowed an increase of
almost 1 per cent.

l-i

county

their cars. ,

Bert Smith, local weather

M

trol commission to issue a dance
permit to a holder of a class C
liquor license was upheld Monday by the state supreme court.
The decision reversed an order
by Circuit Judge Fred T. Miles
in Grand Haven in which he had
held that no tavern outside the
corporate limits of a village or
city could permit dancing and
tried and convicted Myrtle Bronkhorst on a charge of operating a
public dance hall.
"The defendant complied with

Holland was deluged by a downpour of rain which fell here about
3:30 p.m. Sunday, the worst part
of the storm lasting about 10 min-

rrom

islature."

bride’s attendants, Sally

Kirchner

as flower girl; Robert Wojahn as
best man, Calvin Brown of Hol-

land and Harry Wemert, Jr.,

of

Detroit as ushers.

(The test case against Mrs.
Bronkhorst was started in August. 1939, in the justice court of

Raymond L. Smith, who

is now
municipal judge in Holland. Smith

FATAL TO

MAN

G. B. Dalman, 61, Expires
in Blodgett Hospital;
Rites

Wednesday

George B. Dalman, 61. of 539
College Ave. died Sunday at about
8 p.m. in Blodgett Memorial hospital in East Grand Rapids after
a brief illness of less than three
days.
Mr. Dalman was born In Holland on March 22, 1879. He attended the public schools here and at
the age of 14 started to work at
the Holland Furniture Co. He was
still an employe of the company
at the time of his death, having
worked for the firm for a period of
47 years. He was a member of
Trinity Reformed church and of
the Men’s Adult Bible class of the

PRIZES FOR BIG CITY
New Orleans Only

D.'jag

fish

an

caught within the city limits
s
eligible for prizes in the annual
declared she was guilty of a
charge of operating
public
'Tarpon Roden” of New Orleans,
dance hall without first obtainwhich extends through Sept 29
In a colorfulsetting of autumn
ing a permit from the township
leaves and chrysanthemumsIn
Walter Zeile of Saginaw at this year. Lake Ponchartraln and
board. The case was appealedto
the St. Andrew’s Evangelical tended his brother as beat man other large bodies of water are la
circuit court.
the dty area.
Lutheran church in Chicago Ushers were Walter Koepke
(The case sought to determine Saturday afternoon,Miss Elea- Chicago and Arnold Zeile of Dewhether the. township board or nore A. Gode, daughter of troit.
More than 750 million pencils
state liquor control commission Charles A. Gode of 2102 West
are
manufactured in the United
A
reception
followed
In
Modena
has the right to supervise dance 68th St., Chicago, became the
halls where alcholicbeverages bride of the Rev. Theodore A. hall In Chicago where a wedding States each year, or enough tn
supper was served to about 160 give about six to each man, woman
are sold Mrs. Bronkhorst had a
Zeile of Holland, pastor of Zion
permit from the state commis- Evangelical Lutheran church, son guests. Among the out-of-town aRd chUdsion It was brought out that on of the Rev. and Mrs. Andrew guests were Mrs. H. M. Hamilton
53S
and Mr. and Mrs. H. Becher of STATEMENT
O
a township permit the words Zeile of Saginaw.
lion, etc., R*
Evansville,Wis., Mrs. L. Tirmen- Management,ClrcuUtlq^iy
"dancing hall" had been crossed
Congrsw el
The bridegroom’sfather read steln and Mrs. R. Tirmenstein of qulred by the act of Congro*
out, confining the permit to
Auguit 24, im. l T
the
single ring service at 5 o’- St. Louis, Mo., Dr. and Mrs. H.
"pool room, bowling alley or soft
The
- - - Holland CUy Nawa — — y^.-ygy.gsa
tfilf
drink place.” The defense con- clock in the presence of a large Schuest of Wort Wayne, Ind., the weekly (Tburaday)at Holland, Mkkigan
for October1 1889.
; Mx
number
of
friends and relatives. Rev. and Mrs. A. Zeile of Sagi
tended ’the Yellow Jacket which
The
wedding
address
was
given naw and Miss Marie Schumacher STATE OF IIICHIOAN-*
Mrs Bronkhorstoperatedon MCounty of Ottawn-eo:
of Holland.
Before me, a notary public la
50 near US-31 was not a public by Dr. John W. Bohnken of Oak
the itate and oounty nf
The bride is a graduate of Chi- for
dance hall as the principal bus- Park, 111., president of the Evanpersonally appearedW. A.
gelical Lutheran Missouri synod.
iness was that of sale of food and
who
having be«n duly iworn
cago Normal college in 1937 and
drink.)
Appropriate wedding music was attended the Lutheran Institute, Ing to law, deipoaoa and aa;
furnished by tht Rev. A. W. also in Chicago. She has been la the buslneaa manager of
City Nowa and that
Gode of Chicago, uncle of the engaged as a primary teacher in land
Ing la, to tba boat of his
bride, at the organ, and by Miss
Chicago. The bridegroom was born and belief, a. true atataa*
Evelyn Klotz of Chicago, soloist. In Alpena and has spent the past ownerablp,managament. the
etc., of the aforoaald pul..*,
The latter’s selections were "My two and a half years In Holland. tlon,
for the date ebown In tho above
Heart Ever Faithful," Bach, and He is a graduate of Concordia tlon required by the Act of Aui
"O Lord Most Holy," Franck. For college in Fort Wayne, Ind., am 1912, embodied In oecUon 4U
Laws and Regulationsprln
printel;
processional, Rev. Gode played Concordia Theologicalseminary Law*
reverse of this form, to-wtt:
"Let
Ever Walk With In St. Louis, Mo., In 1937.
1. That tbo names anjt^ddronnan
of the publisher editor.managing oil*
Jesus,” Blaze, and for recessional,
The couple left Saturday night tor, »iiu
and business
uua
manager ares
Charles Cook, 17, of Kalamazoo "Praise Ye the Father,” Men4 Printing
on a wedding trip to Smoky Publlfthrr, Sentinel
was slated to be arraigned be- delssohn.
Mountains in Tennessee. For Holland.Mlcbl
Attending
her
as
maid
of
honor
q^EdhorTtnui
W.
Wooden, He!fore Municipal Judge Raymond L.
traveling the bride wore a moss land, Michigan.
Smith in a charge of failing to was her cousin, Anita Rempert of green woolen suit with brown
Managing Editor, C. A. French,™
have his car under control Sunday Chicago. The two bridesmaids accessories.
Holland, Michigan.
Buslneaa Manager.W. A. Butler,
at 1 a.m., at 16th St. and Cleve- were Ruth Koepke of Chicago, a
The Rev. and Mrs. Zeile will Holland,Mlehlggg.land Ave., when his car and a taxi, cousin of the bride, and Ruth
2. That tha owner la the
driven by Mrs. Louise Nykamp, Zeile of Saginaw, a sister of the make their home at 170 West PrintingCo., a corporation, Hoi
bridegroom.
12th St. after Nov. 1.
Michiganand the atoohhoMer^
East Seventh St., collided.
Irtg one per cent or more of _
Cook was driving north on
are C. A. French, Margaret L.
Cleveland Ave. and Mrs. Nykamp
W. A. and Dorothy BuUer, nil
land, Mlcbn Randall Freaoh,
was driving west on 16th St. Cook
111.
told police he swerved his car to
3. That the known
the left to avoid a collision after
mortgages,and other aecurity

a

SHORT ILLNESS

Gode
Chicago Church

Rev. Zeile and Miss

Wed

in

-
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_
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_
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I

1981.
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FACES CHARGE

_

AFTER CRASH

Us

drop blue jackets bearing yellow Delphi church.
emblems. Ruth Schuitema, presiBesides the widow, he Is survivMembers of the Sorosis society dent, welcomed guests and intro- ed by six children, La Verne C.
duced the "Campus Kids," large
. . the tattered garb of the “Dead
Dalman and Mrs. A. C. Roos of
End Kids" entertained at a “slum- collegiatedolls which were a part Holland, Howard Dalman of Hart,
ming party" at the home of Dor- of the decorations. Marjorie Andrew of Muskegon and Eleanor
othy Shramek, 668 State St Brouwer sang “The Sweetheart and George at home; two brothGuests were escorted to benches of Delta Phi" accompanied by ers, Ben J. and Gerrit Dalman;
in the basement by "tough" Sor- Mary Bolema, and Nola Nies read two sisters, Mrs. John Van Zonv
csites with black eyes and missing a humorous paper entitled "The eren and Mrs. Jacob Zuidema, all
teeth wearing slouch hats, torn DelphianMiracle," a new publica- of Holland. In addition, there are
shirts and baggy pants. Appropri- tion. Favors were tiny dolls carry- five grandchildren, Robert, Louise
ate signs denoted "Skunk Alley," ing Delta Phi traveling bags. Re- and Joan Carol Roos and Ronald
a small beach, and "For Sale" no- freshments were served to the and Mary Ellen Dalman, all of
tices. Jean Wishmeier presided last group visiting each society.
Holland.
over the program, “It’s da Bull,"
Funeral services were held on he first failed to see the approachera owning or holding1 per o
more of total amount of bonda,
which featured "Choipers"MarWednesday.
ing taxi.
gagea.
or other securities are: Nana.
thene Van Dyke and Ruth StrykPolice listed Leo Bearss, 255
4. That- the two paragraphsaast
er singing songs of the street acAt 2:30 o'clock Saturday afterv
above, giving tho names of the oweVan Hais-Boeve Wedding West 10th St., George Gorder,
Lois Knooihuizen, Jean Ver Burg, era. atockholderaand aecurity holdcompanied by Carolyn Kremers on
Clara Vis Is employed in Grand
Fred Stolpe and Charles Stolpe, noon Miss Florence Kraay of HolDoris Van Dahm, Evelyn Avery era. If any, contain not only the Us!
A lone bandit who first ordered the violin. Barbara Folensbee Rapids.
Is Solemnized in
all of Benton Harbor- and Walter land, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
atockholderaand aecurity heldefi
and
Edith Mooi. Miss Nelvina of
a half dozen eggs and then stole boasted a realisticBrooklyn acConsistory meeting was held
aa they appear upon the booka of the
Before a background of palms, Parker. West 12th St., as wit- Oliver Kraay of Danforth, III,
Ver
Stceg
was
In
charge
of
the
company,
but alao, In case* where the
cent
in
her
reading
the
"New
York
Wednesday
evening, Oct 2.
$52 from the general store of
T
ferns and bouquets of vari-colored nesses to the crash.
and Paul Holleman. son of Mrs. gift room.
atockholderaor aecurity holdier apHenry Koop of Borculo, five miles Boid." Betty Daugherty and Doris
imam baptism was administer- dahlias, Miss Ada Boeve of 17
Three other minor accidents Peter Holleman of Holland, spoke
pear upon the booka of the company
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Rozema of aa
north of Zeeland while the clerk Vander Borgh, two Dead End Kids ed last
truatee or In any other fiduciary
West 13th St., daughter of Mr. were reported to police over the their marriage vows in the parChicago,
sister
and
brother-in-law
relation, the name of the peraon or
The men’s society resumed and Mrs. William E. Boeve of week-end.
was in the rear of the store was with rhythm in their bones, were
lors of Third Reformed church
corporation
for whom auch truatee to
of the bride were master and
sought by the Ottawa county also listed on the programs which meetings Monday evening
The double ring ceremony was
route 4, Holland, and Theodore
Vehicles driven by Mrs. Geracting la given alao that the said
mistress
of
ceremonies.
were small wooden “detour" signs.
Van Klompenbergand Kick- Van Huis. son of Mr. and Mrs. trude Lubbers, 26, 15 West 17th performed by the Rev. Chester
sheriff'sdepartment.
two paragraphscontain statemsats
The robbery occurred between An amusing duet, “Shoe Shine over are building a new house for John Van Huis of 50 West 15th St., St., and Jacob Veldheer, 19, 84 Meengs of Atwood, brother-in-law Mr. and Mrs. Holleman left im- embracingaffiants full knowledge
mediately following the ceremony and belief aa to the circumstances aad
6 and 6:30 p.m. Saturday. On leav- Boy," was also sung by the "Choip- Klaas Van Der Veer.
were united in marriage Friday East 17th St., were involved in a of the groom, assisted by the on a short wedding trip. For conditionsunder which atockholdera
Mrs. John KruidthofLs visiting evening in the home of the brideing the store, he drove his car east ers."
collision Saturday at 7 p.m. at 14th Rev. William Van't Hof, church traveling Mrs. Holleman wore a and security holders who do not appear upon the books of tho company
toward Grand Rapids.
Dorians, using astronomy as her children in Kalamazoo for a groom's parents. The Rev. D. H. St. and Lincoln Ave. Mrs. Lubbers pastor.
wine velvet dress trimmed in as trustees,hold stock and securities
few
days.
At the time of the robbery, Miss their theme, greeted freshmen in
Preceding
the
service,
Miss
Lois
Walters, pastor of Central Avenue was driving west on 14th St. and
a capacityother than that of a
lace with wine accessories.They
The Sunday school teachers
Elsie Koop, daughter of Mr. Koop, a blue room hung with stars and
Christian Reformed church, offi- Veldheer was driving south on Van Zomeren played "Liebes- will make their home in Holland. bona fide owner: and this affiant has
held
their
quarterly
meeting
at
no reason to believe that any other
was on duty. Deputy Sheriff John balloons at the home of Arlene
ciated at the single ring ceremony. Lincoln Ave. Mr. and Mrs. Henry traum" and "Ave Maria" on the Mr. Holleman is employed in the
person, aaaoclatlon,or corporation baa
Boes of Zeeland was advised that Rosendahl. "Stardust"in dainty the home of Mr. and Mrs. John
church organ and Misss Beatrice
"Bridal
Chorus"
from
LohenDokter,
74
East
14th
St.,
were
any
Interest direct or indirect tn tha
office of Winters-Crampton Co.
during the afternoonthe uniden- sachets was distributed by little Van Dam.
Geerlings sang "Because” by
said stock, bonda, or other securities
grin by Wagner was played by listed as witnesses.
in Grandville.
Mrs.
C.
De
Vries,
Gladys
and
than aa so stated by him.
tified bandit entered the store and Doreen Dethmers. A trio composMiss Hazel Anne Oelen as memThree cars were involved in a d'Hardelot, accompanied by Miss
W. A. BUTLER, >
engaged Miss Koop in conversa- ed of Jennie Spoelstra,Nelvie Van Mrs. John Jipping are employed bers of the bridal party took their
Hazel Anne Oelen at the piano.
minor collision at 14th St. and
DullnessManager.
tion.
Der Bill and Mimi Moncoda sang in the Fennville canning factory. places. The couple was attended
Miss
Van
Zomeren
played the Prof. Winter Conducts
Fworn to and subscribed before tor
River Ave. Sunday. Police were inMrs. Henry J. Dozeman sufferthli 2nd day of October, 1940.
He first inquired what time Mr. Stairway to the Stars" and Ruth
wedding
march
from
Lohengrin
by Miss Betty Boeve, sister of the formed that Ned Morasco of DeFREDERICK SLAQ
while the wedding party apMeeting of Educators
Koop went to supper and was in- Do Young told an interestingstory ed a stroke last week and has bride, and Harris Van Huis, brothtroit had stopped his car on River
Notary Public.
not shown improvement.
formed he left at 6 p.m. Then he entitled "Almighty Sun." "Twinproached
the
improvised
altar
of
My commission expires July f, ItfL
Ave. for the stop light. A ear, drivMuch
damage
was
done
here er of the bridegroom.
asked what time he would return kle, Twinkle, Little Star" was sung
Prof. Egbert Winter, head of
A reception for 56 guests was enby Donald Welling, 17, 1221 Ful- palms, ferns, begonia, pink and
lataaaseaetaaaeeaecsaMna
Sunday by the wind storm.
and was told at 6:30 p.m.
by the entire group.
the department of education at
held at Anchor Inn where tables ton St., Grand Haven, crashed into white gladoli and candelabra.
Miss Lsla Meppelink. served as
Between that time, he entered
college, presided at the regA ride on a hay wagon brought
New York state contributes were decoratedwith bouquetsof the rear of the car of John Ort- bridesmaid.Wesley Kraay, broth- Hope
the store and ordered a half dozen each group to the Sibyllineparty
ular meeting of the teachers of
about one-fourth the total revenue autumn flowers. The bride’stable man, 21, route 1, East Saugatuck, er of the bride, acted as
of eggs. When Miss Koop returned held in Hofmeyer’s barn on the
education in the privately endowwas centeredwith a three-tiered causing this car to hit the rear of
from federal income taxes.
best man Ushers were Robert ed colleges of Michigan which
to the front of the store from the
wedding cake.
By arrangement with
the Morasco vehicle.
Vegter and Jerald Bax, close was held at the Emmanuel Misrear room where the eggs were
Among the guests from away
Autos driven by Reo J Wesse- friends of the groom.
York Salon
ar«
sionary college at Berrien Springs
kept, she found the man missing.
were Miss Florence Buter and Mr. link, 65, 91 East 15th St., and
With
the
bridal
party
at
the
last
Thursday.
An investigation revealed that
Gifts
able to take charge of *0
and Mrs. Albertus Bosch of Grand Mrs. Jeanette Lambers, 39, route
altar, Miss Geerlings sang "I
he had taken $52 from the pocMain speaker of the evening
Rapids and Adrian Donze of Jen- 6, Holland, were involved in a
Love You Truly” by Bond. She was the Rev. Fr. Bolger of Notre details, from outfitting the
ketbook of Mrs. Claude Timmer of
ison.
wreck
Saturday
near
Eighth
St. also sang "At Dawning” by CadBauer, another daughter of Mr.
Dame university. Prof. Gerrit > r i d
to arranging the
The couple left on a wedding and River Ave. As Wesselink was
man during the reception which Vander Borgh of Hope college
Koop. She had come to the store to
trip to Northern Michigan. For driving away from the curbing, his
tables.
Call
Bride’g Sendee*
was held immediately following also attended. Prof. Winter is
f purchase groceries and also had
traveling the bride wore Soldier car caught the right rear fender
the
ceremony.
A
wedding
lunch
been paid $50 by her father for
president of this group and Mary
blue wpol crepe with black accesof Mrs. Lambers’ car as it was was served to about 90 guests
ROSE
»
having worked in the store during
M. Warner of Kalamazoo college
sories. The bridegroom is employpassing
by.
John
Bouman,
West
by
the
Misses
Virginia
Muller,
is secretary.
the summer months.
ed at the Holland FurnitureCo. Eighth St., was listed as a witness.
The bandit was described as beand the bride at Dutch Tea Rusk
ing of dark complexion, about five
Co.
feet, nine inches tall, weighing
Grand Haven Motorist
about 160 pounds and with tattoos
Anita Jean Van Lente
Fined for Drunk Driving
on both arms. He was wearing a
polo shirt and was driving an old
Has Birthday Party
Grand Haven, Oct. 10 (Special)
Anita Jean Van Lente enter- —Lloyd French, 36, 629 Jackson
tained a group of little friends St., Grand Haven, pleaded guilty
IS
with a party in her home in Cen"you win applause all around the table when
to a charge of drunk driving betral park Saturday afternoonon
you bring on the family’s favorite saucefore Justice George C. Hoffer
IN
the occasion of her fifth birthday
ruddy Heinz Tomato Ketchup! Cooked the old
Monday and was assessed a fine
anniversary.
of $50, costs of $8.25 and senhome way-from big, glisteningHeinz-bredtomam Seeknd. Oct 10 (Special)
Those present were Bobbie Dirk- tenced to serve five days in the
Mrs. Henry Vander Molen, 75, died
toes, Heinz aged-in-wood Vinegar and fragrant
se, Juanita and Bobby Van Dyk, county jail.
Sunday morning In the home of
spices -this ketchup is so savory, so thick, it takes
Cynthia, Jackie and Janet KuhlUpon failure to pay the total,
her aon-in-law and daughter, Mr.
just a little bit to glorify your cooking. Try it on
man, Sylvia Achterhof, Gordie De h« will serve an additional 60
and Mrs. Charles Mersman, 305
Free. Gladys Boawman, Mary El- days. Sgt. Earl Secrist of the
steak* and chops-in stews and gravies.Here’s a
McLaughlin Ave., Muskegon,
len .Bouwman, Russell Sandy, Marthrifty way to make plain foods taste great!
Michigan
state
police
made
the
anwhere she had been staying for a
V', Henry 8. Maentz
Clarence Jalving
Mvn Borst, Anita and Trudie Van re*t Saturday on US-31 in Spring
•hort time. Mrs. Vander Molen’s
Lente.:,. .
Lake township. .
Henry
S.
Maentz
ai#
Clarence
home in Zeeland is located at 206
have been successful in exceeding
North CentennialSt. where ahe Jalving 'will -head the -Special their quota.
lived about 15 years. She was born Gifts unit of the five-day Com"We are willingto do our share
in The NetherlandsJan. 8, 1865.
muitity chest campaign which In this importantcivic job," said
Surviving are four sons, Hama
Mr. Maentz, "because we belWve
opens Oct 21, Campaign Chairman
of North Blendon, Ahna of Georgethat the Community chest method
Joieph Geerds announced today.
town, John of Martin and Lou of
is the only senglble,business-like
The two men will work together way to finance its program for
Muikegon; a daughter-in-law,M».
division aiding the underprivileged,charEffie Vander Molen of Holland; 13
individual acter building Work for its youth,
grandchildren
two great
dlvi«ion is and the other responsibilities
grandchildren.
which a community must shoulder.
I am sure that Holland will meet 1
Both Mr. Jalving and Mr. this responsibility as it has in fhe
-With this past. We are going to take care
mobile on a commercial production
served as chairmen of our own in the American way—
in previous yean. Each year they
voluntarily.”
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ing at the gates of England, seek
Deal's thunder, and an imposter debt hu more thin doubled in one of the vast "emergency”powIng to grasp the eastern ap- who is trying to run "on the Presi- seven yean. It is true that the new ers which Congress hu given him.
proaches to that Atlantic world in dent’s own program.” This is a defense program has now made a He is the same President who hu
which our own democracy has curious attitudefor the President’s balanced budget hopeless at the shown himself so impatient of conlived and prospered.
friends to take. It is a curious at- moment. But even before this pro- stitutionalrestraintsthat ha
Both Mr. Roosevelt and Mr. titude,because it suggests a be- gram was proposed the Adminis- willing to circumvent the Supreme
Wi^le understand the critical lief that the New Deal has a mon- tration was operating under a gi- Court itself by adding enough
nature of this threat to the United opoly on reform and wants nobody gantic deficit and spending far members to It to give hi» own
States. Both are citizens of the else to share in It. But the truth more money annually than had opinionsa majority.
world. Both mow that it is im- is that no faction and no party ever been raised by taxation in
In the defeat of Mr. Roosevelt
possible to isolate ourselves from has a monopoly on reform In the any year in the whole history of
and the election of Mr. Willkie
the consequences of a world revo- United States; many men have the United States. Moreover, the
there is an opportunity to safelution. Both know that we must shared in it and will continue problem of the budget Is not less\
guard a tradition with the wisdom
take sides morally or count for to share in it. "Plagiarism"is serious,but far more serious,bo- of long experience behind It
nothing. Both are opposed to act- beside the point. For seven years cause of the new difficulties preual Intervention in the war, but Mr. Roosevelthimself has been sented by the defense program.
These are our primary reasons
short of war favor every possible making daily use of Importantre- For the sake of conserving the naN«v
*h* e*ll»*d Cttj
for supporting Mr. Willkie and for
PubMahtd Kt«»7 Thursday by tba aid that can be given to the one forms Introduced by Republican
tional credit in a time of danger, strongly urging his election.
Baallntl PrlnUn* Co. Offlcs S4-M Weal
democracy in Europe that still Administrations— among them the expenditures other than those for
Klfbtb atroot, Holland.Mlchlffan
In supporting him we do not instands in Hitler's path.
Sherman Anti-Trust Law, the defense ought now to be cut to a tend to lose that independence upEntarod aa aocond data matter at
This agreement between the Pure Food and Drug Act, the point at which they balance tax on which we have always put chief
tha post office at Holland,Mlcbunder tha act of Conffreo*- March X. two presidentialcandidates on the Children’s Bureau, the executive yields. But the Administration, emphasis or to compromise our
im.
fundamentalsof a foreign policy budget, the ReconstructionFin- with whom borrowinghas become own convictions.
shall conC. k. FRENCH, Editor and Manager is a deeply fortunate fact for the ance Corporation.
a habit, has not proposed a single tinue to support such of Mr. RooW. A. BUTLER, Bualneaa Manager American people. Without it we
For ourselves,we welcome the Important economy as an offset sevelt’s views and acts u we find
might now be involved in a bitter fact that Mr. Willkie stands pledg- against Its huge defense spending. deserving of support.We shall criTalapbona—Nawa llama SIRS
controversy which would wreck ed to conserve rather than to desAdYortlalng and SubacrtpUona.ntl
(3) The fundamental trouble is ticize and oppose any of Mr. WillNational AdvarUaln* RepreaentallT# our unity. As matters stand, the troy what is best in Mr. Roosethat the Administration has kie’s views if they seem to us to
Tba publlabar tball not be liable choice before us has been narrow- velt's reforms.We believe that thrown overboard the central fis- lack merit Above all, we shall do
for any error or errors In printing ed to this question: In whose these reforms would be safe in cal theory in which it professed to
our best to keep our own part in
any advertisingonlesa a proof of hands. Mr. Roosevelt'sor Mr. Mr. Willkie’shands, not only bebelieve,even as late as 1936. It this campaign free of personal
such adTertlaementshall have been
obtained by advertiser and returned Willkie’s, is the safety of the cause Mr. Willkie is a man of has abandoned the idea that the controversy and focused on the
b him In time for correction with Amencan people likely to be more goodwill,but because his approach best contribution it could make to great issues
before the
inch errors or corrections noted secure during the critical test that to the problems now before us
re-employmentand recovery is to country. In a time of danger the
plainly therson;and in such case If
shows him to be a liberal. He is put its own fiscal house in order.
any error so noted Is not corrected, lies ahead’
clearest duty of every good Ameripublishers liability shall not exceed
We give our own support to Mr. enough of a student and enough of It now believes, and the President can is to help conserve that nationauch a proportion of the entire space Willkie primarily for these rea- a realist to know that we are livfrankly says this in his budget al unity which is our richestherioccupiedby the error bear* to the
whole space occupiedby such adver- sons: Because we believe that he ing in a changing time and that messages,that when business is tage.
is better equipped than Mr. Roosetleement.
It is both necessary and desirable lagging the Government ought to
velt to provide this country with that the government should take go in debt deliberatelyIn order to
TBBMt Of SUBSCRIPTION
One year W-W: Bli months fUb; an adequate national defense be- an increasinglyactive part in po- "create purchasing power” and
Thrtt months TSc; 1 month 25c. pingie cause we believe he is a practical licing the financialmarkets, in
"energize private enterprise.”This
copy Sc. Subacrlptlons payabla In admnea and will bs promptly dlscon- liberal who understands the need safeguarding labor’s right to bar- is the perfect Politician’sParaof increased production; because gain collectively and in achieving dise— a paradise in which public
Unuad it not renewed.
(From Monday's Sentinel)
Sabscribert will confer a favor by we believe that the fiscal policies social justice for underprivileged
money is spent on a gigantic scale
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius J. Wesreportingpromptly any IrrejrilarUy
of Mr. Roosevelt have failed dis- people.
without any responsibilityof rais- tenbroek, 418 East Eighth St., anU dallvary.Write or phone 8191.
astrously;because we believe that
More than this, we believe that ing an equivalent amount ff nounce the birth of a daughter,
at a time when the traditional Mr. Willkie could be relied upon
Saturday at Holland hispital.
SYMBOLS ARE POWERFUL safeguards of democracy are fail- not to make some of the mistakes money by taxation.
We believe that the results of Mr. and Mrs. John Vander Weg
In his latest "Monthly Letter,'' ing everywhere It is particularly and not to take some of the risks
a continuation of this policy will
a causerie that he writes for the importantto honor and preserve which Mr. Roosevelt has made and be precisely what Mr. Roosevelt and Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Borgman
and daughter,Marjorie, were in
Netherland-America Foundation, the American traditionagainst taken. For we believe that while himself said they would be in 1932
Chicago Saturday attending the
vesting
the
enormous
powers
of
Roosevelt
has
helped
enor—"If, like a spendthrift,a nation
Dr. A. J. Bamouw of Columbia
the
presidency
in
the
hands
of
any
mously to awaken the social con- throws discretionto the winds and National Laundry Owners convenUniversityhas some interesting
man
for three consecutive terms science of this country, and that is willing to make no sacrificeat tion in the Palmer House.
things to say about the Nazis’ fear
Frank Verano, son of Mr. and
while he deserveslasting credit all in spending ... It is on the
of Dutch symbols. Dr. Bamouw's of office.
Mrs.
James Verano of 175 West
Our readers are entitled to a for thus leadership,Mr. Roosevelt road to bankruptcy."We believe
remarks on this subject are of
22nd St., has enlistedin the navy
statement
of
the
reasons
which,
has
also
put
his
own
reforms
in
Immediatelocal Interestjust now
that there is no real possibility and is reporting in Grand Rapids
because of the Columbia Uni- upon mature consideration,have peril. He has put them in peril by whatever of checkingthe present today for assignments.
ignoring or by failing to under- trend toward bankruptcy so long
veraltyprofessor’s visit to Holland led us to these opinions.
Mrs. Herman Bos of 111 West
stand the fundamentalproblem of as Mr. Roosevelt remains in office.
1. Defense of the United State*
last Saturday.
20th St. who was taken to Holland
increased
production;
by
encourIn
the
field
of
national
defense
It will be a desperately hard task
According to Dr. Barnouw there
hospital a week ago Sunday is imare tome of the Dutch symbols we recognize that Mr. Roosevelt aging great numbers of Americans at best The only present hope lies proving.
to
believe
that
it
is
possible
to
has
taktm
a
number
of
necessary
forbidden In The Netherlandsby
In a change of Administrations.
Mrs. Ethel Helder, 212 West
IV. The Third Term Issue
the Nazis: Hollandersmay not steps, all of which have had our grow richer by working less and
14th St., who is ill of infantile
producing
less;
by
fostering
the
whole-hearted
endorsement,
both
display the Dutch flag. From the
We come, finally, in the choice paralysis,is confined in Blodgett
'Nazi point of view that Is not before he was ready to take them idea that there exists somewhere before us, to an issue which has Memorial hospital In East Grand
more than a Rapids instead of in Butterworth
wholly unreasonable; if America and later, when he had acted. He a great fund of wealth which has been defined
had conquered another country, has re-creat^a the Defense Advis- only to be divided more equitably hundred years of American his- hospital as was announced in Satdoubtless American authorities ory Commission and called some in order to make everybody pros- tory, by the deliberate decision of urday’s issue of The Sentinel.
would also ban display of the flag able men to Washington. He has perous; by permittingimportant some of our greatest Presidents
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Hilbrink of
recommended that Congress ap- members of his Administration to and by the reluctance of many
of the conquerednation.
route 1, announce the birth of a
preach
the
doctrines
of
class
jealpropriate
large
funds
for
defense
Americans today to surrender nine-pound son. Kraig Alden, Oct.
Some other bans are less reasonwhat they believe to be a -safeable. No red, white and blue or equipment.He has succeeded in ousy and class hatred.
Mr. Willkie stated the case ac- guard of the democratic system— 4 at the home of Mrs. Maggie
orange bunting may be used for negotiatingfor new naval and air
Lampen, 117 West 17th St.
any purpose. An orange flower in bases which are of great potential curately when he said that "Amer- the issue of the third term.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Beebe of Akican
liberalism
does
not
consist
importance
to
the
defense
of
the
a buttonhole is considered a crime
From Mr. Roosevelt'sown state- ron. 0., were the guests Saturday
merely
in
reforming
things;
it
conagainst tha Third Reich. White whole North American continent.
ment in his radio acceptance night of Dr. and Mrs. Frank De
carnations may not be sold in The He strongly urged Congress to sists also in making things." It speech to the DemocraticNational
Weese, 250 East 16th St.
Netherlands, because it is Prince adopt a system of compulsory consists in expanding the produc- Convention the country knows
tion of the necessities and the
Fimhard'sfavorite flower, and selective militaryservice.
But there are a number of other good things of life. Wealth is only he had no intentionof challenging
; hence presumably in the opinion
599 Highland Ave., at the home of
of the Nazis a symbol of the House equally important steps which Mr. another word for production; and the traditionagainst a third term:
Mrs. Maggie Lampen on West 17th
Roosevelt has not taken. He has in the long run there is no other
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Orange!

Professor Bamouw quotes from
an official order of Dr. Seyss-Inquart, the man Hitler has placed
hi charge of Holland: 'The gathering and having in stock of certain ' kinds of flowers such as
orange-colored blooms, marigolds,
white carnations, and forget-menots may be considered attempts
it provoking forbidden demonstrations.”

Dr.

Bamouw

is inclined in his

article to ridicule the Nazi "quandary over the display of a few harmkai flowers."But in the very next
sentence he admits: "There is a

tenaciousstrength in symbols
which outlasts the violence of a
* lightningwar.”

That last is so true that in placing these bans on Dutch symbols
the Nazis are displaying the wisdom of the serpent. For symbols
are dangerous. Millions have been
willing to die for a symbol — usually a flag; doubtless millions are
ready to do so today. By suppressing a nation's symbolism a conqueror is employingthe only possible means of actually suppressing the nation itself.If the Nazis
could destroy the symbolism of the
House of Orange all their troubles
about permanentlyoccupying The

Netherlandswould be over.
But there's the rub. Symbols
cannot be destroyed by guns. The
greatest symbol in all history, the
cross, could not be destroyed by
the massed power of the legions of
the vast Roman Empire. Nazi
governors may ban Dutch symbols,
but that’s all the good it will do
them. Nothing seems more certain than that these very prohibitions will make the symbols all the
dearer to the Dutch people, and
that In the end this revival of a
national symPart ln
the Germans back into their own
country where they belong.
f0ir,its

^mg

THE CHURCH INVITES YOU
Carlyle said, "Man always worships something:always he sees
the infinite shadowed forth in

somethingfinite."
Ballow said, "The act of
worehip

is

divine

the inestimableprivilege

withheld power from the Advisory
Commission and made it a mere
consultativeagency, unable on its
own authority to cut the endless
red tape in Washington. He has
kept power for himself,tried to be
his own defense administrator and
retained in his own hands control
over too many details of a defense
program which still lacks central
planning. He has seemed to regard the whole businessof defense
as a sideshow of the ordinary
activities of the country, requiring
no fundamental change in the habits of the Amencan people and no
revisionof any of the policies of
his Administration. We find Mr.
Willkie'searly call for sacrifice,
for hard work, "sweat and toil,"
more reassuring than Mr. Roosevelt’s cheerful confidence that we

need not let ourselves become
"discomboomerated”by the task

way to achieve a higher standard
of living for the whole people of
a nation than to produce goods in
abundance.
We believethat Mr. Willkie understands this crucial point better
than Mr. Roosevelt, and that he
would be more likely to succeed in
putting this principle into practice.
IIL “The Road to Bankruptcy”
In the field of fiscal policy our
dissentfrom the course pursued by
Mr. Roosevelt dates from his first
year in office. We expressed this
dissent in 1936, even while supporting him for reelection, and
ventured then to express the hope
that he would pursue a more responsible fiscal policy during his
second term in office. Unfortunately, his course during his second term has become
reckless.

still

more

®ame period last year, records of
the Ottawa county clerk’s office

of Jeeu*
2: 40-52

revealed.

By Henry GeerUnfs

The records shows 292 licenses
were issued during June, July,

Jesus was a normal boy.

We

should always keep that in mind.
So many foolish things have been
written about Him that we are
liable to get exaggerated and unwholesome ideas of His boyhood.
He grew like other boys grew. He
played like other boys played. He
liked the things that other boys
liked. He evidently loved the birds
and the flowers and the trees dnd
the changing sky. He reacted normally and freely to His environment. He was not shut up in the
house. He was not peculiar. He
was not different. If He were here
today He would enjoy baseball and
football He would show the spirit
of the healthy, wholesome,cleanminded boy. Of course He would
spurn meaness and filth and unfairness. He would play the game
fair and square. He would put into it His best self and He would
want to get out of it the fullest
measure of joy and benefit.
If we are going to set up the
boy Jesus as an example for the
boys of our day, we must give to
them a real boy, a boy of vigor, a
boy who loved things that boys
wholesomely an<J naturally love.
We must present a boy who had
good lungs and aboundingvitality,
a boy who could run, a boy who
could climb a tree and catch a ball

September.Compared
with the 191 licenses issued durl*1** of 1939, it appears that the marriage business is
brisk this year in Ottawa county.

August was the top month in the
comparisonwith 75 licenses Issued
diis year as against 55 a year ago.

In September there were 82 Uccompared with 47 in
1939. There were 48 licenses issued
in July compared with 32 the year
The June licensesthis year also
showed a big Increasewith 87 compared to 57 last year.

SEVENlORE

Dorothy Martinas

—Seven new

cases of

Infantile

paralysis in Ottawa county were
listed Monday by the Ottawa
county health department,all of
which were said to be mild cases.
This brings the total of 29 cases
since June 1, two of which have

been

fatal.

There have been statements,
Dr. Ralph Ten Have, Ottawa

Miss Van Der Kooi

boy should be.

But in doing this we must not
lose sight of the fact that Jesus

Feted at Shower
A miscellaneousshower

was

as a boy had a very keen mind
and a very marked religioussusceptibility.This does not make
impossible what we have just said
about His being a real boy. He
who said that He came to give
abounding life to men and boys

1492

*
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*on of Mr. and Mrg.;John

Kampen

of route 4.
date has not been
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cars were wricked. Gene’s body
could not be removed from the
wreckage until Patrolmen Her•chel OUn and Milo Green spning
the door. The door near which the
driver was sitting wu struck by
Mrs. Kelly’s car.
Coroner Paul W. Bloxsom said
the young man suffered a skull
fracture.The body wu taken to
Workman’s mortuary.
Deputies Andrew VanDulnsn
and Jarvis VanKoevering are investigating a report that another
car loomed into the path of the
Korey car at an intersection,
causing the driver to swerve to
avoid a collision and sending his
,

car directly into the path of Mr*.
Kelly'scar.

The Korey car wu proceeding
toward Grand Rapids. Mrs. Kelly
was driving to her home, having
been in downtown Grand Rapids
seeking employment

YOUNG MAN INJURED
WHEN CAR HITS TREE
Phillip (Bud) Buss, 18, who rtwith George Curtis, rout* 1,
Holland, was confined in Holland
hospitalsuffering with injuries h*
received Saturday about 11
when his automobile left the Ottawa-Allegan county line road,
one-fourth mile west of the old
Saugatuck road, and crashed
headon into a large tree.
His physician described his condition as ’’fair."He sufered a severely crushed nose, possibleskull
fracture and lacerations on tha
face. He underwent an operation
Sunday afternoonto elevate the
crushed nose.
sides

pm

Deputy Sheriff William Van
Etta said Buss informed him that
he went to sleep while driving th*
car west toward his home. After
leaving the road, the car crashed
through a fence before striking
the tree. The front end of the car
was badly damaged.

Miss Dykema Honored
at Personal Shower
A personal shower wu given
for Marian Dykema, an October
bride-elect,by Mrs. A. De Weerd
and Mrs. C Van Appledom, IYiday evening at the De Weerd home
on East 14th St Games were played and prizes were awarded by
Mrs. R. Scholten, Mrs. J. Dykema,
Miss Winifred Westerhofand HeK
en Pierson. A two-courselunch
was served, assisted by Mrs. F.
Van Dyke and Mrs. S. Van Dyke.
Many useful gifts were presented to Miss Dykema by and from
Katherine, Evelyn and Laura Mae

Dykema of Denver, Colo., Mrs. B.
Harmsen of Muskegon, Mrs. H.
Scolten of Detroit, Mrs. J. Dykema
Grand Rapids, Mrs. R. Scholten,
Ethel and Alva Scholten, Winifred
Westerhof, Marian Bolks, Hilda
Van Meeteren, Helen Pierson,Dorothy Dekker, Hazel Langajans,
of

noted

editor,

city.

discussed last night was "Is
Channing Pollock Right About
the Church?”
This type of service, Inaugurating a new form of worship, will
supersede the regular Sunday
evening church service. Once a
month It is planned to present a
major event of a religiousnature
in the church auditorium,with
the young people of the church In
"A
charge. Refreshmentswere served
following the service Sunday
night
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Fined

on Intoxicitioa Charge
Hennan Beekman , 55, 596 CenAven pleaded guilty to a

tral

charge of Intoxicationon his ar-

raignmentMonday, by Municipal Judge Raymond L. Smith and
waa asaeased a fine and costa of
$10 which be arranged to pay.'
Beekman waa arrested Saturday
night by. police after he had been
found asleep in another person’s
car near his home.

naaRiir*

^

Van

Slagh, to Hazen L.

1940

Bamouw,

educator, lecturer and

E.

who received severe .scalp lacerations; Miu Virginia Crampton, 18, ot Grandville,who suffered facial and body lacerationsand
may have receiveda fractured
vertebra; and Mrs. Goldie Kelly,
38, of Grand Rapids, cut on the
foreheadand Injured on the left
leg and hip.
It was reported Don Korey
released from the hospital but
Misa Crampton is still confined
there. The accident victim wu t
student in a Grand Rapids business college.
ids,

was

BARNOUW HAS BUSY

Emma

daughter, Violet

Grand Rapids, Oct 10 — Gene
Bosworth Korey, 19, son of Clyde
Korey of Hudson vi lie, was fatally
injured at 7:40 am. Monday in
a headon collision of two 'can on
the south belt line between Longstreet Ave. and Woodward Ave.
Three other persons were injured in the crash. They were
Korey’s brother, Don, a student
at the University ot Grand Rap-

only a beautiful
effective process of emancipation. He was learning to respect
authority and to know the value
life. It

hon- spent a busy week-ehd when he
ored with a surprise shower Thurs- came to Holland to confer with
day, Oct. 3, at her home given by the Netherlands museum board
Mis! Minnie Swlerenga and Miss and Ottawa officials of the Qtieen
Jftnet Huizenga. A two-course Wllhelmina Fund, Inc.
He arrived here from Minnealunch was served. Games were
played and prizes were awarded to polis Friday night in time to see
Miu Emma Kuyers, Miss Billie the final quarter of the HopeAlma footballgame. On Saturday
Tripp and Miss Martinus.
Miu Martinus was presented he was taken on a tour of the
with an end table and lamp from city and resort areas that included visits to the Holland Furnace
the group.
Thoae invited were Misses Alice Co., Hope college and the city
and
Kuyers, Henrietta hall
At a noon luncheon with the
Pomp, Billie Tripp, Helen Orr,
HenrietteHuizenga Bertha Heer- museum board and guests in the
Warm Friend tavern he reported
ipgl and Mrs. M. Blain..,
on conditions iiv Europe and
progress of the wllhelmina fund
Engagement of Holland
In which he is active as an executive board member.
Couple Is Announced
He left Sunday morning for
Mrs. B. Slagh, 345 College Chicago where he was to take a
Ave. announce* the engagement plane for bis home In New York

of her

NAUIU CRASH

Frances Mae Dykema, Audrey
lowing an opening worship ser- Buter, Henrietta Hietbrink, and
vice from 7 to 7:30 p.m., con- the hostesses.
ducted by the pastor, the Rev.
Marion de Velder, in which young
FINED SECOND TIME
people of the church took part,
Julius Sale, 18, route 5, Holof law and necessaryrestraints. group sessions were held until 8
land, wu assessed a fine and
Laws, human and divine,are but p.m.
coats of $5 by Municipal Judge
the guide posts along the way to
Intermediate young people, who
the open spaces of the beautiful are under the leadership of Ger- Raymond L. Smith after pleading
and triumphantlife. The boy who ard Haworth and Mias Jbanette guilty to a charge of speeding todoes not lekm obedienceto par- Rylaarsdam, discussedthe topic day. The court reportedthis I*
ents will-spoil his home and his "What ShaU We do on Sunday." his second traffic violationwithwhole life. Let the boy learn obedi- The senior group, led by Rev. de in the put month.
ence and the man will harvest the Velder and Mrs. de Velder had
About 44 per cent of rural accifruit of it in a finely disciplined aa their topic, "We Look Ahead."
life.
Leaders of the college group are dent deaths and 45 per cent of nonthe Rev. E. P. McLean and Dr. fatal injuries occur on Saturdays
Bruce M. Raymond. The topic and Sundays.
His
and

Miu Dorothy Martinus was

Comment

YOUTH KILLED

Investigatorsreported Mrs. Kelwho was alone In her car, told
deputies that the second car
swung over onto her aids of the
Grand Haven, Oct. 10 (Special) road, a four-lame highway. Both

POUO CASES

and take his bumps. Boys are not county health officer said, that
drawn to pale-faced and anemic polio has reached its heighth but
heroes. They avoid human hot- from the reports this does not
house plants. They have no room seem to be true. It is reported
in their scheme of things for fem- that the last cases do not show
inine boys. They ask for boys of much muscular paralysis.
blood and bone and spirit and fullOnly about one-third of the 29
ness of life. So let us give our boys cases reported have shown any
a real picture of a real boy who muscular paralysis. Of the new
was named Jesus. We ought not cases, two are in Zeeland city,
to make a cast-iron creature out two in Allendale township and
of a normal and wholesome boy. one each in Holland city, Zeeland*
We ought to impress upon the township and Robinson township.
boys of our day that the boy Jesus
was a brother boy in all that a

Dr. Adriaan J.

.The man who

Press

The Boyhood

Shower Compliments

Our Coast Line

truly worships the amateur.
put! upon himself the mark that
II. Liberalism and Reform
dll Anguisheshim from the lower
In the field of domestic policy
animals. Why not accept the In- this newspaperhas recognized the
vitation and go to church next need of the sound social and ecoSunday?
nomic reforms of the two Roosevelt Administrations.It has given
its support to these reforms. Specifically, it has endorsed the purpose and the principleof the Social Security Act, the National
Housing Act of 1934, the Slum
- CHOICE
OF A CANDIDATE
Clearance Act of 1936, the WagWorn Tha New York Timesner Housing Act of 1937, the Soil
The New York Times supported
ConservationAct, the Securities
Isinklin D. Roosevelt tor the
Act of 1933, the regulation of the
__ P in 1932 and again in
Stock Exchange, the supervision
ut ^ i,1? 1940 il wU1 »uPPOrt of investment trusts. The reforms
Wendell Willkie.
at which every one of these meamade its choice aa all wres aimed were long overdue.
Americans must make their
Mr, Willkie has affirmed his own
choice,in one of the great crises
beUef in the necessity of refonn
of this nation’!history. The liberand his own support of the major
tiaa of the American people are in
reforms of the Roosevelt AdminA hoe tile power, openly istration. Because of this he has
^ its hatred of the dembeen attacked by the President’s
baa swept friends as a mere plagiarist who is
ii now batter- now attempting to steal the N«w

COUNTY

held in the home of Mrs. Charles
Bartels Wednesday, Oct. 2, in honor of Miss Tena Van Der Kooi.
Games were played and prizes
were awarded to Mrs. Louis Hoekima, Mrs. John Bakker and Esther
Bartels. A two-courseKmch was
would be a perfect specimen of the served. Hostesses were Mrs. John
fullness of life in all its areas and Bartels,Sr., and Mrs. Charles Barmanifestations.A boy can have a tels.
mind for religion and still love
The following were present:
football and hikes, fishing and Mi*. John Bartels,Jr., and daughboat racing. The trouble is that ters, Pearl and Esther, Mrs. John
too long we have had queer no- Bakker and daughters,Antonell
tions of religion.We have been aqd Jean, Mrs. Bert Ass ink and
"Last September it was still my
guilty of thinking that a religious daughters, Cora and Dorothy, Mrs.
St
intention to announce clearly and
Gilbert George is the name of a boy ought to be moody and John Harsevoort and daughter,
simply at an early date that unson born Sept. 23 to Mr. and Mrs. dreamy and have a face like a Beatrice, Mrs. Jerald Jekel, Mrs.
der no conditions would I accept
medieval saint. But that Is a Louis Hoeksma, Mrs. Edward
Gilbert Heidema, 619 Reed Ave.
re-election.” The announcement
crime
against the boy and a tra- Harsevoort,Mrs. Herman HeersMrs. George Matchincky, Miss
was never made; when the PresiMarjorie Matchinsky and Miss gic perversion of real religion. Re- pink. Miss Minnie Harsevoort,
dent finally declared his intentions
June Dorn have returned from a ligion is life and the best kind of Miss ClarabelleBartels,Miss Ten*
regardingthe third term he did
Vander Kooi, Julius Bartels, Anvacation trip to South Dakota and life and the fullest kind of life.
not say that “under no conditions
Religion is the spirit that flows thony Bartels, Stanley Harsethe Black Hills.
would he accept re-election."but
out through all the areas of the voort, Egbert Vander Kooi, Charmerely that he "had no wish to be
total personality vitalizing them les Bartels and John Harsevoort
a candidateagain’’—a very dif- Couple Married in
wholesome as some great gulf
ferent statement The practical
stream.
Third Church Juniors
effect of the postponement was Local Parsonage
If religion does anything else
to lessen greatly the chance of
Mrs. and Mrs. J. Dabrowski an- than to make a boy wholesomely Start Two Contests
any other Democrat to receive his nounce the marriage of their and good it is not the religionof
Two interesting contests have
party's nomination. The practical daughter,Helen, to Frank Boer- Jesus. There is no reason in the
been started In the Junior Christeffect of the change in the charac- sema, son of Mr. and Mrs. Peter world why a boy should not have
ian Endeavor society of Third Reter of the President’s announce- Boenema. The ceremony took a mind for God and his relationto
formed church. One is a Bible conment was to encourage the place in the parsonageof Bethel God and the value of his soul as test and the other a contest to at"draft,” which some of the high- Reformed church Saturday at 8 well as a mind for athletics. Our
tendance.
est officialsof his own Admin- pjn. with the Rev. C. A. Stoppels boys ought to be 20th century
George Dale Zuidema, society
istration had long favored and long officiating.
boys in a 20th century world, but president, led the meeting Sunday
worked to bring about. From
Miss Nancy Boersema,sister of In a wholesome and God-guarded afternoon on the regular topic.
these facts it semes to us that the gi'oom, was maid of honor.
world. We ought to give them a “Migrants” is the theme of the
only one conclusion can be drawn.
A reception was held for the mind for God and all wholesome next several meetings. Miss Ruth
As the situation created by the Immediate families.
and attractive goodness.
Rameau of Hope college is assistwar developed, the President Mr. and Mrs. Boersema are graJesus was an obedient boy. He ing Miss BeatriceGeerlings and
came to regard his own personal duates of Holland high school. The was subject unto His parents. And Miss Lois Knooihuizenin the work
leadership as indispensable and to bridegroom is employed by Gen- obedienceis a normal condition.
of the society.
believe that there was no other eral Motors in Grand Rapids. For Sin is the great wrecker and dismember of his party, however her travelingoutfit the bride wore turber of society.It is not goodtrusetd,however close to him. how- a green wool dress with brown ac- ness. Jesus as the obedient boy in New Type of Service Is
ever deeply in accord with his own cessories.After a short trip, Mr. His home was simply in the way
Began in Hope Church
convictionsabout the war or about and Mrs. Boersema will make of a true and normal development
Nearly 100 young people, ir>domestic issues, who could safe- their home at 236 West 16th St.
of boy life. He was in a preparacluding Intermediate, high school
ly take his place.
tory school of life. He was getting
and college groups, and approxThe doctrine of one man’s indisready for the larger freedom, for
Allan
Metzgar
Honored
imately 60 adults attended a
pensability is a new doctrine for
true freedom comes only through
"school for Christian living,"in
this country. It is a doctrine which at Party on Birthday
obedience to law. Obedience to Hope church Sunday night. Folless scrupulous men in Europe
His parents was not restricting

We cite evidence at three points
that lies before us.
to support this statement.
But all these points, important
(1) The fantastic silver policy of
as they are, only touch the surface the Roosevelt Administration,
of the matter At bottom, ade- scarcely begun in 1936. has nowquate national defense means grown to almost incrediblepropormuch more than airplanes,tanks tions. More than two billion ounces
and cannon, even when all of these of a metal for which our Governare actually on hand and not just ment has no earthly use— approx"on order." It means a nation imately a hundred limes as much
strong in its economic health and silver as all the silver-minesin the
power, with a thriving industry, United States produced in the
full employment,both of man year before this policy began—
power and of money, new capital have been bought by the Treasury
flowing vigorouslyinto new chan- at overvalued prices in an artifinels of production. It means, in cial market. This policy makes no
short a nation with gigantic indussense, except as a political manAllan Metzgar was guest of
trial force behind its army and
euver to win the support of the have used to root themselvesin
navy.
honor at a party in his home Satso-called "silver bloc" Otherwise power. It is a doctrine which we
urday afternoonon the occasion
The record shows that Mr. its only visible results have been to
in the United States have good
of his birthday anniversary.Games
Roosevelt has achieved least suc- drive off the silver standard the
reason to question, particularly were played and later refreshcess in the solution of this very
one important country which had when we consider how the powers
ments were served in the gaily
problem. He has failed to create
previously been on it and to take of the Presidency have grown,
decorated dining room.
the conditionsfor a confident and
from other nations useless silver in what immense patronage,what
The invited guests included
expanding business It is a reason- exchange for our own good wheat
gigantic expenditures, what enorauic
Bobby Tanis, Jimmy Schepers,
able assumption that this same and oil and motor cars and other
mous power to perpetuate him- Connie Lou Nies, Roger Kolean,
problem can be managed
...anageo better
oeuer exports. There is only one way to
self in office is now within the
Donnie Hayes, Beverly Dirkse,
by a man who understandsbus,, describe such a policy as this. It
grasp of any Presidentof the Judy Penna, Ernie Penna, Donna
ness, who has the confidence of
leads over the hills to the poor- United States.
Lemmen, Yvonne Lemmen, Norma
business,who has himself been a house.
These considerations are espe- Bomers, Jane Whiting, Alan Whitpart of business, whose interest in
(2) The national budget, which cially relevant when the particular
ing, Morris Tod, Billy Raterink,
business problems na.s been firstwas originallyto be balanced so President who now choases to rehand and continuous rather than courageously, has been continuousNorma Van Tubergen, Burke Raymain in office for a third term is mond, Bobbie Piersma, Paul
casual and intermittent,and whose
ly out of balance since Mr. Roose- the same President who has never
experience includes a successful
Smeenge, Diane Fehring and Shirvelt entered office. The national surrenderedvoluntarily a single
ley Ann Bouwman.
personal record in stimulating
business and expandingindustrial
production.

ofman, the only created being who
In this field Mr. Willkie is the
bowi in humility and adoration." professionaland Mr. Roosevelt is

IN

Grand Haven, Oct. 19— During
ti* past four months, there has
be«n an increase of 101 marriage
licenses in comparison with the
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LICENSES

There are about 40,000 persons
National income for July was
14.4 percent greater than a year employed in paiet, varnish and lacquer factoriesin the U.
v'a'

S.
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In the

home

of their father, John

DEPENDENTS OF

0,

TELLS CLUB

OF

Old

Grand Rapids spent the past week

CO.

D ENimED

TO STATE HELP

end with her parents,Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Hagelakainp.
The Ladies Missionary group of
the American Reformed church
are sponsoring a play, 'The Passing of the Third Floor Back." to
be presented in the local Com-

INSANITY ISSUE
The members of

Days

In The

Good

the Holland

Exchange club, at their regular The Senior class of Hope college had their examinationsthis
munity auditoriumwithin a few meeting Monday noon, heard an week, accordingto a news item
address by Dr. Morter of the state

10, 1940

Annie, Alice and Martha Meyering, Clara Raak, Aggie and Eddy
Schilleman, Peter, Albert and Willie Westrateand Gabriel Rosbach.
Henrietta Stegengaof New Holland and Grace Hyman of Grand
Rapids called on Cora and Bertha
Rosbach, last week.
Zeeland— Our editor of the Record, L. W. Hartwick left last
night for the northern part of the
state where he shall meet a party
of friends to go on a fishing trip.
Our editor expects to return with
about a ton of brook trout.
H. F. Underhill of Chicago at
one time on the staff of the Expositor, visited friends here this
week.

G.

VANZAMN

HHS

Faces Central Here After 20-2
/i

IS

Loss to Heights; Eby Skull Broken

TAKEN HERE

Holland high’s eleven, whose Saturday ware commended by
Gerrit Van Zanten, 73, died on latest defeat came Saturday at Coach Mackay. They may be exWednesday in the home of his Muskegon Heights when they bow- pected back this week as wall as
daughter, Mrs. E. H. Sulkers, 225 ed, 20-2, before Coach Oakie John- Chapman who has a bad knee and
Van Raalte Ave., where he hqd son’s Tigers, will be at home this did not play much against tbs
Height!.
resided for the past four years.
week against a non-conference foe.
He had been in ill health for In their first conference game, Bob Helrigel,laft end, waa resome time. Born in Graafschap It was not expected that the locals sponsiblefor Holland'i only couni
when he blocked Kolenic's punf
Jan. 4, 1867, he spent his entire
would get far with the Heights’ near the end of the last quartet
life in this community. He was
six-foot, 200-pound line. Although
and the ball rolled into the entf
city health Inspector for a numthey did come down to the Tigers'
zone for a safety. Neither team
ber of years and later aerved as
four-yard line, a safety was all
had scored in the third, but in tbs
timekeeperat the Holland Furthey were able to count.
fourth Jimmy Hurst, who vttb
nace Co. He was a charter memGradual improvement, however, two wide end runs was high poinl
ber of Fourteenth Street Chrisis evident in Holland high's boys
man, took the ball over from Hoitian Reformed church. His wife
and they are expected to have a land’s 21 for the third touchdown.
died nearly nine years ago.
"better than average" chance Coach Eddie Damson was ako
Survivors include three daughter, Mrs. C. J. De Koster of against Grand Rapids Central this pleased with his second taj^ •]«
Spencer, la., Mrs. A. E. Fitzger- week. On the other hand, Central though they lost, 7-2. Uka tha
ald of Kalamazoo, and Mrs. Sul- has also shown improvement and vanity they scored only on a aafo*
kers; 12 grandchildren; two great Saturday night upset G. R. Crest- t; Mien they blocked a punt In tha
grandchildren; two brothers, Dr. ou, 21-6. Creston won from Holland second quarter. The Little
Will Van Zanten of Sheboygan, In the opening game.
came into costly Holland ta
A problem for this and succeed- after a long end run and went
Wis., and John Van Zanten of
Holland; and a sister, Mrs. Gerrit ing weeks was presented Saturday tackle for the
afternoon as soon as Mel Eby was
Lemmen of Holland.
Lineups: Holland— LE, Helriatl*
Funeral services will be held injuredand had to be carried from LT, Tien; LG, Bagladl; C, Lokker;
Saturday at 2 p.m. at the Nlbbe- the field. With their only fullback RO, Dick; RT, Weatrate; RE, Ha*
llnk-Notier Funeral home, with out indefinitely, Holland high may •veld; Q. Thomas; LH, Mllewski;
Dr. W. J. Van Kersen officiating. have to call on Red Thomas if RH, Ploegama; F.
v j
Burial will be in Pilgrim Home his, legs mend well enough for that
Heights-LE^Smith; LT, Prty;
cemetery. The body will repose or some sophomore.
LC, Farkas; C, McSoriay; RG,
at the funeral home where Holland hospital reportedthat Darous; LT, TUnponky; RE, Hab>
friends may call Friday from
Eby Is suffering of a fractured etler; Q, Minarovic; LH, Morts*
to 8 p.m.
skull although the fracture is not
•on; RH, Hurst; F, Hendricka.
considered serious. He remains in
Score by quarters—
a conscious condition.The hospital
Holland ...... ....... ..... o 0 0 $-3 <
..ported his condition as "someHeight* ......................7 S 0 7-20
what improved."
Officials:Rudy Miller, WFTC,
Heneveld, right end, and Ploegsreferee; Fred Spurgeon, Valpar_
Hudsonville, Oct. 10
D. H. ma, right half, both sophomores,alio,
umpire; Forest Strong, Kafe- ^
Vande Bunte of Hudsonville, Ot- who played their first varsity game mazoo, head lineaman.

weeks. Rehearsals are in progress
appearing in the April 30 issue of
with several members of the hospital at Kalamazoo. Music was the Ottawa County Times publishfurnished by Pauline Loew, violinchurch comprisingthe cast.
Are in Need Under
played "Hungarian ed in 1897 by M. G. Manting. The
The Women's Missionary society ist,
Dance" by Haesche, and "The graduatingclass this year is a
Statute
of the First Reformed church met
large one. numbering 18. The gradSwan"
by Saint-Saens.She was acin regular session in the church
uates are Egbert Boone, Gerrit J.
Wives and minor children of parlors last Thursday afternoon. companied by Alvin Schutmaat. Huizinga, John Van Slooten, HolThe
subject of Dr. Morter's adMichigan national guardsmen, in- Mrs. John Tanis presided and deland; Henry Saggers, Jacob VanPaul Smits returned to the U. of
votions and the program on the dress was "The Problem of Men- der Meulen, Graafschap;Nicholas M. Saturday,after spending his
cluding those of Compan) D, who
tal
Disorder."
He
listed
and
exwork of the Reformed church
Boer, Drenthe; John H. De Jongh, vacation here with his parents.
will be mobilized Oct 15 for
among the Indians,was in charge plained many of the causes of in- Grand Haven; Henry Yonker,
Overisel— The once quiet little
year’s federal service,will be en- of Mrs. H. Kempkers and Mrs. sanity, and stressed that insanVriesland; Jacob Brummel, Gerrit village of Overisel,has changed altitled to compensation from the H. Oldebeking, with several other ity is due largely to the fast pace
Kooiker, Overusel; Jacob G. Van- together, three new houses being
state of Michigan, it was pointed
members taking part. Donations of modern civilization.
den Bosch, John J. Ossewaarde. built in 1896. This closed up
out here by State Rep. Nelson A.
He
pointed
out
that,
because
of
of canned fruit were received for
Zeeland,'F. Ferwerda, A. L every vacant lot, but to help out
Miles of Holland.
the Holland Home and Cutlerville the continuedincrease in MichiThis is provided in a Michigan Psychopathichospital of Grand gan's population, institutionsfor Warnshuis,Grand Rapids; James a retiring Fillmorefarmer J. K.
Moerdyk, Milwaukee, Wis.; Tony Dangremonddown his brick
statute which was enacted in 1917
Rapids, as also clothing for the the insane are not nearly large Rozendal, Chicago; L. Vanden house, sold a large lot to M. Timand has never been amended, Mr. European refugees. Mrs. Edward enough. And research, which he
Burg, Alton, Iowa; G. Watermuel- merman for $350, builds himself
Miles said. Accordingto the statconsiders extremely necessary,
Tellman was social hostess.
der, Foreston, IU.
an elegant house, and will move
ute, aid, so furnished by the state,
Mr. and Mrs. George Schutmaat cannot be carried out to any great
Among locals were: J R Parr, his hardware store.
shall not exceed $20 per month and children, Wayne, Lucile and extenj because of the lack of apof Chicago, owner of the "Castle
A. Voorhorst, J. H. Schlpper and
for a wife without children; for a
Hope, motored’ to Chicago last propriations.Dr, Morter urged tha
wife and children, $20 and $7.50 Friday to meet the parents of club to contribute to all organiz- on Lake Michigan, south of Maca- Dr I. R. De Vries will also remotawa park, was here Saturday del their houses. Work on the
per month for each child; for other Mrs. Schutmaat, Mr. and Mrs. ations which support the state
making
arrangements to open a Christian Reformed parsonage Is
dependents, not to exceed $20 a Herman Brower, who returned by hospitals in any way, and to give
going on rapidly.
month for the dependent family train from a trip to the west their support to mental hygiene summer school there.
John Van Regenmorterhas been
A. Brouwer and
as a whole.
coast, making the trip on the way clinics.
He pointed out that unworthy out by auto, with their grandson, The speaker was introduced by appointedpastmasterat Macata- George Rigterinkof the Detroit
wa park to take the place of his Medical college, are spending their
applicants who are found to be Roland Brower of Grand Rapids, Clayton Congleton. Eugene Heeler
brother who died recently.
vacation with relatives and
self supporting will not be entitled
arranged
the
musical
numbers.
who is attending an aeronautic
Rev. Samuel Zwemer and wife friends.
to such aid from the state. The
ichool there.
arrived in Spring Lake Wednesday
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Stephan
matter of determiningthe needs
Mr. and Mrs. John Harmsen and
direct from a five year’s sojourn Wolters, a son.
of the families of the enlisted men
Mr. and Mrs. George Harmsen of
in Arabia. Mr. Zwemer Is a son of
Gerrit Wolters and K. Boerman
will be determinedby the war pre- Holland were supper guests of
Rev. Zwemer of Spring Lake. He have been visiting Fremont, Newparedness board, he said.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hagelskamp last
with his wife will remain in this aygo county, last week. The forIn the absence of the state miliSunday.
country one year, when they will mer with intent to purchase a
tary board from the state, the law
The local Woman's Study club
return to Arabia, to take up their farm, and the latter to see friends
provides that the governor as opened the season’s activities with
and relatives.
missionary work again.
chairman, attorney general, secrethe first meeting at the home of
Gerrit Hagelskamp who was tawa county school commission
The present legislatureof this
tary of state, state treasurer, Mrs. George Lampen last WedRobert S. DeBruyn and wife to state has passed a law and given working in the Hamilton planing er, has received word that he had
SUITS FILED
auditor general, and superintendIS
nesday evening. The arrangements Alvin R. Geerlings and wife. Ft NE it immediateeffect, permitting mill, severely Injured his thumb, been appointed to the state coment of public instructionwill conmittee
on
education
in
rural
areas,
for the program were in charge cor Sec 24-5-15 Zeeland.
last
Saturday,
by
IN
spearing
through
the
ice, during
means
of
a
stitute the state military board.
this committee to be responsible
Mrs. Nellie Dykema to John D.
of the president.Miss Sophia Van
jointer.
However, efforts are being made Der Kamp. The guest speaker Vander Ark and wife. Ft lot 20 blk the months of December,January.
for advising on all problems havFebruary and March, in each year,
Grand Rapids, Oct. lO-Henry
within the national guard to re- was Mrs. E. T. Brunson of Ganges 2 Zeeland.
Harold Klmber, J5, root. H .
ing to do with the Improvementof W. Wlercnga of Grand Rapids was
of all kinds of fish except trout,
move all married men or guards- president of the Allegan Count
education in rural areas.
Fred Goldbergand wife to Fred land locked salmon and black Junior Welfare League
Hamilton,
was placed on proba
named defendantsin three dammen with dependentsbefore Com- Federation of Women's clubs Stillsonand wife. Ft N4 NEi NEi
In addition to Mr. Vande Bunte, age suits which were filed in Kent tkm for six months fay Muntdpal
bass. This law does not apply to
pany D leaves for Camp BeaureContinues Projects
the committee Includes William circuit court Monday, asking JudgSpecial muscial numbers included Sec 35-8-16 Twp. Grand Haven.
lakes protected by local statutes.
Judge Raymond
Smith Tuat- l
gard, La. New enlistments are beMembers of the Junior Welfare McKinley of Kalamazoo, chairtwo piano numbers by Dorothy
Eleanor J. Kiel to Leslie D. Ford
A
marriage
license has been isments totaling $15,000.
ing received by the local company
day
night
after
he
had pleaded ]
league
met
in
the
Woman’s
club
man; W. F. Clapp of Lansing, Plaintiffsin the suits are MarScharf and. two vocal quartette and wife. Lot 19 Shupe's add Grand sued to Orra A. Gale of Jackson,
to fill openings that may result
house Tuesday night for the week- secretary, W. W. Mamming of
guilty Monday to a charge of
selectionsby Mrs. I. Scherpenisse, Haven.
Mich., aged 28 and Nellie H.
tin Goeman and his wife, Paubecause a few married men, alMrs. H. D. Strabbing, Miss SoEdith Park Buwalda to Amos Squier, aged 22, of Grand Haven. ly meeting. Miss Virginia Kooiker Big Rapids, M. L. Smith of Mount line Goeman and Miss Helen Rot- drunken driving.
though their wives are the only
presided.
Aid
in
the
form
of
glasses
phia Van Der Kamp and Miss Nordham and wife. Ft SWi NWi Also to Carl J. Robart and Gertie
Pleasant, Dorr Stack of Lansing, zell, all of Grand Rapids. The suits
Term* of toe probation
i
dependents, are expected to withfor three needy children was ex- Troy L. Steams of Ypsllanti and
Josephine Bolks, accompanied by Sec 25-6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
C.
Ten
Have
of
Olive;
Andrew
result from an automobile accident that he is to pay a fine and casta j
draw from the guard unit. Only
tended.
Mrs.
Alvin
Bos
and
Mrs.
Edith Wellever of Detroit.
Miss Fannie Bultman. The club
Albert A. Boone and wife to Gert and Alice Thomas and Charlast June 30 on M-21 near Con- of $81.55 at the rate of 910 each i
single men with no dependents are
year books were distributed by Henry Lezman. Ft lot 7 Village les F. Koeningsburg and Anna John K. Winter were appointed . "This will serve as a challenge servation park, three miles east of pay day, that ha will not drive ’
being accepted for enlistment.
chairmen
of
a
dance
to
be
given
Mrs. M. Kooiker, chairman of the Cedar Swamp Sec 28-5-15 Twp. Trenck of this city.
to the rural schools of Ottawa Holland.
his car until the money has been
Under provisions of the state
Nov. 2. It also was decided to county where much fine work is
program committee. Topic for the Holland.
paid, that he will remain away J
At
the
meeting
of
the
Holland
In
that
accident.
Miss
Gladys
law, as pointed out by Mr. Miles,
season will include, book review,
Wm. A. Brown and wife to Fruit Association held last Satur- sponsor a plum pudding project being done but goes unrecognized. Rotzell. sister of Helen Rotzell, from beer taverns, that ha will
the state, by and through the war
again
in
December.
drama, art, music, poetry, debate, Myrtle E. Heff. Ft. lot 3 blk 1 day afternoona committee comSeveral plans are underway suffered fatal injurieswhen a tire not violateany state laws or dty t
preparednessboard, shall furnish
The remainder of the evening through the medium of the county
home beautificationand decorat- Bryants add Spring Lake.
posed of C. D. Clark, Mr. Saster,
blew out, causing the car to over- ordinances and that he will at- ^
aid for the dependents of any
ing and Americanization. Reciprotend church at least ones aacb l
Walter O. Glueck and wfie to G. J. Deur and W. E. Bond was ap- was spent in welfare sewing.
commissioner’soffice to inform turn.
soldierenlistingin the state or in
Sunday.
city meetings with other clubs and Julius Gtt and wife. Ft NW frl i pointed with power to act in the
the general public of the splendid
the federal service of the United
sponsoring of various school pro- Sec 6-7-15 Twp. Robinson.'
work that the rural schools are
Klmber was arrestad Sunday
further completion of plans for a Mi$$ Jansen Honored
States and accredited to the state
jects, as also a color tour auto
Maud Chambers to Joseph Kle- building, securing grounds and sodoing," Mr. Vande Bunte said, add- Wildcat Well It Beinf
T0™1?
•* ,“‘h
of Michigan,or being subject to
Ave. by Police Officer
trip will be special features.The pac and wife. Ft lot 70 Harbor liciting the necessarymeans for at Surprise Party
ing that he expects to find this
Drilled on Kardnx Farm
call of the president and answerMurr^
Deimty
OMriffe^fe
meeting was concluded by a lunch View add No. 2 Grand Haven.
the erection of the same and the
Miss Harriet Jansen was sur- an excellent medium with which
ing such call. Th$ dependents are
Van Etta and William Rraltoof
served by Mrs. Fred Billet and her
Maud
Chambers
to Joseph Kle- providing of a salesman.
prised Saturday night at the home to interest the teachers in prodefined as a wife, widow, child or
of a wildcat oil well on
after it Is alleged he drove Mi
committee.
pac and wife. Lot 4 River View
Among the marriage licenses of her sister, Mrs. Luther Van gressive educational procedures. theDrilling
children under 16 years of age or
farm
of Mrs. Nellie Kardux, car from Saugatuck with tha
Local mall carriers attended a subd blks 2 and 10 Munroe How- granted in Allegan county is one Huis. Miss Jansen was presented
being above that age crippled or
locatedon Lakewood blvd., started Ughta turned oft
,
regular meeting of the Allegan lete and Cutlers add Grand Haven. to Jacob Boeve and Zwaantje Lok- with a wrist watch.
deformed and physicallyunable to
Monday with the Smith Petroleum
Bridal
Shower
Is
Held
County group of rural carriers at
Maud
Chambers to Joseph Kle- ker both of Fillmore.
Relatives present were Mr. and
earn a Ityelihood and dependent
Co. of Grand Rapids drillingthe
Pearl last Saturday. After a chick- pac and wife. Lot 21 blk 22 Borck’s
W. B. Conkey, the well known Mrs. William Hoving, Mr. and in Vanden Berg
upon the support of the soldier,
well with its own tools.
en supper, served by the Pearl
sup plat No. 1 Twp. Grand Haven. Chicago publisher, was here last Mrs. Peter Achterhof, Mrs. WilMiss Hazel Van Den Berg,
parent or parents, brothers or sisTTie well is located a short disE. Ladies Aid, a program was
Maud Chambers to Joseph Kle- Saturday accompaniedby his bro- liam A. Jansen, Mr. and Mrs. Fred bride-elect, was guest of honor at
SERVICE
ters, 'actuallydependent upon such
tance north of the Harderwyk
carried out, featuring motion pic- pac and wife. Lot 2 River View ther. Mr. Conkey has purchased W. Reus, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
a
bridal
shower
Friday
evening
in
$9
laet
tth
Phone INI
loldier, and residing in this state
Christian Reformed church. The
tures of the training and work of subd blks 2 and 10 Munroe and 15 acres of the Sheldon property Jansen, Mr. and Mrs. Luther Van
the home of Mrs. O. Van Den farm is located in Park township.
and any member of such soldier's
HOLLAND,
MICHIGAN
the Michigan State police shown Cutlers add Grand Haven.
on Macatawa bay, near the place Huis, Miss Dorothy Hoving, Miss Berg. Games were played and
immediate family resident in this
by two police from the South Maud Chambers to Joseph Kle- of George Poole. He will soon be- Alma Hoving, Miss Alma Jansen,
Gilbert Vander Watery Mg*
state dependent In whole or in
prizes were awarded to Mrs. H.
SUBSCRIBE TO THE NEWS
Haven post. Mae Wightman of pac and wife. Wi NEI SEI Sec 32- gin work on a handsome residence Miss Hermina Jansen, Miss Betty
part upon the support of such soldBeelen, Mrs. H. Schripsma,Mrs.
Ganges favored with accordion sel- 8-16 Twp. Grand Haven.
there. Mr. Conkey is the publish- Ann Jansen and Miss Marion Reus.
ier.
E. Bredeweg and Miss Jennie
ections and the meeting was conMaud Chambers to Clifford Nor- ing partner of William J. Bryan
The law further provides that
Thalen. A two-courselunch was
cluded by business sessionsof the cross and wife. SWI SEI Sec 36-7- in issuing the latter’s book, 'The
•
a
upon satisfactoryevidence of actserved and the bride-to-bewas preMusic
Group
Meets
in
Men’s group and Ladies auxiliary.
First Battle."
16 Twp. Grand Haven.
sented with gifts.
ual or presumptiveneed, it shall
John A. Sandy etal to Sena
Irving Bell and family have Van Appleiom
be the duty of the board to order
Those present were Mrs. H. De
Vrieling. Si Si Ei lot 6 blk 64 moved to their fruit farm in Lakethe payment of such sum as may
The Junior Sharps and Flats of Ridder, Mrs. E. Bredeweg, Mrs. J.
town for the summer.
Holland.
be necessary and it shall be the
Holland met in the home of Mary Wassink,Mrs. H. Thalen, Mrs. P.
Harry D. Nyburg and wife to / Dr. R. C. De Vries, son of Mr. Jane Van Appledom Monday Hoving, Mrs. H. Schripsema, Mrs.
duty of the auditor general each
Gerrit Klaasen. Lot 27 Chippewa and Mrs. U. De Vries, who has evening for a program on dance
month to draw his warrant upon
P. Beelen, Mrs. H. Beelen, Mrs.
The membership papers of Mr. resort Twp. Park.
been practicingdenistry at Valpar- forms. Miss Van Appledom spoke
the state treasurer for the several and Mrs. Andrew Van Dyke of the
G. E. Van Den Brink, Mrs. E. SiegKlaas Shoemaker etal to Har- aiso, Chili, South America, for on differentforms of dance music ers, Mrs. A. Klein, Mrs. E. Van Den
amounts allotted,until the board Bauer Christian Reformed church
old
Holleman etal. Lot 125 Roos- the past five years, arrived home with emphasis on the gavotte. Brink, Mrs. H. Brewer, Mrs. C.
shall determinethat further aid is and of Mrs. Maynard Van Noord of
Monday evening.
enrood sup plat No. 1 Zeeland.
unnecessary.
She played two piano selections Beelen, Miss Hazel De Ridder,
the Beaverdam Reformed church
Rev. H. Van Hoogen and family "Gavotte," Bach, and "The Little
Gerrit Zuverink to Joseph KleMiss Jennie Thalen, Miss Laura
were received by the local church.
pac and wife. Lots 67 and 68 orig- expect to take a trip to the Ne- Tin Soldier,"
•
Beelen, Miss Ethel Klein, Miss
Mr. and Mrs. J. Steenwyke and
Continuous performancsdally starting 2:80— Price change I’.OO
therlands
for
about
three
months.
inal plat Grand Haven.
Donna Lokker also spoke on Mildred Brewer, Mrs. B. Van Den
children of Hudsonville' visited
Jacob De Raster etal to William TTiey will leave here in a few davs. dance forms with emphasis on Berg, Mrs. O. Van Den Berg and
Friday and Saturday, Oct. 11 and 12
their mother, Mrs. William MeyVander Zee etal. Ft lot 34 Bu- Mr. Van Hoogen Is paster of the gypsy rondos. She played "Gypsy Mrs. C. Avery, Others invitedwere
ers, and Gertrude.
FOREIGN
Market Street Christian Reformed Rondo," Haydn. Jerrie Bosch
At a recent meeting of the local
' ’alda's add Zeeland.
Mrs. G. Beelen, Mrs. S. Van Der
Dr. and Mrs. Dick Mouw of
with JOEL McCREA and LARAINE DAY
community players new officers
John Wichers et al to Dick Van- church.
played "The Spinning Wheel," Meulen and Mrs. Effie Beelen.
ADDED— NEWS
were elected including Mrs. Mar- Grand Rapids were supper guests den Heuvel etal. Ft lot 23 East
At a meeting of the trusteesof Ellipenreich,
the Pilgrim Home Cemetery assovin Kaper, president; Mrs. John at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Park add Zeeland.
Later the group went to a local
Leonard Van Ess Saturday evenNIGHT
Saturday, October 12
Brink, Jr., vice president; MarSadie Palmer to Richard B ciation held Wednesday evening, drug store for treats by Miss Van New Junior Riding
ing.
vin Kooiker, secretary and treawith Robert Taylor and Greer Garaon
Riemersma. Ft Ni NWI SEI Sec R. Kanters, Sr., was elected pre- Appledorn to celebrate her birthFlorence Tanis, daughter of Mr.
surer.
sident, Isaac Cappon, vice-presi- day anniversary which took place Club Organized
18-5-15 Twp. Holland.
The Turf and Tan Bark club,
Monday thru Thursday, October 14-17
The Women's church league of and Mrs. Ed Tanis, was taken to
James J. Staring and wife to dent, Johannes Dykema, secretary last Wednesday.
St. Mary’3 hospital for treatment
city wide junior riding organizaFirst Reformed church entertainHoward
Wabeke. Ft Si lot 6 Al- and treasurer,and John Marsilje,
STRIKE UP THE
of goiter.
sexton.
tion, has been formed in Holland
ed their husbands and members
ing's add Zeeland.
with MICKEY ROONEY and JUDY GARLAND
Miss Wilma Por Is
Holy
baptism
was
administered
for all those who own their own
of the King’s Daughterssocietyat
Married, on Wednesday foreJohn Bosman and wife to Henry
ADDED— NEWS
horses and who are 18 years old
a supper in the church parlors to Maynard, Jr., son of Mr. and Boeve and wife. Lot 90 McBride's noon, George B. Ballard of Pitts- Feted at Shower
Mrs.
Maynard
Van
Noord,
and
and younger.
burgh, Pa., and Miss Mary Herold
Tuesday evening, Oct. 1. The
add Holland.
Miss Wilma Por was guest of
The president, Isla Vander
program was in charge of the Alice May, daughter of Mr. and
Jacob G. Van Wynen to Melvin of this city. The groom was for honor at a kitchen shower Oct.
Vree! at the
King’s Daughters group with Mrs. William
Vande Water and wife. Ft lot 10 years foreman in the Cappon- 3 at the home of Mrs. Louis Por. Heuvel, presented an introductory
Sunday afternoon services.
Bertsch tannery here, and the Games were played and prizes speech at a meeting held Saturday
Joyce and Viola Lehman in charge
blk A Holland.
M*tlnee« dally at 2:30— Evening Performance* etartlngat 7:00
Miss Jemina Ensing, Mrs. Pauof arrangements, and was featured
Teunis Kruithof and wife to Wil- bride is a daughter of Mr and were awarded followed by a two- under the "Big Pines" on East
Continuous performance on Saturday — Price Change 5:00
line Bosch and Jean Troost of
by motion pictures of Europe,
Mrs. E. Herold. They will take a' course lunch. Hastesses were Mrs. 26th St. It is the plan to have this
Zeeland visited relatives in Mc- liam McClure and wife. Lot 72 and
short trip to Milwaukee after Richard Por. Mrs. Vem Tuls and place leveled off and jumps placed
shown by Miss Inez Van Ins of
Friday and Saturday, October 11 and 12
Ft lot 71 Slagti's add Holland.
Bain Wednesday, Oct. 2.
on it.
'Holland, who spent several weeks
Mary
Kroeze
to David H. Klun- which they will leave for Pitts- Mrs. Louis Por.
Double Feature Program
Mr. and Mrs. H. Kuiper and
burgh their future home.
abroad a year ago last summer
A list of the invited guests In- There will be four ranks in the
family of Vrieslandvisited their steker. Lot 18 Past's 1st add HolJOE
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Prof J. cluded Misses Jennie Mulder, club and for each rank passed a
when she attended a Christian parents,Mr. and Mrs. Brinks, land.
with JOHNNY MACK BROWN and FUZZY KNIGHT
certificate
and
pin
will
be
awardYouth conference at Amsterdam, Sunday.
John H. Roossien etal to Corn- T. Bergen on Wednesday a son.
Jeanette Mulder, Dorothy Por, EsTHE
An effort is being made to ther Bowman, Lois Por and Mes- ed. All those interested in joining
lone and Lorraine Johnson favorMiss ^ora Dfe Kleine visited elius Vander Molen and wife. Lot
with WAYNE MORRIS and VIRGINIA DALI
the
club
are
asked
to
contact
the
have
acetylene
gas,
the
new
iled with a vocal duet, accompanied
dames Anthony Mulder, Clayton
Mrs. Sidney Venema Wednesday. 183 Rycenga's assessor'splat No.
ADDED— NEWS
by Julia Bultman.
luminant, hsed by the government Van Dyke, Rufus Van Omen, president, Miss Vander Heuvel.
2.
Margaret
McLean
is the secretaryin
lighthouses
on
the
lake.
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Schutmaat
Ray E. Nies (widower)to MaurRichard Bouws, John R. Bouws,
Monday thru Wednesday, October 14-16
and Mr. 6nd Mrs. George RigThe Odd Fellows of this city Sue Visscher, Richard Streur, treasurer.There are 15 members
ice Brower and wife. Lot No. 5
Double Feature Program
m
the
club. The meetingsare held
celebrated
the
78th
anniversary
of
terink enjoyed
motor trip to
Nies subd lot 3 Harrington pt SWI
Henry Streur, Harold Streur, Wilthe order last Saturday evening. liam Streur, Harry Klein, Willis on Saturday.
northern Michigan,the first part
PUBLIC DEB NO. 1 with BrendaJoyce-Geo. Murphy
Sec 32-5-15.
of the wedk, stopping at LudingMr. and Mrs. Henry Koop, Jr
FOR SALE
Roger Pryor-AnitaLouisa
Alice K. Winter to Dewey Van- A number of visiting members Van Der Laan, George Van Der
ton, Charlevoix,Traverse City, the and Mr. and Mrs. Hienie Tenicks der Schaaf and wife. Pt NWI SWi were also present.
ADDED— NEWS
Laan, Nick Kolean, William Por, Nyland-Bredeway Vows
Straits and other places en route. are having a week’s trip through Sec 32-5-15 Holland.
Tomorrow the New City hotel CorneliusVryhof, Anthony BowHejni Brower quietly celebrated the state of Kentucky and TenThursday thru Saturday, October 17-19
E- L. Bennett and wife to Ray- will change management,’ W. R. man, Bastian Bowman, Alvin Bow- Spoken in Parsonage
his 90th birthday anniversary at nessee expect to be back the mond F. Knape etal. LoLts 28 and Billings who has managed the man, John R. Bouws, Jr., Sidney
The parsonage of Trinity ReDouble Feature Program
hi* home last Thursday. Mr. Brow- middle of this week.
91 Blaudford and Gilleland'splat house for two years retiring, and Helmus, Anthony Elve, Anthony formed church was the scene of a
FUGITIVE
PRISON
er has resided on a farm on M-40
W. O. Holden of Cadillac taking Elve, Jr., and Miss Nettie Elve.
Miss Clariosa Koctje who has Twp- Spring Lake.
simple wedding Tuesday evening
With JACK HOLT and MARIAN MARIH
at the north village limits for been ill for over a week is imhis
place.
For
several
weeks
past
Dora Buurman etal to Herman
at 7:30 o’clock when Miss Pearl
SAILOR’S
with Jon Hall and Nancy Kelly
nearly 65 years, spending the ear- proving.
Minnerva and wife. Lot 184 Diek- H. Boone, the proprietor,has been
Bredeway, daughter of Mr. and
Mary
Ruth
Jacobs Heads
ADDED— NEWS
lier part of his life in Overisel.
engaged
in
making
alterations.
Mildred Van Der Swaag, daugh- ema homestead add Twp. Holland
Mrs. John Bredeway, became the
He is the son of onfof the earliest ter of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Van
bride of Russel Nyland, son of
Henry P. Zwemer and wife to The stores lately occupied bv the College Forensic Club
pioneers of that community. Spec- Der Swaag, has the whooping
Van Gelderen and wife. Lot Holland Tea Co. and R. Oostema
Mary Ruth Jacobs, Fremont Mr. and Mrs. Bert Nyland. Dr.
ial callers during the day besides
cough.
56 Country club estate Twp. Hol- will be occupied by a billiard hall senior, was elected president of H. D. Terkeurst read the single
the children and grandchildren Mrs. Clarence Romhorst enterand bar room respectively,while
•
toe Hope college Gamma chapter ring service.
Evening PerformancesStarting at' 7:00
were Rev; and Mrs. A. H. Strab- tained the women of the neighborITke couple was attended by Miss
Gerrit Berghorst to Harold toe present bar room will be used of Pi Kappa Delta, following a
ContinuousPerformanceon Saturday
No Price Change
bring of Holland, under whose pashood 'Hieaday afternoon, Oct. L Klinger and wife. NEI SWi Sec for a barber sh(».
dinner in the Commons room Dorothy Nyland and Justin Schrotorate in the local church, Mr.
The
commencement
exercises
of
Guests were Mrs. Gerrit Driesen- 4-6-14 and SW| NWi NEi Sec 9Friday and Saturday, October 11 and
'J
Monday night. Miss Jacobs will tenboer.Mr. and Mrs. Nyland plan
Brower served as elder for many ga, Mrs. Henry Maat, Mrs. Myron 6-14.
the Western Theological seminary
to live on East 16th St The bridenil
the
vacancy
caused
by
the
Double
Feature
Program
years.
took place in the Third Reformed
Veldheer, Mrs. Henry Koop, Jr.,
death .of Anthony Penning* this groom^ isemployed by the General
OF THE
Dr. M. H. Hamelink, George
church on Wednesday evening.The
Mrs. John W. Nlenhuis, Mrs. Charsummer. Norma Becksfort, Holwith THE THREE ME6QUITEER8
Kaper and Henry Drenten enjoyed ley Prlns, Mrs. Philip Vinkemulder Zeeland Man Aistiied
graduates, six in number, are
land Junior, will serve as vice
a. couple of days in upper MichiRULERS OF
with Douilaa Fairbanks,Jr,
Douwe De Groot; Holland; Art president in place of Miss Jacobs.
and Mrs. John Rouwhorst.
GUARDS TO LEAVE
Costs
on
Check
Charge
gan, near Munising the latter part
Van
Arendonk,
Harrison,
South
Jfr. and Mrs. John Van Der
After the election,Prof. Wlk
Grand Haven, Oct 10-Orders
of last week, spending one day
Monday and Tuesday, October 14 and 15
Swaag have returned home after Harry Boerman of Zeeland, Dakota; Cornelius Jongewaard, Uam Schrier,head of the forensic have been received by Capt C L.
fishing for lake trout in Lake
Double Feature Program
a few weeks’ trip through the charged with issuinga check with Orange pty, Iowa; p. Swart, Chi- and speech activities,outlined Orison, commanding officer of
Superior. They returned home western states.
cago; M. Broekstra, Hospers, la.; plans for state contests. DiscusBABES
IN
with Mickey Rooney-Judy Garland
Company
F,
for
the
national
Insufficientfunds, pleaded guilty and £W. TeSelle of Holland, Newith over 100 pounds of fish.
ADDED — CARTOON and COMEDY
Mrs. Kate Veldheer is caring for
sion oi plans , by the group and a guardsmen to be prepared to leave
Tuesday
before
Municipal
Judge
The Rev. GerritTysseconducted toe children of Mr. and Mis.
social time completed the even- the armory for Camp Beauregard,
the services in First Reformed fVericks while they are on their Raymond L. Smith and was assessCorrespondenceincluded: Noor- ing.
Wednesday and Thursday, October 15 and IT/"'*
La., at midnight Oct 20, five days
ed court costs of $5.35. He also deloos— Master Herman Diepenchurch last Sunday. World Com- trip.
After
the
guard
ii mobilised. FifDouble Feature Program —
made full settlement of toe check borst celebrated his thirteenth
munion Sunday was observed.
Bituminous coal production for teen men and non-commissioned
for $7149. Boerman is alleged to birthday Tuesday by giving a parMr. and Mrs. Carl Japink and
the first six months of 1940 reach- officen have received honorable
young son of Zeeland were visitorsK»1vi^Par^4U(000^ U* S’ have issued the check to toe Kra- ty to his friends. Those present ed 220 million tons, or 36.7 per- discharges and the ranks filled
mer Oil
with BARBARA STANWYCK and Ffl
were Stenie and Maggie Brummel, cent more than in 1939.
with recruits.
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BUDDING TOTAL Jappinga-Steketee Vows
IS

APPROACHING SP°ken in

RECORD
26
to

Umiand

IN CITY
More Needed

Retdi AU-Tbne Sum;

Homes at 71

I^ocdHom

In a lovely fall wedding Friday
eveping, Miss Grace Steketee,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. Steketee, and Frederick Jappinga, son
of Mr. and Mrs. John M. Jappinga,
spoke their nuptial vows at' 8:30
o’clock in the bride’s home at 146

West 18th

ROTARY LEARNS

St.

OF FAKE

DICK BOTER GIVES

BIRTHDAY PARTY TO
FOUR HUNDRED KIDS
Dick Boter, well known

local

Dr. H. D. Terkeurst. pastor of merchant, celebrated his birthday
anniversary with two parties.
Trinity Reformed church, read the
The first was a family gathering
single ring service in the presence
which was held at the home on
of 80 guests. Vows were exchang-

Although the approachingfall
route 1, Holland.
ed before a background of ferns,
The second one came later in
and winter weather is expected candelabra and fall flowers.
the evening when he was h«t to
to curtail building activitiesin
Donald Den Uyl sang "At Dawnabout 400 “kids'* at Riverview
Holland, value of the buildingper- ing," Cadman, and "Still as the park during the Hope-Alma footmits for September remained on Night," Bohm, accompaniedby the ball game.
bride’s sister, Mrs. Jack Marcus,
Near the end of the first half,
a par with other months of the who also played the traditional
current year, an unofficial tabula- wedding march as the bridal party the announcer of the public address system requested all "kids”
tion of last month’s applications assembled.
(o line up along the fence to reAttending her as bridesmaid was
on file at the office of City Clerk
ceive their “treat" from Mr. Boter.
Oscar Peterson revealed Saturday. her cousin, Miss Marian Van Huis,
Within a short time, a line of chilDuring the reception a twoTheir value soared on to a new
dren extended almost the length
record for 1940, having passed the course lunch was served in charge
of the field.
1939 mark during August. Total of Mrs. Frank Douma. Waitresses
As gifts from Mr. Boter, they
were
Miss
Wilma
Ver
Hoef,
Miss
value of the permits for Septemreceived candy bars, hot dogs and
ber was $34,441 and added to the HenriettaMieste, Mrs. J. Rezel"ail the trimmings." The girls opfirst eight months of thus year man and Mrs. Ted Hoeksema.
erating the concession stand soon
The bride is a graduate of Grand hung out the "sold out" sign.
made an aggregate total of $382,Haven high school and Bronson "But. I am no longer revealing
•558.
This is an increase of $50,574 Memorial hospital training school my age," Mr. Boter said.
over the 1939 record of $331,984. of Kalamazoo.At present she is on
Already the value of this year’s the nursing staff at Holland hospermits has passed the 1938 mark pital. The bridegroom is a grad- CITY HALL SPACE IS
of $362,010 by $20,548 and the uate of Holland high school and
GIVEN TO WICHERS
1937 total of $341,809 by $40,749. Hope college where he is a member
Hie value of the building per- of the Knickerbockerfraternity.
Aid. Bruce Raymond, chairman
mits have not been above the He is engaged as coach and teacher
$400,000 mark since 1930 when it of mathematicsin the Hudsonvilk? of a special committee, which was
delegated Wednesday, Oct. 2, by
reached $409,212. An additional schools.
The couple left for a trip east. common council to determine
$26,654 in October, November and
December this year would bring For traveling, the bride wore a whether there was room in the
the 1940 total up to this all-time soldier blue suit with black ac- city hall for the school comcessories.Mr. and Mrs. Jappinga missioner’s office, has reported
high.
Thirty - one applications for will be at home in Hudsonville that, followinga meeting Oct.
3 with Willard C. Wichers, the
buildingpermits were filed during after Dec. 15.
committee had agreed to let him
September with the city clerk.
use the space which Mayor Henry
Nineteenapplications were filed
Geerlings had set aside for the
Miss Lenora Van Omen
in September, 1939.
The $34,441 figure is a boost of It Complimented
$24,081 over the September (1939)
Miss Lenore Van Omen, who will
mark of $10,360and is $43,258 less
be an October bride, was guest of
than the September (1938) record
honor at a miscellaneous shower
of $77,699.
Oct. 3 in the home of Mr. and
However, this year’s values are
Mrs. John Van Omen. Games were
far in excess of those for the first
played and prizes were awarded to
nine months of the past two
the winners. Miss Van Omen was
yean. For the first nine months
presented with gifts. A two-course
of 1939, their total value amountlunch was served by the hostesses
ed to $239,083 or $143,475 less. In
assisted by Mrs. Arthur Van Dam.
1938, their value was $308,801 or
Mrs. John Nykamp, Mrs. Henry
$73,757 less.
Van Dam, Miss Alice Van Dam
New home buildingconstruction
and Miss Jennie Kickover, aunts

I

eootinued to lead building activiand cousins of the bride.
ties during September. In the
Guests were members of the
past month, six applications for
Oakland Helping Circle including
new homes have been filed, their
Mrs. John Nagelkerk, Harold Ostestimated cost being $17,225.Four
erink, Misses Grada, Angie, June,
of the applicationsalso included
and Florence Van Omen, Mrs. K.
construction of garages at a cost
Van Dam, Mrs. Jack Wiersma and
of $650.
Mrs. Jerald Ver Beek.
Itotal number of applicationsfor
Miss Van Omen will become the
new homes since Jan. 1, 1940, now
of Frederick Eugene Nageltotals 7L
the first nine bride
kerk of Vriesland.
months of last year, 45 applications for new homes had been filed
for September, 1939, passed by Federal Boosterettes
with no applications being filed
for new residences. This year's Are Entertained
increase is 26 ahead of last year.
Federal Boosteretteswere enterThe largest single application tained by teachers of the school at
for last month was for $9,000 for an outdoor party Tuesday, Oct. 1.
the constructionof an addition to Following accordion selectionsby
the plant of the Western Michi- two girls, moving pictures were
gan Tool works, 255 West Ninth shown by Carroll Norlin, princple
St Another applicationcalled for of the school and A1 Bluekamp.
the expenditure of $2,000 to re- They used a new projector which
pair a local church and another for has been purchasedby the school
construction of a gasoline filling board for use in the district. A
station to cost $1,500.
wiener roast concluded the enterThere were four applications tainment.
for the construction of new garThe affair was arranged by Miss
ages at a cost of $415 and four Evelyn Den Uyl. Miss Eleanor
applicationsto make repairs to Smith and Mrs. Thelma Terpsma,
garages at a cost of $180.
teachers of the school.
Five applicationscalled for reroofing of homes at a cost of $416
and three applicationsfor exterior Seminary Faculty
repairs to homes, costing $310.
Reception Held
Two applicationsprovided repairs
The faculty of Western Theoto buildingsat a cost of $210.
logical seminary tendered a reception to the student body Friday night in the parlors of Hope
church. Dr. and Mrs. Simon Blocker and Prof, and Mrs. George H.
The Bass River community club Mennenga were in charge of armeeting has been postponed in- rangementswith Dr. Blocker acting as master of ceremonies.
definitely.
James T Mearns of the faculty
"Uncle Jimmy” Nichols of Nunica is spending a few days with of music at Hope college gave a
his nephew, Harry Bennett, and number of piano and vocal solos.
Dr. Harry Boot gave an up-tofamily.
Harold Wheeler is employed in the-minutesurvey of conditions
in China and of the outlook for
Grand Rapids.
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Richard- Christian missions in that land.
son and son, Junior, and Mr. and Dr. Blocker entertained with
Mrs. Alvin Pierce and little son some of his best stories.
The parlors of the church was
of Ferrysburg spent Sunday, Sept.
29, with Mr. and Mrs. Charles attractivelydecoratedwith bouquets of fall flowers. A group of
McMillan.
Mr. and Mrs. George Fields of church women served refreshGrand Rapids and Mr, and Mrs. ments.
Invited guests numbering alRobert Lowing of Bauer spent
Sunday^ Sept. 29. with Mr. and most 100 included Reformed pastors of Holland, missionaries on
Mrs. Floyd Lowing.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Ca crick furlough and retired ministers
of Remus spent Sunday, Sept. 29, and missionaries,as well as widwith Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Buhner. ows, wives and friends. ClergyMr. and Mrs. William Bosch of men on the faculty of Hope colSparta called on Mr. and Mrs. A. lege also were present with their
wives.
J. White Sunday.
The farmers are all busy cutting corn and filling silos.
Surprise Dinner
.Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Lowing entertained a group of young people Held at Tavern

In

Bass River

Monday evening, Sept.

m
\
w

,

nesday night, council members
found that Wichers had not vacated the room adjoining the council chambers which the aldermen
had set aside for use by a jury
when cases are tried in municipal court.
"If there is any room available

for the school commissioner in
these new quarters he will be entitled to use it, providing he can
talk Wichers out of it," Raymond
said.

Mrs. Van Tatenhove
Feted at Shower
Mrs. John Van Tatenhove, Mrs.
Melvin Van Tatenhove and Mrs.
Leo Salisbury were hostesses at a
miscellaneous shower Wednesday
OcL 2, at the former’s home, 24
West 15th St., honoring Mrs.
John Van Tatenhove, Jr., who before her marriage last spring was
Miss MarjorieWassink of Adell,
Wis. A two-course lunch was
served. Bunco was played and
prizes were awarded to Mrs.
Catherine Wabeke and Mrs. Sam
Wabeke.
Guests were Mrs. M. Wabeke,
Mrs. Catherine Webeke, Mrs.
Charles Wabeke, Mrs. Joe Heerspink. Mrs. Arthur Hoedema, Mrs.
William Ten Brink, Mrs. Marinas Ten Brink, Mrs. John Bouwman, Mrs. Frank Moomey, Mrs.
Don Schaap and Mrs. Gerrit Van
Dyke, Mrs. Marinus Van Tatenhove, Jr., Mrs. Ed Van Tatenhove, Miss Edna Van Tatenhove,
Miss Jean Van Tatenhove,Miss
Grace Van Tatenhove,Miss Betty
Van Tatenhove, Miss Gertrude
Wabeke and Miss Ervina Van
Dyke of Holland, Mrs. Bert Wabeke, Mrs. Gerrit Van Noordt,
Mrs. Dick Ver Beek, Miss Gertrude Wabeke and Miss Joan Wabeke of Grand Haven and Mrs.
Sam Wabeke of Burnips.

MAN PASSES
AT OTTAWA BEACH

EX-G.R.

Grand Rapids. Oct. 10 — L. R.
<Bob) Audrain, 72, Grand Rapids
resident until a short time ago
when he moved to Ottawa beach,
died Friday in his home there.
He was well known throughout
western Michigan to the packing
and meat industry. For 45 years,
he represented a Chicago meat
packing firm and for 35 years
served as its manager. He was associated with the Wilson Bros.
Packing Co. at Syracuse, N. Y.,
for nine years. At one time he
operated a grocery and market in
Muskegon.

Final Trapshoot Held
at Con$ervation Park

30, in
Miss Annette Van Duren enterhonor of their son, Floyd, Jr.,
The last trapshoot of the fall
who marked his 15th birthday tained her mother, Mrs. C. B. season
was held Friday afternoon
anniversary. Games and music HuLsebus at a surprise birthday
dinner in the grill of the Warm at Conservation park, east of Holwere enjoyed. Refreshmentswere
served by Mrs. Lowing and Friend tavern Friday evening. A land, under auspices of the
special dinner was prepared by Holland Fish and Game club. The
daughter, Jean.
the chef. The table was colorfully following high scores were reportlaid with sprays of flowers and ed:
Local
ferns, and white tapers added to
Gerrit Huizenga,22; John Bos,
the delightful setting.Attrac- 21; Ed Woldring, 20; R. Meeusen,
Pane* in Home at Holt tively wrapped gift* were placed 20; Gerald Kramer, 19; Sam Alin the center of th* table.
thuis, 19; Dr. C. E. Boone, 19;
Word has been receivedhere Guests included Mrs. Katherine B. H. Harris, 18; Shud Althuis,
of the death of Mrs. Ruben Hens, Wabeke, Mrs. Henry Ketel, Miss ia
Roberta, 42, former Holland Jeanette Veltman, Mrs. Arthur
rtaWent, which occurred Monday Hoedema, Mrs. Thomas Venhuiatjberhotne on route 1, Holt, near zen* Mrs. William Van Regen- Reelect Local Man to
morter, all of Holland; and Mr.
Touriit, Resort Board
Mr*. Ren* is survived by her and Mrs;. Jeffory Taylor of
haabtod, Matthew J. Rena; three Toledo, O., son-in-law and daughGrand Rapids, Oct 10— C. C.
son*, one daughter, • three broth- ter of JMre. Hulsebus.
Wood
of Holland was reelected
<
er* and three sisters. Funeral serto the board of director* of the
vice* were held Wednesday afterOutput of bituminous coal for
noon from the Grovenberg Metho- the third quarter of 1940 is ex- West MichiganTourist and Resort
associationat the annual meeting
dial church.

Fmer

t.

school commissioner’s office.
This additional space had been
provided by moving the partitions
in the large room on the third
floor of the city hall which is
now occupied by the welfare department and the old age assistance bureau.
In discussing the matter Wed-

Woman

I
;

’

,

pected to exceed 112 million ton*,
here Friday.
nigne*t of any period since 1929.

Other director* include H. A.
Christian
was organized in Lon- . There are 47 spring* wdth a daily Jackson of Saugatuck,William
Stribley of Grand Haven and
1894, and was introduced
gallons located in
United States in 1906, Hot Spring* national park in Ark- Frank Scholten of Spring Lake.

The Young Women *

reveal

,

SUMCBIBE TO THE

NEWS

1940

Death Rerahi From
World War

Injuries

MONEY —Anthony

THROUGH MOVIE
Secret Senrice

Agent

of

Grand Rapids Explains
It’s

10,

on Decline

A

film, "Know Your Money”
presented by the United States
Secret service was shown to the
Holland Rotary club at its regular
meeting in the Warm Friend tavern last Thursday.
It showed how United States
money differs from counterfeit
money and Included a short narrative telling how one counterfeiter was captured. Counterfeit
coins, it pointed out, are of soft
metal and may sometimes be detected by cutting. They are usually lighter and the milling is
imperfect. Another way to test a
coin is to first scrape it and then
put a little acid on it and if it

turns black immediately,it is
counterfeit,the picture illustrated.

OTTAWA CLERK Kleis Urges Cooperation

Grand Haven, Oct. 10 (Special)
Glavan, 46, died Friday in Kalamazoo state hospital
where he had been confined for a
week. He was born in Austria,
Sept 12, 1894, and came to the
United States 19 year* ago. He
resided in Muskegon a year and a
half and then came to Grand HaSeven of Holland Likely
ven. He was a cabinet maker at
the Story and Clark Co. until
Will Attend Set$ion in
two weeks ago.
His death was attributed to an
Grand Haven
ailment resulting from his service in the Austrian army during
County Clerk William Wilds
the World war. He was a member today had advised City Clerk
of the Slovenian lodge in Chi- Oscar Peterson that he has arcago.
ranged a school of instruction to
be held Friday night, Oct. 11, at
7:30 p.m. in the court house In
Grand Haven in connection with
registrationof conscriptees under

in

CALLS MEET TO

Housing SS Delegates
Lod|inf Beinf Sought

DISCUSS DRAFT

Fire Hundred Visiton
to

Mr. Wilds said all township
and representativesof each
CAPTAIN DEAD clerks
election precinct In Ottawa county will be Invited to attend this
school. Mr. Peterson said at least
Sherman
Ii Found seven representative* from Holland will likely attend the school
A quantity of material lor use
on Floor of
at
in the draft Oct. 16 has been reOttawa Beach
ceived by the. clerk for distribution to the 31 precincts as regCapt. Sherman Upham, 82, of istration will be held at the reguOttawa beach was found dead on lar polling places.
In the Ottawa allotment are
the floor of his home about 6:30
IS
11,580 registration blanks; 9,650
a
Friday by his son, Charles registration certificates,310 plaUpham.
cards to be posted giving instrucDr. John K. Winter, county tions, and 31 instructionsheets to
coroner, after an investigation,be placed at each registration
Seifert Operated Meat
said death was due to a heart precinct,for use of the registrars.
Market There Forty
attack He had been dead about
Registration will be conducted
two hours when the body was by the regular election machinOne Years
found.
ery, each man of military age
Captain Upham was reported being required to report on regGrand Haven. Oct. 10 (Special)
to have suffered a fainting spell istrationday at his precinct pollThursday afternoon but other- ing place. The county clerk, in — Ignaz Seifert, 89, resident of
wise his health was good.
each county In Michigan, will be Grand Haven for 66 years, died
Captain Upham was a retired the officialresponsible for conFriday at 8 p.m. in his home, 115
lake captain having sailed on the ducting the registration,it was
groat lakes practicallyall his life announced at the selectiveservice FranklinSt., where he and Mrs.
except in later years. He sailed offices in Lansing.
Seifert had lived for nearly half
boats out of Saugatuck for
Wilds stressed the importance a century. He was 23 years old
years and later commanded a of every township clerk being pre- when he came here in 1874 and
boat of his own.
establisheda meat business which
sent Oct. 11.
Survivors are the son. Charles;
Registration places will be open he conducted for 41 years, retirand one brother, Lucian Upham from 7 a.m. until 9 p.m. Oct. 16. ing in 1919. He was born Feb. 7,
of Grand Haven.
The county clerk will appoint 1851, in Australia and came to
He was born April 6, 1858, at
the registration board and the the United States when 19, setLorain, O, to Mr. and Mrs. J. N.
chief registrar for each precinct, tling in Milwaukee. He and Mrs.
Upham.
and make all preparations for the Seifertobserved their golden wedregistrationsand on Oct. 11 will ding anniversary six years ago. He
distributethe conscriptionforms. was a member of the Maccabees.
Surviving are two daughfers,
Orders received by the county
clerk state that he shall report by Mrs. Arend Vyn who is prominent
telegramto the governor, at least in the Grand Haven Tuesday Muthree days before registrationday, sicale, and Mrs. O. A. Bronson of
the state of readiness of his coun- Milwaukee; two sons William and
ty, and is also required to give Josef of Grand Haven, and four
help to any of the board which grandchildren.

Upham
Home

BUSINESSMAN
OF

Gi

DEAD

MONTH NORMAL
SMITH REPORTS

encountersany difficulty, make
provisions for the registration of
persons who are ill in hospitals,
those in schools and colleges,and
Inmates of infirmaries and jails.
He is also to require each chief
registrarto deliver promptly upon
completion of the registration,all
completed registrationcards and
all unused forms and printed mat-

who

i* In charge of hous-

ing the out-state delegate* who

the national draft act.

m

HoDud

Prof. Clarence Kiel* of Hope
college,

RETIRED LAKE

Mr. Hoabler of Grand Rapids,
a member of the secret service, in
a short talk following the film
pointed out real coins will "bounce
back at you" when dropped on a
hard surface while others will not
He also pointed out that the
film is to educate the public and
not to throw into them the scare
with a belief that there is a great
deal of counterfeitmoney floating
around when actually there has
been a decrease in the last three
years. It has been shown to approximately five million people of
which three thousand were students, who will be the future merchants of the country.
Counterfeits are usually passed
to the small merchant in the
larger cities, Hoabler said, and are
usually taken to the bank before
first being identified. He also said
that the better the times, the
higher the denominationof counterfeit money. The ten dollar bill
is popular now, he stated.
As to testing paper money, the
film said never to rub it on paper
to see if the ink comes off as has
sometimes been done, because ink
may rub off both the true and the
counterfeitpiece. On the counterfeit bill, the lines running through
it are broken and the spaces filled
with ink oftimes, the film showed.
Flaws in the border and other
After an exceptionally wet
parts of a false bill may be easily
month during August, average
detected, especiallywhen that bill
weather conditions prevailed in
is placed next to a true one.
Holland during September,it was
The maximum penalty for pass- revealed here in the monthly
ing just one bill, is 15 years in
weather report of Bert Smith, offifederal penitentiary and a $5,000
cial weather observer in Holland.
fine, Hoabler stated.
Maximum temperature for the
month was 88, recorded Sept. 6
and compares with past years as
follow: 1939, 96 on Sept. 15; 1938,
82 on Sept. 13; 1937. 90 on Sept.
2; 1936, 89 on Sept. 14.

(or

will attend the convention of the
MichiganCouncil of Churches and
Christian Educationin Holland
Oct. 23 to 25, ha* Issued a plea
to residents of Holland and vicinity to cooperatein caring for
the visitors.
Delegates will be entertained
according to the Harvard plan
which Includes lodging and breakfast. Accommodations for 500 visitors are being sought. Parishioners of churches not connected
with the Michigan council who
would like to entertain some
guests are asked to get in touch
with Mr. Kleis or any of his assistants.

The followingchairmen have
been appointed by the various
churches:Mrs. C. Kuyers, Flrit
Reformed;Mrs. Paul E. Hinkamp,
Hope Reformed; Mrs.

Garrett

Vender Borgh, Third; Mrs. Clifton
Dalman, Trinity; Louis Dalman,
Sixth; HenriettaHuizenga, Bethel; Mrs. Harry Harrington, First
Methodist; Henry Looman, We*ieyan Methodist, and C. J. De Koater, Maple Avenue Christian Reformed.

Memorial Service Held
for

Anthony Penninft

A service in memory of the

Anthony Penning!,Hope

lata

college

student who died this summer,
was held by the Emersonian fraternity last Thursday. Harold
Colenbrander,president of the
fraternity and

a

close friend of

the deceased,paid tribute to
Pennings in a short talk on his
life. Prof. Walter Van Saun also
spoke.'

Albert Shiphorst, fraternity
brother of Pennings, sang two
solos, "No Night There" and 'The
Holy City” accompanied by Gordon Van Wyk. Stanley Slingerland opened the meeting with
prayer and read the scripture.A
prelude to the memorial service
was also played by Gordon Van
Wyk, Muskegon senior.
Local Faculty

Vrouwen

Resume Activities

0ES Chapter to Attend

The faculty Vrouwen of the
Holland public schools.held their
first meeting of the new season
Friday evening in the home of
Mrs. E. E. Fell. The program for
the year was planned and the following officers were appointed:
Mrs. Edward Donivan,president;
Mrs. Peter Veltman .secretary;
and Mrs. Russel Welcn, treasurer.
After the business meeting a
luncheon was served by the hostesses, Mrs. Fell, Mrs. J. J. Reimersma and Mrs. George E. Kollen:

County Convention

Star of Bethlehem chapter, No.
40 O.E.S., had a regular meeting
last Thursday in the Masonic
hall. Routine business was in
charge of the worthy matron,
Mrs. Grace Morris. Final plans
ter.
were made for the Ottawa county
Immediately after -registration association convention which will
the county clerk is to report, by be held in Marne Thursday, Oct.
The minimum temperaturewas telegram, to the governor, the 17 beginning at 2:30 p.m. All
33, recorded Sept. 26, and for number of completed cards filed wishing reservations for the 6
for each local area.
o’clock banquet are requestedto
past months, it was; 1939, 35 on
There are two boards, one In phone the secretary, Mabel VanSept. 30; 1938, 42 on Sept. 16;
den Berg, immediately.
MOTORISTS FINED
1937, 32 on Sept. 20; 1936, 38 on Holland, and another for the rest
Judge Sentences Zeeland Sept. 25.
of the county. The chairman of
The following motorists paid
fines ana costs Friday to MuniAverage maximum temperature each local board in the county is Local Truck Involved
Man to Serve Four to
to receive all the cards.
cipal Judge Raymond L. Smith
for September was 73.3 while the
Importance is stressed on the
in Crash in Indiana after pleading guilty to traffic
Ten Years
average minimum was 52.5 to proviolation charges: John Koppenaal
duce an average temperature fact that each male person, whethGrand Haven, Oct. 10 (Special) of 73.3 while the average mini- er a citizen or not, between the
Bert Tein of East Saugatuck, 18, Holland, overnight parking,
—Vivian (Verne) Catlton, 32. of mum was 52.5 to produce an aver- ages of 21 and through 35, must driving a Rooks Transfer truck, $1; Martin Wabeke, 63, Holland,
Zeeland, who was found guilty age temperature of 63. Average registerOct. 16.
was reported to have suffered min- running stop street, $3; Corie J. T.
by a jury last Sept. 26 of a charge maximum temperatures in past
or injuries in an accident Oct. Vanden Bosch, Holland, speeding
of assault to do great bodily years were 78.2 in 1939, 71.5 in
Stocks of finishedand unfinish- 3 near Michigan City, Ind. Tien $5.
harm less than the crime of mur- 1938, 74 in 1937 and 74.2 in 1936. ed gasoline August 17 amounted was en route to Holland from Chider, was sentenced Friday by Average minimum temperatures to more than 86 million barrels, cago.
More than 79 millionmotor car*
Judge Fred T. Miles to serve from were 55.2 in 1939. 52.6 in 1938, compared to 74 million barrels the
were produced in the U. S. and
four to 10 years in Southern 52.4 in 1937 and 56 1 in 1936. The same date one year ago.
TRY THE NEWS CLASSIFIEDS Canada in the last 40 years.
Michigan prison.
average temperatures for SeptemThe court stated that the state- ber of past years was 66.7 in 1939,
ments made to him by Carlton and 62 in 1938, 63.2 in 1937 and 65.2

CARLTON GIVEN

TERMINPRiSON

others left no doubt the defendant
had made up his mind to kill his
father.
Carlton Is alleged 4o have assaulted his father, Percy Carlton,
in their Zeeland home last Aug. 4.
He originally was charged with
assault with intent to commit
murder but was found guilty by
the jury on the lesser charge.

in 1936.

Precipitationfor the month
totaled 2.05 inches and fell on six
different days. For 1939, there
was 2.98 inches of rain. 3.36 inches
in 1938, 2.58 inches in 1937 and
6.87 inches in 1936. It fell on five
days in 1939, 11 days in 1938,
seven days in 1937 and 12 days in
1936.

il

Central Park
Chapman of Los Angeles,
Calif., was a guest at tl)e home
of his uncle and aunt, Mr. and
Mrs. G. A. Stover, recently. He

better telephone call

NEW BOOKS AT

G. A.

in the making

LOCAL LIBRARY

made

the trip across the continent by plane to Indianapolis Miss Dora Schermer, local liand by railroad to Holland.
brarian has announced that the
There was a good attendance following books are in circulaat the monthly meeting of the tion at the local library.
missionarysociety in the church
Adult Non-Fiction
parlors Wednesday afternoon, Getting and Spending,Adams
Oct. 2. Mrs. Harry P. Boot of Modern Electric and Gas Refrig
China was the guest speaker for eratlon, Althouse and Tumquist
the occasion with Mrs. Cora S. Old Fort Mackinac, Andrews
Prince in charge of the program. Wingless Victory, Anderson; Th
Mrs. Blaine Timmer and Mrs. Dutch, Bamouw; Man Against the
Loyde Van Lente sang a duet and
Microbe, Bigger; Short History of
Mrs. Richard Bouwman gave a Art, Blum; Seamanship Below
reading about a Chinese boy and
Deck, Brindze; Plain Facts for
his bicycle.Mrs. Dick Miles preGirls and Young Women on Narsided in the absence of the presicotics, Liquor and Tobacco,Comdent, Mrs. Henry Van Velden, and
conducted the devotions. Mrs. stock; Country Squire in the White
House, Flynn; Man and His Body,
George Heneveld and Mrs. Dick
Haggard; Doctor in Arabia, HarNieusma were the hostesses.
The Willing Workers Aid so- hison; A Federationfor Western
ciety Is sponsoringa drive for Europe, Jennings; I Married Adcanned fruit and vegetables for venture, Johnson; Fun With a
the Holland Home of Grand Rap- Pencil, Loomis; Saints and Rebela,
ides and the Quistian Psychopa- Lownsberry; Why Europe Fights,
Millis;. Diplomacy,Nicholson;the
thic hospitalof Cutlerville.
The Circle of Cheer class met Greatest of These, Pinch; Modem
Wednesday evening, Oct 2, at the Diabetic Care, Pollach; Saint Joan
home of Mrs. George W. Do of Arc, Sackvllle-West; American
Vries with Mrs. Clayton St. John Flower Arrangement,Scarborough; -This Is Wendell Willkie,
as the. assistant hostess.
M**. and Mrs. W. A. Pinkerton Willkie.
Adult Fiction
of Oak Park, 111., were guests at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. G. A.
Tangled Threads, Brockhaus;
Stover Wednesday, Sept. 25.
Great Wing* and Small, Clarke;
Mr*.. C. a De Jong, Miss R. Murder at the Munition Work*.
Buurema and John Buursma of Cole; Through the House Door,
Grand Rapids are occupying their Hull; First Port of Call, Jordan;
cottage during these) lovely fall Gabriel's Search, Lute*; Secret of
the Marsh banks, Norris;- Past
Finding Out, Patch; When the
There are about 4,000 hot springs Whlpperwlll, Rawlings;The Tree*,
In Yellowstone national park, their Richter; Mariana, Salinen; TaiseU
temperaturevarying from 60 de- on Her Boots, Train; Some Day
gree*. to a* high as 175 degrees. I’H Fisd You, Widdemer. ^

day*.

Bell System research is dedicated to preparedness. Several thou-

sand telephone scientistssearch constantlyfor ways to improva
equipment and provide materials that will meet any service demand,
any time, anywhere. Yon hear better on the telephonethan yon used

to; telephone equipment today is
with the called party are faster

.

more

efficient; connections

, . and this

Company, because

of the work of the Bell Telephone Laboratories, is better prepared to do ita part in America’s program of national defease;

Ready rhea Needed
and Whore V

y
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THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS THURSDAY, OCTOBER
ILLNESS IS FATAL TO
OF DRENTHE

PLACES OPEN IN WOMAN
HOLLAND GDARD

Oct. 10 (Special) —
Mrs. Henry J. Dozeman, 76, died
Monday night in her home a half

FOR FORTY MEN

mile weat of Drenthe after a twoweeka’ illness. She was born Nov.
23, 1863, in Overisel township,
tho daughter of Mr. and Mrs Lu-

Dickinson invited to

Take

Part in Sendoft Party

on Monday
Dr. H. J. Mauelink, <*w:h*lr*an to arrange detaila for the
jendoff party being arranged for
Holland national guanUmen

day

Mon-

at 8 p.m., announced on

Tuesday that

on

Invitation ia

being extended Gov. Luren D.
Dickinson to be present that

Zeeland,

cas Vredeveld
Surviving are the husband;
three sons, Lucas and Henry of
Drenthe and John of Zeeland;
four daughters, Mrs. Bert Ter
Haar, Mrs. Harry Ter Haar, Mrs.
Gerrit Brouwer and Mrs. Henry
Timmer, all of Drenthe; 20 grandchildren and four great grandchildren; three brothers,Jacob
Vredeveld of Zeeland, Lucas Vredeveld of Drenthe and John
Vredeveldof Grandville; a sister,
Mrs. John Van Rhee of Jamestown.

Funeral services will be held
Friday at 1 p.m. from the home
night.
and at 1:30 p.m. from Drenthe
Rep. NeUon A. Miles u extend- Christian Reformed church. Buring the invitationto the governor ial will be In East Drenthe cemeand' an answer is expectedWed- tery.
nesday.

Local automobiledealers have
agreed to convey mothers of the
natiortal guardsmen in new model
automobilesin the parade Monday night Dr. Masselinksaid.
Continuing preparations for the
mobilization
the national
guardsmen, Capt. H. Austin Lucas, commandingofficerof Company D, Holland's national guard
amt, has announced that there
s "room" in the company for 40
new enlisteesbut that they must
enlist before Oct. 14 to be assign»d to the local company.
Holland armory will be opened
iaily from 8 a.m. until 11 p.m.
:o enlist applicants, he said. At
Monday night’s drill five new (

of

PlanDriveDuring
State

PTA Week

in keeping with Michigan Parent-Teacherweek, proclaimedby
Gov. Luren Dickinson as Oct. 6-13,
PTA groups throughoutthe state
have planned membership drives
and programs for fhis time. Michigan jumped to eighth place this
year in the National Congress
membership,and It is the hope of
leaders to increase the interestof
parents in the organization.
In a message' to local leaders.
Mrs. William Kletzer. national
president,said, "through our
knowledge of children and our
practical experience with them, we
have learned that a sense of se-

nen enlisted and additional ones
isked about application papers.
TTie new enlistees are James
Irving Dlssette,Richard M. Over- curity is necessaryfor the best
kamp, Fred J. Veltman, Ray L. developmentof the child. Any So-

Coney and Peter Heeringa,Jr.

10, 1940

CHEFF HORSES Dedication Program Is
OBTAIN HONORS
Three horses, owned by Col. T.

P. Cheff of Hazelbank, gained
honors Saturday at the annual
Metamore Hunt meet on the Alger farm course at Grasse Pointe
near Detroit.
The program included seven
races. The meet is one of the outstanding horse shows in this part

of the country and each year it
attracts
large number of
horses and prominent horsemen.
In the second race. Queen Germain placed second in a large
field over a one and one-fourth
mile course,
Eric T. placed second in the
third race which was a two-mile
steeplechaseover brush, the
Cheff horse running the event in
4:03 and lasing first place by a
"whisker.” In this race, three
riders fell off their mounts at
the fences, including Jack Hallawell who was riding Cornel’s
Court, owned by the Pierre Stahies of Grasse Pointe.
Polar Flight, another Cheff
horse, finished in first place in
the sixth race over a three-

a

IS

NOW

SERVING JAIL TERM

Held

Woman’s Club

Appropriatededication of the
newly furnished stage of the Wo- sinister housekeeper; Kit, the
man’s Literary club was carried daughter of Iris’ husband; and
out Tuesday afternoon when Miss Aunt Julie, were the characters imFranceiia Waterbury,dramatic ac- personated by Miss Waterbury.as
tress, appeared in a program of the plot of the clever solo drama
distinction,one of the most de- progressed.The artist held the Intense interest of her audience durlightfulto be presented here.
In introducing the program, ing the entire performance.
Mrs. J. J. Brower, club president,
Announcement was made of the
paid tributeto the untiring efforts West Central district convention
of Mrs. W. G. Winter and Mix. W. of the state federation to be held
J. Olive, the committee in charge in Grand Haven at the Woman's
of the project, whose extensive club house Thursday and Friday
study of line, color and suitability of this we^k. It is hoped that a
has resulted in the present artis- number of local club members
tic arrangement of the stage.
will attend the sessions.Mrs. O.
A new stage curtain the color S. Cross of Holland is to give a
of dregs of wine, eggshell back book review at the Thursday
drops, and regency period furni- morning session. Luncheon reserture are the innovations. Bowls vations may be made with Mrs.
of roses and delphiniums, arrang- Brower.
ed by Mrs. L. G. Stallkamp, were
A final report of the Tulip Time
used on piano and desk as an add- committeewas made by Mrs. Robed festive note to the occasion.
ert Parkes, who with Mrs. David
In her solo play. 'The New Pnhyl. headed the Dutch lunch

Mrs. Arden.” written especially for
her by Margery Williams, Miss
Waterbury displayed her usual
histrionicability and versatility.
In presentingthe seven scenes.
Miss Waterbury impersonated five
fourths mile flat course
The success of the Cheff en- differentcharacters with keen intries was due largely to the rid- telligenceand imagination.
ing of James Holder of Holland
Iris Arden, the established actwho rode all three horses for ress leaving the stage upon her
Mr. Cheff.
marriage; Camela ay. a naive
In addition to these three young neighbor of the Ardens;
races. Mr. Helder also rode Hattie, the uncompromising and
Frantz Wilhelm, owned by the
Pierce Stables, to first place in
the fifth race over a two and Van Den Bosch-Zaidema
one-half mile steeplechase course!
Hellawell was scheduled to ride Vows Are Exchanged
this horse but could not due to
The marriage of Miss Alice
the injur)- he received in the Zuidema, daughter of Mr. and
third race
With Mr. Helder winning this I Mrs- G<?rrit Zu,dema of East 17th
race, the stable received perman- ! St., and Conrad Van Den Bosch,
ent possession of the Grennan 1 son of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Van
Memorial trophy as it had won
Bosch
Borcul0i
was
it on two previous occasions.

^

LAW EVADER

Personals

^

project.

ion was drawn to the unof The Netherlands
which hangs in the club house library. the gift to the club of the
artist, Mrs. C. M. Selby. Thanks
m behalf of the club were expressA

I

lent

usual

map

(From Wednesday’* Sentinel)
Dr. John Pieper is attending an
eye clinic at the Detroit Optomctric Research Institutetoday.
At a meeting of the Holland Assembly of Rainbow in the Masonic
hall last night, plans were made
for a dance Friday at 9 p.m. in
the former Masonic temple. It
also was decided that as many
girls as possible would attend a
meeting in Benton Harbor Nov. 2
when Supreme Deputy Mrs. Coburn and a few of the grand offi-

Grand Haven, Oct. 10 (Special)
The law finally caught up with FOR SALE — Registered
er spaniels,18 month*
Walter A. Crowley,30, of Grand
of War strain alio ona
Rapids. He is now serving 60 days
tered English Pointar, 8
in the Ottawa county Jail.
old. Trained. P. R Lewi*,
Crowley was releasedon his own
erveliet. Phone 47.
recognizance last April 11 by Justice George V. Hoffer to appear
LOANS - 825 to |300
May 9 for trial on a charge of larNo Endonen — No Delay
ceny by conversion. He failed to
Holland Loan Aaiodattoii
appear for trial on that date and
10 West 8th, 2nd floor
several times called the Justiceby

long distance telephone, requesting adjournments.
Finally no word was received
Mrs. R. De Loof of Grand Rap- from Crowley hut on Sept. 25 it
ids is staying at the home of Mr was learned he had been arrested
and Mrs. John Elenbaas for a few in Muskegon on a similar charge.
days.
Upon his release there Tuesday
Mrs. Glllis Sale, who has been afternoon, he was brought to
confined to Holland haspital for Grand Haven by Michigan state
the past 22 months, has been re- police for arraignment before Justurned to her home in Montelio tice Hoffer.
park.
The previouscharge was discers will be present.

Twenty-four boys from Ottawa missed and a new complaintand
county are leaving (or CCC camp warrant were Issued. He pleaded
today. They will enter Camp guilty and Justice Hoffer decreed
Grand Haven at first, although the Jail sentence with no alternative.
they may be transferred later.
Mrs. R. Elhart of route 6 who
Crowley was charged with sellhas been confined to Holland hos- mg a refrigeratorand malted milk
pital because of a major operation, mixer last Jan. 28 to Sam Beuhas returned 1o her home.
kema of Grand Haven who operMr. and Mrs. George Wolter- ates a lunch room. The Grand
ink, Mrs. Henry Venhuizon and Rapids man is alleged to have reMrs. R. Mulder returned to Hol- ceived a $20 deposit but never deland Saturday from a ten day trip livered the machine to Beukema
out east. They visited Rev. and

ed by Mrs. Brower.
Mrs. Caroline Judkins Longyear
will i>e the club speaker next
Tuesday on the subject."Germany,
Mrs. Gerrit Timmer in Clymer. N.
the New Sparta." There will be a
Y., and spent a week with Dr. P. J. Mamage Solemnized
tea for new members.
Mulder and family in Shippcru- in Lam Residence
burg. Pa
The marriage of Miss Jeanette
Miss Hazel Maatman of HolLam, daughter of Mrs. J. Lam of
land is recovering from a tonsil118 East 15th St„ and Bessel
lectomy in Holland hospital. She is
Vande Bunte, son of Mrs. Bessie
convalescing at the home of her
Mi's De Korne. Sr., and daughVande Bunte of 41 East 10th St.,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ray C.
was solemnizedTuesday morning
ter. accompanied by Mrs. Jack
Maatman, on route 3.
at 10 o'clock in the Urn home
Peterson of Grand Rapids visitCars, driven by J. E. Milewskl.
with the Rev. Jacob T. Hoogstra,
ed at the home of Mrs. S. Lenters
route 1. Holland, and John Perish- pastor of Prospect Park Chrislast Wednesday.
ing. 325 West 14th St., were in- tian Reformed church, officiating
'Die Rev. Vander Zwaag of Lamom was the speaker at the an- volved in a minor accident Tues- at the single ring service.
day, local police reported today.
The rooms were decorated with
nual sale of the Ladies Christian
Mr and Mrs. Henry Carley, 726 bouquets of pink and white
School Aid society last Friday
evening Other numbers on the State St., left Sunday morning dahlias. The couple was unattendon a vacation trip to Florida.
ed and only the immediate famprogram were singing by the auilies were present.
(From Tuesday'sSentinel)
dience accompaniedby Mrs. Peter
Mr. and Mrs L. F. Shaw and
Mr. and Mrs. Vande Bunte left
Wiersma on the accordion and a
marimba selection by Miss Julia children of Muskegon Heights on a wedding trip. They will live
visited their parents. Mr. and at 149 East 15th St. The bride
Gemmen.
Mrs. J. De Groot, Sunday.
was assistant superintendentof
Miss Betty Potgieter, daughter
Holland hoapltal.Mr. Vande
of Mr. and Mrs. Arie Potgieter, Mrs. Jake Havinga of West
Bunte deals In real estate.
became the bride of Peter Wier- 16th St. is confinedto Holland
hospital where she was taken
sma. son of Mr. and Mrs. William
Sunday for an emergency operWiersma of Lament, in a cere- ation.
Hope Y Groups Hear

Allendale

WANTED —

50 oordi row pit tt
Inch fireplace wood.
Price to include delhrary afac
miles South of Holland. Writ*

bwch

M

box 30, care Sentinel

PUBLIC AUCTION at the fennar
home of Albert Van Raatta aft
Crfcp, 7 mile* north of Holland,
Saturday, October 12. AD houiahold goods and some farm tool*,
Albert Stefenga, Administrator*

CHANGES IN RURAL
CARRIERS ANNOUNCED
Changes In rural carriers on

two Holland routes were

an-

nounced here by Assistant Postmaster John Grevenfoed. Tha
transfers were effective Monday.
Albert G. Oonk, route 4, Holland, has been transferred ai subclerk to regular carrier on routs
i Holland.
Gerrit J. Veurink, 49 East 22nd
St., has been transferred as carrier on route 4 to recular carrier

on

route 3, Holland, repladni
Simon De Boer who was retirsd
as carrier for that route last
June 15.

BROTHER OF LOCAL
WOMAN DIES IN GJL
)•:

Mm

ciety which fails to provide this
Arthur Prins, 77, brother at
essential for childhood is failing
L T. Schaddelte of Holland, dkd
solemnized
here
Wednesday
at
Those from Holland who atto do its full duty in a democTuesday night in hie home In
'.1
racy." Developmentof proper atti- tended the meet were Col. Cheff. 7.30 p.m. in the home of the
Grand Rapids after a long Ulneaa.
bride's
parents.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Boersma
and
tudes on the part of parents and
Besides the sister there art sevThe Rev. D. H. Walters, pastor
teachers may easily be made Mr. and Mrs. James Helder.
eral nieces, nephews and cousins
of
the
Central
Avenue
Christian
through FTA groups, it was pointsurviving in Holland.
Reformed church, performed the
ed out.
IHinisters Entertained
Funeral services will be held
double ring ceremony. Vows were
Locally.Washington PTA is folFriday at 2 pjn. from the Van’t
with the national guard. National
spoken
before
a
pink,
blue
and
by Kellogg Group
guardsmen will not be required lowing plans for a membership
Hof funeral home in Grand Ripwhite arch with fall flowers.
About 35 ministers and their
to register on national registra- campaign,with Mrs. Ted Du Mez
Ids. Mr. Prins was born In Th«
Bernard Zuidema. brother of
as chairman. Other members of wives were the guests of the Keltion day Oct. 16.
Netherlands and came to America
the bride, served as best man.
Three local guardsmen were the committee are Mesdames Rob- logg Foundationat x dinner given Music was furnished by the Van
when he was about 10 years old,
dismissed Monday for being un- ert Knowles, George Copeland. to the members of the Allegan Den Basch sisters, accompanied
settling in Grand Rapids.
der age. They were Kirby De William Van t Hof. Grover Berkel County MinistersAssociation in by Leonard Van Der Wege.
mony
performed
by
the
Rev.
Mrs. R. Elhart of route 6 Is
Feyter. Ernest R. De Feyter and W. C. Kools, James Marcus. V. the Hart hotel at Battle Creek
During the receptiona two- Henry Keegstra. The wedding took
Special Speakers
Wallace B. Hmgkt Is
Foltz. Herbert Pollock. John this week.
convalescingin Holland hospital
Charles Wlndisch.
course lunch was served in charge place at. the home of the brides’
Mrs. James Wayer of Racine,
Mrs.
Zoe
Wright,
librarian
of
after a major operation about ten
Next Monday’s drill will be the Rooks. Rufus Cramer and Alvin
of Mrs. J. Van Huls. Waitresses
Wis.. formerlyof Holland, spoke Wed in Ml.
the W. K. Kellogg Foundation were Misses Ann Helmus, Johan- parents in Pearlinc.Approximately days ago.
last for the local company as a Charter.
85 guests attended.
to members of the Hope college
S|t. Wallace B. Haight of 14library,
gave
an
Interesting
talk
Mrs.
Harold
Young
of
Members expect to visit each
national guard unit. Captain Luna Keen, Harriet De Koster and
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Zylstra of Rochester, N Y , is visiting at the YW Tuesday evening on "Person- fridge Field, youngast ion of Mr.
cas said. Company D will be mo- home represented in the school. about the recent Book Fairs Geneva Poppcna.
Jen iso n are receiving felicitations
ality Plus." She stated, "Penon- and Mn. W. & Haight of Holland,
bilized Tuesday, Oct. 15, at 7:30 This committee was to meet to- sponsored by the Foundation in
Guests included Rev. and Mrs. on the birth of an 11 pound son, home of her parents. Mr. and allty Is the transformerthrough and Mrs. Louise Fischer were marthe
seven
counties
in
which
it
day with a committee of mothers
a.m. in Holand armory.
D.
Walters, Mr. and Mrs. Sanford Ray. Oct 1 at their home. Mrs. Jacob Rypma, of East 13th
A public induction program Is to plan for the first meeting which operates. In Allegan county alone Jacob Van Den Bosch, Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Zylstra were form- St. Mrs. Ryma« is convalescing at which the power of your life flows ried in a simple but lovely cereher home following
major Into the lives of others."She also mony in Maranathachapel,
being arrangedfor 9:30 a.m. that is scheduled for Tuesday. Oct. 22. more than 36,000 new books will Mrs. Gerrit Zuidema, Mr. and
erly from here.
operation at Blodgett hospital in pointed out that the "real you" Clemens, Sunday afternoon, Sept
day. Mayor Henry Geerlings and Mrs. Kenneth DePree is president be supplied by the Foundation Mrs. Gerald Van Den Bosch and
Yvonne Dyke, daughter of Mr. Grand Rapids.
is the essential thing In life.
29, with the Rev. William E Dunn
to the schools and libraries on the
the Rev. C. M, BeerthuLs, pastor of the organization.
hasie
i
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Laverne and Mrs. John Dyke who was conIn discussing personality,Mrs. officiating.
Pastor J. C. O’Hair of Chicago
of Immanuel church, will particRoom mothers who will act as
.for.evCTy Cook. Mr. and Ml*. William Van
fined to her home with infantile and the Rev. Charles Baker of Wayer toki the life story of
five old ones which were turned
The couple spoke their
un-j-ipate 3 - chairmen of a pot-lucksupper preDer Heide and children, Mr. and
in
last
May.
panlysis Is recovering nicely.
Milwaukee will be guest speak- Dwight L. Moody whose greatness der an arch of palms and tm»
ri Company D will lead a parade ceding the program are the MesMrs. Jake Zuidema and sons, Mr.
The Sunday evening service at ers tonight at 7 30 o'clock in the can be largely attributed to the topped with a silver bell Baskets
The ministerswere urged to
through the downtown district dames William Flowerday, J. Harand the Christian Reformed church Berean church. 19th St. and wonderful personalitiesof his wife of garden flowers augmented the
Monday' night. The event is being vey Kleinheksel, A. Dogger. Fred cooperate with the library 'boards
..... of
- Student
----and mother. In closing the speak- settingfor the wedding.
Garret*. I Maple Ave
Fred
arranged by the Holland Junior Meppellnk. Lester Kuyper. Chester and school teachers in the selec- ',°n’ Mr' and M,s’ John Bron' 1 was In charge
A y rV
Mr'
Wallace Jay is the name of n er said that "if you want your life Durni was matron of honor and
Chamber of Commerce with Dr. La Shagway, C. Beerthuis, C. T. tion ofThe
The Wednesday evening catech-! wm born lo Mr. and Mrs. Fred to count for anything, you must Sgt. Fred Durni was bast man
Masselink and Henry Rowan as Dyer, Harold Tanis, Henry Maentz, Ume will be allowed In which to
Walfer.
rJrtn.He
make a gradual selection.Some
Walters' Mlss Ger,rudo ism classes met again this week Vos of route 6 on Sept. 25.
link It to a great cause."
co-chairmen.
Sgts. J. F. Shenske and George
Gerald Kramer. Charles Van Zylihra
Louwenaar.Miss Jade, Janet and
Henry Plasman, former resiSenior Jennie Spoelstra presided Horn were ushers. Patrida Mato resume their studies.
Uniforms of the guardsmen lon, Theodore Carter, C. Knoll. village and school
Mrs. John Hovingh, Sr., died at dent of Montelio park, Is crit- at the meeting and read the scrip- honey sang “I Love You Truly*
have been sent out for cleaning James Cook. Niel Houtman, BramVan
Den
Manin'
and hats are to be blocked in well French. Peter Prince. Cecil
Bosch. Misses Sadie and Anne her home Sunda>' night. Funeral ically ill at his home in La- ture. A short song service was during the ceremon^.
average price of $2 00.
Grange, III. He left Holland sev- held with Junclla Vander Linden Twenty-fiverelatives and dole
preparation for the parade. Those
Mae Zuidema. Cornelius and Ber- s^rYlces W1*'
,ie*d Wednesday
Van Duren, and N. Simpson.
at the piano. MarjorieFriesema, friends of the couple were enterwho enlist with the national Mrs. John Dwyer Is general
nard Zuidema and Leonard Van
^ p
from ,hf Allendale eral years ago.
Miss Alice Vanden Berg, who Detroit freshman,played a piano tained at a reception at the
guards prior to Oct. 14 will
Couple
Is
Married
in
Der Wege. Others invited were Uinstlan ^formed church.
chairman of room mothers. The
has been a guest of Mr. and Mrs. solo. 'The Song of Love and Hope" of Sgt. and Mrs. J. Simpson after
march in the parade with ComMr. and Mrs. R. T. Hoekstra and _
fathers will assist as hosts for the Graafschap Parsonage
M. De Boer since Labor Day. left by Heller.
pany D in- civilianclothes.
the ceremony.Mrs. J. L Parcel]
various rooms at the meetings.
Quarter of Regiitration
Monday, on an extended trip to
The marriage of Miss Hermina children of
The physicalexamination for
Members of the YM heard an in- of Fort Scott, Kans., mother of the
Mr,
and
Mrs.
Van
Den
Basch
i
i
•
/^
The program committee met
Gruppen, daughter of Mr. and are making their home in Borinduction into federal service will
spiring address by Dr. Bernard bride, was an out-of-town guest*
yUOta IS Reached 111 City Auburn. Wash., and California.
last week at the home of the
Th? name of Mrs. E. Arens was J Mulder of Grand Rapids, editor The Simpson home was beauticommence Saturday,Oct. 19.
Mrs. George Gruppen of route 6, culo.
chairman, Mrs. Miles Baskett.
unintentionally omitted from the of the Intelligencer-Leader. His
Holland, to Herman Breuker, son
Captain Lucas said he had refully decorated with fall flowers
Members of the committee are
At a meeting in Third Reform- guest list at a shower honoring
quested the following promotions:
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Breuker
subject was "And Nicodemus Said for the occasion.The refreshment
Mrs. Lament. Mrs. C. A. Rpos,
ed
church
Tuesday
night of the Miss Wanda Freehouse recently.
To become sergeants, Corp. John
also of route 6, Holland, was solHamilton School Notes
- I Doubt It."
table was centered with a wedding
Norman Simpson, and N. Houtregistrarsof the various churches
The Womans ChristianTemH- Kamps and Pvt. Joe Hettinga;
emnized Friday at 2 p.m. in the
Trumpeter Jud Van Wyk, Mus- cake ornamented with a miniature
man.
Speaker
for the first meetcooperating
with
ihf state Sun- perance union will meet Friday
(o become corporals.Clarence E.
Graafschap parsonage.The Rev.
kegon sophomore, led the song ser- bride and groom.
Last Wednesday morning the day school convention which will
Kuhlman and Pvt. George Ziet- ing will be Prof. William Schrier Harr>’ Blystra performedthe dou- teacheix and students went to be held here Oct 23 to 25 it at 2:30 p.m. in the home of Mrs. vice with Gordon Van Wyk. MusSgt. and Mrs. Haight will Bvs
of
Hope
college, his topic to bo
low. At least 30 promotions in
ble ring service. The couple was the Allegan Book fair and in- was indicated from the reports Paul K. Hinkamp. 64 West 14th kegon senior, as accompanist. De- in Mt. Clemens.
grade*,likely will bt made later. of particular interest to parents attended by the parents of the
St. pevotiais wiii hr in charge voLon* were led by Wayne Lemk ported and examined part of the given that about 25 per cent of
Company D received a check and teachers.
bride.
very fine collectionof books. the total quota of 760 has been of Mrs. G. H. Dubbink and the i mcn ^ due, was sung by Janet
Members of the hospitality comfor $101.36, to be applied to the
IS
program in charge of Mrs. IrediQa^ nn(j Morrell Webber, acThe bride wore a dress of soldBurnips high school defeated registered,
company’s funds. This represenLs mittee selected by James Marcus, ier blue crepe with a hat to match
T. Miles. Union Signal excerpts , comi,anlwl by jPanne Swart,
the Hamilton boy’s team 10-1 A quota of 680 has l>rcn .set for
FIFTH
____
a dividendfrom the regimental vice-president,are Mr. and Mrs. A reception was held at the home while the girls were bemg defeat- city churches plus 8i> for four will be given by Mix.
The tea commit t<“e is composed
canteen for sales during the three Albert Van Zoeren. the Rev. and of the bride's parents. A twooutlying churches, Harlem. North of Mrs. Frank Dyke and Mrs. E.
An address on fifth column tc- /"S
weeks the company was at Camp Mrs. John R. Mulder. Mr. and Mrs. course ^unch was served to 25 ed_^ ''•
The eighth grade presenteda Holland, Ottawa and Central Arnold. A short has mess meeting Grocery Shower Held
tivitics in Michigan was delivered
McCoy, Sparta, Wls., in August R. C. Basch, Mr. and Mrs. G. guests.
program before the upstairs park. Some church registration of the executivehoard and vice lor Miss Martinas
to about 200 members of the Men’s
The .company spent $415 with the Houting, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Ms. Breuker is employed at the rooms Tuesday.Oct. 7. The fea- committees have not been fully
Knowles.
presidents will l)o held after the
canteen and the dividend included
Miss Dorothy Martinas, a bride- League of Trinity Reformed
Holland-Racine Shoe Co. and Mr ture attraction was an original organized Those planning to reg- program
a 10 per cent return, plus a sales
elect of this month, was honored churrh Monday night by UeuL
Breuker at the H. J. Heinz Co.
skit depictingthe old adage Ister for the convention are urged
dividend of $59.86.
The first meeting of the Junior at a grocery shower Friday Harold Mulbar, a member of tha
Barbel-Poll Wedding
to do .so before Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Breuker will make "Crime Does Not
Christian Endeavor .society of evening in her home, given by stale defense council.The speakCaptain Lucas went to South
their ome at 128 West 17th St
Marvin L. Smallegan is taking Plans were discussed whereby Fourth Reformed church was
Bend, Tuesday on business. He Solemnized in
Mrs. R. Martinas. Sr, of Holland er was introduced by State Rap.
after Oct. 15.
a graduate course on Saturdavs I members of the chureh-at-large held Sunday afternoon with 27
is winding up his affairs after
and
Mrs.
Martinas, Jr., of Nelson A. Miles of Holland.
At an attractive fall wedding
at Western State for which he buy additionalregistration for children present. The society will
^8 yjars service with the George Saturday evening in the home of
Muskegon. Games were played,
Lieutenant Mulbar pointed out
will receive University of Michi- young people who are not in a
!>e in charge of Miss Necia De prizes were awaked and a two- that the major objective of the
B. GlrpenterCo. of Chicago, prethe bride's parents, Miss Jessie Miss Alma Prins Is
gan
\ positionto pay the fee Some
paratory to taking over command
course lunch was served.
Nazis Fascists and Communkta
Poll, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
of the company during its one Harm Kuite of Olive Center, be- Honored at Shower
Thase present were Mesdames is to overthrow the government.
Oct
l7\TsCmeneliWil1
'T
, JS"""*
'h*' lflpy "had j Vait Dyke'and^Mrvt'ndy KnoT
uct. lb. This meeting was past- 1 been approached by various peryear’s training in camp in LouisH. J De Ruiter. Hattie Vollink, He told of a secret Communist
came the bride of Milton Barkel, Miss Alma Prins who will he poned in order that Dr. Beckett sons in this connection
ian!
Dykema. J. Heidema, Ray meeting held In 1922 at Bridgman* ij1
an
October
bride
was
honored
at
son of Mr. and Mrs. John G. Barof W.
Kellogg foundation and ' The chairmen. Willard C WichMartinas, P. J. Vander Wege. Mich., at which William Z. Fosk;l of Allegan, route 3. The Rev. a miscellaneous shower Friday head of the Allegan Health On- ers and Bernard Arcndshorst cmLIONS 1)0 ri Hartgermk. H. Volkers, J. ter, present nominee for president
P. D. Van Vliet, pastor of the evening at the home of Mrs. D. De ter could be present. C.
phasized the necessity of reaching
Students Conduct
Gras, Sr . J. Gras, Jr, M. Blain, on the Communistic ticket, was
South Olive Christian Reformed Waard. A two-courselunch was White of Plainwellplans to be the quota before the convention
served. Games were enjoyed and present at the
Program for League
Two films on outdoor recreation M. De Vries, J. Tripp, C. Rlsse- arrested.
opens as the convention is finanrchurch, performed the single ring
lada. M. Windemuldcr, M. Niprizes were awarded to Mrs. D.
He said the state defense counAlberthaTeusink was program ceremony.
The teachers attendedthe first ed by registrations only. They and scenic beauty in Michigan
1
vlson and Misses Janet and Hen- cil is uncoveringactual acts of
O’Connor,
Mix.
Neil
De
Waard,
formed
the
major
part
of
the
prometing of the North Allegan I also urged persons not wait to be
chairman for the regular monthly
Vows were spoken before a pink
rietta
Huizenga,
Wilmina
and espionage and sabotage in MichiMrs.
G.
Hooker,
Mrs.
Wally
De
meeting of the Girls’ League for and blue arch with fall flowers.
Teachers club which was held in I approached but to get in touch gram for the regular meeting of
Fannah Tripp, Henrietta Pomp, gan but their nature cannot be
Waard and Mrs. Bud Prins. Music
form of a pot-luck supper.[ with the designated registrars.
the Holland Lions club Tuesday
k
„of Trinity * Reformed Miss Jeune Brandsen furnished or- was furnished by Mrs. Betty Cher- the
Bertha Heeringa,Theresa Heid- revealed because of an agreement
Monday evening at the auditornoon in the Warm Friend tavern.
church Monday evening in the gan music preceding the ceremony
ema and Lois Martinas all of with the FBI.
ven and Mrs. Bud Prins.
ium.
The pictures were shown by
chuifli parlors. Devotions were led and also played the traditional
Holland,Mrs.
Carlson,Mrs.
The list of invited guests includAccording to a straw vote Local Rent Case Ended
To successfully fight fifth
Charles Welch of the educational
wedding marches.
Jess Forten. Mrs. William JenLundie8" Brinkman and Elaine
ed Mrs. Neil De Waard. Mrs. Roy taken in the high school current
column
activities in Michigan, ha
division
of
the
Michigan
conservaMiss Joyce Poll, sister of the
at Plaintiff Is Absent
nenga and Mrs. J. A. Bolema of
Young, Mrs. G. Hooker, Mrs. D. events class. PresidentRoasevelt
said, "Don't go to sleep, but keep
tion department. Jerry Houting
A duet, "God’s Way is the Best bride, was bridesmaid.
Muskegon Others invited were
O Connor, Mrs. William Jekel, holds a one vote decision over
your feet on the ground and stay
”ay> ,.was sung by John Benes
John Barkel, Jr., brother of the
Grand Haven, Oct. 10 (Special) arranged for the showing of the Mrs. M. Wiersma, Myrtle WierMrs. Leonard De Waard. Mrs. Wendell Willkie.
away from hysteria, beware of
and Vernon Kooy of Western groom, served as best man.
films.
—An
appeal case from justice
sma
and
Miss
Minnie
Swierenga
Theological seminary.Mr. Benes
New club members. William of Holland, Mrs. Joe De Ruiter whispering campaigns, do not.alImmediatelyfollowing the cere- Harry BruUchart,Mrs. Earl Nivicourt brought by Mrs. Cora Mclow stories to spread and report
also sang a solo, "Why I Love mony Miss Brandsenplayed "Blest son, Mrs. Arthur De Waard. Mrs. Oil Lease Case Delayed
Creary
vs. C. L. Bohannan. both Slater and Malcolm Mackay, and Miss Jean De Ruiter of MarWally De Waard, Mrs. C. De
all stories to officials, discourage
Be the Tie That Binds."
of Holland, was dismissed in cir- were introduced. Other guests shall.
Waard, Mrs. Paul Scholten, Mrs.
organizationof vigilantees and
Hairy Yen Clay, also a seminThrough
Lack
of
Bond
included
R.
W.
Chapel
of
Lions
Mrs. Harold Veldhof, Miss. Madcuit court Tuesday when plaintiff
have faith in law enforcement
ary student, told of his experiences eline Barkel and Miss Johanna De E. L. Prins. Mrs. Betty Cherand her attorney failed to appear Internationalof Chicago who
and government."
in working among people in Cali- Weerdt served a two-course wed- yen. Miss Ruby Vande Water, Mrs.
Grand Haven. Oct. 10 (Special )| for trial. Costs in the case were spoke briefly concerning the idea Briefs Will Be Filed in
fornia this summer. Three ding lunch which featured a two- H. Roossien, Mis. R. Nivison and —In the case of Harry Cheers vs. taxed against the plaintiff.
More American peoples must
of “Lionism."
Zeeland Township Case support the churches, he added,
Mrs. Don Prins of Holland, Mrs. Charles K. Van Duren, and 10 othchurches at Bellflower,RJppon tiered wedding cake.
During the luncheon, group singThe
case was first tried in th«
md ElMonte, Calif., . wprehls Among the guests were Mr. and L. De- Waard of Kalamazoo and er defendants,wherein plaintiff former justice court of Nicholas ing was led by Mr. Houting, with
more Americanismmust be taught
Mrs. Henry De Waard of Jackson.
Grand Haven, Oct. 10 (Special) in schools and Communists and
:harges. Mr. Ten Clay stated that
has started an action relative to Hoffman, Jr., of Holland, in May Gerrard HancheU at the piano.
Mrs. John K. Aalderink, Mr. and
— Proofs were completed in circuit Nazis must be hunated from orhe /biggest chAllenge to the Mrs. H. Kuite, Mr. and Mrs. John
an oil lease in which plaintiff 1939, when a verdict of no cause
court
Tuesday afternoon In the ganizations.
hurch and ministers i» the Sun- G. Barkel Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Mrs. Peterson Feted
Claims that his rights have been for action was rendered. Plaintiff
Miss Van Kampen Is
case of Henry Boss of Zeeland
i *
lay situation.'’ He spoke of his
cut
off
by
the
defendants,
plaintiff
asked damages for rent, etc., in thi
Barkel La Verne and Donald. Mr.
township against Peter and Louis
vork among the fruit pickers at and Mrs. Juliu* Wolters, Mr. and on 78th Birthday
MOTORISTS FINED
made a motion to place the case amount of $280. The case has been Feted at Shower
Rippon who worked every day of Mrs. Gerrit Beltman, Amy Ruth
Lloyd Slagh, 345 College Ave.,
A party was given for Mr*. O. on the jury calendar for this term, on the calender every term since The North Holland Gills’ Lea- DeKraker, also of Zeeland township, wherein Boss is seeking dam- paid a fine and costs of
to
‘theVk to harvest their fruit wd
S Peterson of. Holland Friday even- but as he had not complied with its appeal and although plaintiff
gue for Service entertained at a ages for destruction of his erdps.
ing at the home of Mrs. F. Peter- the order of the court in furnish- and her attorney were notifiedto
Municipal Judge Raymond L,
in conducting confer- Veldhoff
shower tor Jessie Van Kampen Boss alleged that a year ago last
son, 115 East 25th St, on the ing a proper bond for security for appear for trial Tuesday no apMonday evening in the home of spring the DeKrakers opened a
occasion of her 78th birthday an- costs his motion was denied.
pearance was made.
Mrs. Bert Van Kampen.
drain that throw a vast quantity of
niversary.
two-course lunch
Counsel for the defendants movThose attending were Florence water on his land, destroying a
was served.
» £*«ty
for ' mission
miulcin tin Foil Junior bU?I
In the . first seven months of
a
groat opportunityfor
ed to set aside default in the case
Brower, Jean Slagh, Ruth Schille- crop of barley and corn.
Those present were Mrs. H. as the case had been premature- Engagement of Local
1940, there were 1,010 fatalities
work on the west coast of this Rev. P. b. Van Vliet
man, HenriettaStoel, Jessie Van
Some testimony was taken in resulting from highway-railroad
country.
Schrotenboer, Mrt. A. Van Uere, ly filed. This rontion was granted Couple Announced
Kampen, Hazel Baker. Margaret the case last Thursday.After the
Mn. -C. Van Lien, Mrs. J. De and the court ordered plaintiff
grade crossing accidents,.ft be
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Heeringaof and Gertrude Lievense, Esther filing of briefs by the attorneys
Witt, Mn. J. Kampen, Mn. L. to file-a proper bond at once, afgreatest number since
??
178 Columbia Ave. announce the bleyense, Alma Jane Slagh. Anna the court will render a decision.
Kramer and Mn. G. Strabbing of ter which defendants can file their
P,IWl' Pla“ for the ara’u** -t it* WMtem’Too'l wJJrtl
engagementof their daughter, Jean Nienhuis. Jeanette VinkeMoney in circulation in
Thanksgivingplay were also disanswer. The case will be held for Bertha, to Marvin Ter Beek, son of
muider, AnnabelleEbels, Hermina
Swamps
in
Minnesota , contain reached $60.91 per capita
cussed by the group.
trial in the November term of Mr. and Mrs. Dick Ter Beek of
and Gertrude Maassen, Genevieve
court.
route 4* Holland.
Maatman and Mildred Tenckinck.known peat'supplyf
W<>rldf

Captain Lucas pointed out that
those enlisting with the local
national guard company will be
able to go to camp with thase
with whom they are acquainted.
He also stated they will be
exempt irom 10 years’ training
under the draft if they enlist
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LATERALS

DOWN DUTCH

But

It’s

1940

and Mrs. H. Bossies was In charge
of devotions.Special music was
furnished by Jean and Janet Snow
who sang, 'Teach Me to Pray,”
accompanied by Mrs. Goaselink
Miss Nellie Zwemer gave the
news flash from China. Miss Nettie De Jong, missionaryon furlough from China, was the speaker of the afternoon. MUa De Jong
has been a missionary for 23 years.
From 1914 to 1927 she taught
school, starting with 11 girls with
bound feet, until she had 115 girls
with unbound feet of Junior high
school age. In 1928, Communism
came in, she said, and they had to
leave their school, but after Communism had failed, it turned a new
leaf for the mission work.
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HOLLAND

AAUW

HEARS LAWYER

from the mayor and city clerk of
Jackson, Mich., also from tha
Michigan MunicipalLeague, calling attention to the annual meeting of the League to be held in
that city on October 9, 10 and 11,

a resume of his activities during
September.
Accepted and filed.
Clerk presented communication
from Appeal Board informingthe

Council that they have denied the
applicationof William Moddera
PTif'3.
As many aldermen and city of- for buildingpermit to erect a temficials who can get away are dele- porary storage building on Lot 51,
•Mis* Gladys Catherwood,
sated to
..V McBride’sAdd. at 230 West 21st
trait attorney, addressed 35 memClerk presentedcommunication St. This applicationhad previously
bers of Holland branch, American
.r
hvV
JAHOKtOHHtD
from the Holland Junior Chamber been referred to the Appeal Board
1 .y
b Penalised Heavily
Association of University Women, of Commerce calling attention to with power to act.
W6l£UHtmHS
of aeiveDtue,
in their opening meeting of the the Hallowe’en party for the chilReport acceptedand filed, and
in Tilt That Shows
KiHJUCK'/.HAS mi(D
season last Thursday In the sum- dren of the community which they on motion of Aid. Raymond, se7 MS S A flIC H\fUL WA60H
Threat
mer home of Miss Adelaide Dyk- are sponsoringon October 31, conded by Arendshorst, Mr. ModDF/L / FOR m i£P#S'
1940. The communication further ders was instructed to tear down
hulzen following a dinner in tha requests permission to use River- the building In two weeks time.
ALWWS WITH M HAMS '
’.‘“A touchdown each quarter
Anchor Inn.
DRIJIFI6
.
view park with tha flood lights for Said building having been erected
wia the theme of the Hope-Alma
Miss Catherwood, a state AA- this occasion. • • • i1' ••
without a permit
g';
fime at Riverview park Friday
UW chairman,outlined the econ- Granted.
Clerk reported that pursuantto
omic and legal status of women In
night which the Scots win, 19Reporte*
CoamltteM Instructionshe had given notice of
the United States, saying that wo.7, although no such theme was
Strict committee to .whom had the proposed construction of a
men in Michigan have nothing been referred the petitionasking aanltary sewer in River Ave. from
necessary to keep the game
to use as a battle cry as legislafor the vacating of the alley be- 28th to 30th Sts. and in 30th St
lively and to nest the pigskin on
tion here is favorable to women.
tween Nineteenth and Twentieth (TOm River to Columbia Aves. and
every conceivable spot on the
Stating that women first began
Sts., running watt from Colombia of the time and place for hearing
to have a legal status in the comfield.
Aye., reported having considered any objections that may be premon law of England and that the this matter and recommended sented. Clerk further reported
Fumbles, most of which were
A UOCDCHUiK ULOHMC
Walter Vander Beldt et al to entire basis of women’s status tomade just at the wrong time, and
that no objections had been filed
that the alley be closed.
fo SJUUN6 RIF4H3UHH
!*i
John W. Vanden Beldt et al. Pt. day rests upon and has progressed
lateral passes created most of the
OFCHArHAHt.NIWm*,
Adopted and hearing set for and presentedaffidavitof publiNEi
NEi
Section
24-8-18,
Zeeland.
from English common law, Miss
action. Alma's lateral passes carcation of auch notice.
UV*$ !H ITS'AAASTUS
Wednesday, Novembef 6, 1940.
Isaac Kouw and wife to Max Catherwood brought out that woried the pigskin ahead for a gain
HOUSF' HAS 6(iU TAt&Hl
Plans, specificationsand esti, Claims, and accounts committee
Marcotte and wife. Lot 41 B. L. men from the first have been artiof several yards many times, but
To Si7 UPAHU 8C6 FOR
reported having examined claims mate of cost adopted and sewer
Scott's Elmwood Addition, Hol- culate In this
><
just as many times the Scots
FOOD, KHOHSm HAM.
in the sum of 14,634.86,'and re- ordered constructed, all .voting
land.
Many of the instances In which commended payment thereof.
were penalized 15 yards for holdAye.
(THAMS-Jom bLWT)
Raymond H. McFall and wife to legislationdiscriminatedagainst -Allowed.
Clerk presented communication
ing.
The Alma club is one whose
William M. Bosma and wife. Pt. women have now been eradicated, Public building committee re- from Board of Public Works rewhole attitude is changed after a
El SEJ Section 12-5-16 Twp. Park. and it was pointed out by the ported that they have asked for questing permissionto construct
CiLis PfTRunipenalty and they lost not only
Mary Lyons to Sherman Ver- speaker that in Michigan, pro- bids for decorating the clinic build- a water main in West 27th St
S6. of CUM FALLS,
perty laws are largely more favground but much of the spirit
plank and wife. Pt. Lots 2 and 3
*/lSCOHSlU,HAS
ing*. They further reported three from River to Pine Aves. Said waorable to women than to mer*
which they formerly had. Off to
Rlk. 1 Holland.
OH A BfitOOiAUOt
bids had been received but that ter main to be put in on an assessa alow start, Hope, on the other
since a wife can disinherit her husH/S LIFE...
the committeehas not had a meet- ment basis.
Gerrit
B.
Lemmen
and
wife
to
hand, improved as the game went
band but the husband cannot comGranted, and hearing set for
ing to open and considerthese
IxjuLs G. Hieftje and wife. Lot
pletely disinherithis wife.
i
on.
Wednesday,
Nov. 6, 1940.
bids. It was therefore recommend10 Blk. 5 ProspectPark Addition
Disregarding Alma's fumbles
WNU Strict
IJowever,married women do
' Motions and Resolutions
ed
that the building. committee be
Holland.
and change of attitude following
not have equal contractural rights
Aid.
requested the
Marie Lohse to Earl Mortensen with men or single women. In at authorized to go ahead and open
The catcher had four passed balls, enabtiBr Staple te ra «p Ms remarkable recerd.
a big penalty, which may be
Street Committee for a report on
these
bids
and
award
the
contract
and
wife.
Lot
205
Jenison
Park
chalked up to inexperience bePetnuxi was born In a little abed built oo a bridge sear CUve Falla. He made that his beme enUl bis
least 11 states women do not have
the matter of waste baskets that
to the lowest bidder.Said commitTownship Park.
. cause this Ls their second game death la 1914 at the age of 54.
|the right to act on juries or to
were
to be placed about the City.
Robert Bol and wife to Rich- execute or administer estates, she tee to have power to act.
and first MIAA encounter, the
The woodchuck was found by Mr. Rifenburgh when H was oaly a few days old. Wbea people offer it feed
Aid. Smith, chairmanof the Street
Adopted.
ard Prins and wife. Lot 7 Poel said.
Scots look like the team to beat
the woodchuckeato it and then chews trouser legs, skirts, in aa effort to show that It wants more.
Committee,reported that the!
Alderman Mool reported having
Bros. Addition. Grand Haven.
In the association not only this
Mrs. W. S. Merriam presided
committee did not seem favorable
received
a
request
for
a
street
year but perhaps next year.
Agnes G. Callan to Martin Mich- at the meeting, making several
to the proposition and for that
light at the intersectionof Maple
Coach Gordon MacDonald has a
er of Holland are in Detroit to- Muskegon, Mrs. J. Y. Sprick of ielson and wife. Lot 3 SWJ Section announcements and reporting
reason have delayed bringingin
Ave.
and
Twenty-second
St.
and
good array of sophomoresto back
a report.
day to attend the World series Grand Rapids, Mrs. Dale Dunne- 36-5-16 WJ Lot 5 Heneveld's Sup. work done during the summer.
up his hopes and Tail and Kirby,
The branch donated 12 blankets recommended that this matter be
baseballgame.
Aid. Vandenberg called attenwin. Mrs. William Oonk. Mrs. Plat. No. 12 Township Park.
referred to the public lighting comi’r his two best backfield men right
Albert J. Wibalda et al to Har- to the local unit of American
Marvin Lambers and Will Tak- Christina Bosma, Mrs. Henry Bostion to the vacancy on the Police
mittee.
now, are drawn from the sopho(From Friday’* Sentinel)
t ,
Board and placed in nomination
ken are in Detroit today where nia, Mrs. Henry Tuurling, Mrs old C. Steketee. Lot 72 Weersing’s Youth hostelsand cooperated with
Adopted
more and junior classes,respecJames Nibbelink and W. L. Eat- they were to attend the World
1st Addition, Holland.
the
Woman’s
Literary
club
in
supthe name of John Donnelly,a
John Flieman,Mrs. Henry TerpsBoard of Public Works Commit- former Police and Fire Board
tively.
on are attending the Hartford fair senes ball game.
Vernon D. Ten Cate and wife to plying cooking utensils. The hostel
tra. Mrs. Carl Valkema, Mrs. Dick
Alma attempted a lateral the today. Henry Boersma and T P.
tee reported having met with the
member, to fill this vacancy.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson A. Miles. Nieusma,Mrs. Neal Eastman, Mrs. Frank G. Ten Have and wife. Lot was used for 73 nights by 46
first time it got the ball in the Cheff were visitors at the fair
Board
of Public Works to consider
14
and
Pt.
Lot
15
Bay
View
Addiguests, it was brought out. She
Aid. Faasen placed in nomina560
College
Ave., attended the John Bouwman. Mrs. Blaine Timfirst quarter and recovered its yesterday.
the purchase of a siren for the
tion. Holland.
own fumble on Hope's 25-yard Mr. and Mrs. Richard K. Fair- football game in Ann Arbor today. mer, Mrs. Lillian Tasker. Mrs. Albert Prins and wife to Ger- also stated that as a result of the fire department.Committee fur- tion the name of John Knapp, and
Aid. Menken placed In nomination
/call for homes for Britishchildren,
Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Bear and John Groters. Mrs. Roy Somers.
Une. Cappaert came through a banks left today on an eastern trip
ther reported that they are now
the name of Edward Brouwer.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Kempker,
at- Mrs. Monte Emmons. Mrs. Nina rit Nykamp and wife. Lot 7 Blk. 11 had been approved locally.
nice hole down to the 18 and to New York and Pittsburgh.They
trying out different afrens and at
The Mayor appointed Aids. Mentended the Michigan-MichiganSybesma, Mrs. Fred Dorgelo and 2 Prospect Park Addition,HolTalt advanced to the nine. Kirby
thia time are just reporting prowill be gone about ten days.
land.
ken and Vandenberg as tellers.
State
game
at
Ann
Arbor
today.
Mrsj
Carl
Seif.
then went over standing up
gress
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Elenbaas
Samuel Falls and wife to Ethel
On the first ballot, Mr. John
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Plagenhoef
around left end and missing the
City Attorney Lokker to wh,om
and Chester Oosting of Holland and Russell Kempker, and Miss
A. Miller Fitzgerald et al. Lot 101
Donnelly
having received the reIdck, the score already stood 6-0
IS
had been referred together with quired number of votes, was dewere in Chicago recently.
Ferry Heights Subdivision Townin Ganges
Betty Kelly of Grand Rapids, at- Couple
In favor of the visitors in the
Chief Blom the matter of granting
Mrs. Henry Poll of 353 East tended the football game at Ann
ship, Spring Lake.
clared ELECTED.
first few minutes of play.
Capt. H. Austin Lucas, com- a building permit to J. A. Brieve, Aid. Faasen called attention to
Methodist Church
Sixth St., who fractured her arm Arbor today.
Donald
Alward
and
wife
to
HudArt Tinuner, whom Coach HinGanges, Oct. 10 (Special)— The sonvilleLumber Co. Lots 67 and manding officer of Company D, 200 River Ave. for remodel job, re- the vacancy on the Appeal Board
At a weekly meeting of the
ge regards as the MIAA "find” in a fall two weeks ago underwent
an operation on her arm Monday Junior Red Cross this morning in wedding of Miss Alice Gaze, 38 Hubbard’s Addition, Hudson- Holland's national guard unit, an- ported having come to an agree- and placed in nomination the name
this yttur, shifting his field benounced here that Mayor Henry ment with Mr, Brieve In regard to of Martin Oudemool.
daughter of George Gaze of ville.
hind Hope’s best blocking ran 52 for the removal of a splinter and the city hall, flags and posters
Maggie Osborne to WilliaVn C. Geerlings and the Rev. C. M. what he is permitted to build unAid. Kleis placed in nominayards for a touchdown on the was returned to her home Wed- were given to a representative of Ganges, and La Verne Fotte was
solemnizedSaturday, Sept. 28, De Roo and wife. EJ Lot 15 Blk. Beerthuis,pastor of Immanuel der the ordinance. City Attorney tion the name of Alfred Joldersma.
first play of the second quarter nesday.
each school which will be districhurch, have acceptedinvitations further reported that Mr. Brieve
Eugene Dykstra, son of Mrs. buted, the posters one to each afternoon in the Ganges Methodist 35. Holland.
On the first ballot, Mr. Joldersand Montgomery, as usual making
Tena Bylsma et al to Marvin to take part In special Induction has changed his plans to such an ma having received the required
the kick good, put Hope ahead Tens Dykstra, was taken to Hol- room and the flags one to a school. parsonage. The Rev. Herbert R.
land hospital Thursday following About 50 were present. Roll call Strong performed the single ring Baas and wife. Pt. NWi NWi ceremoniesas pkrt of the mobili- extent that they have granted number of votes, waa declared
by the margin of one point.
zation of the guardsmen Tuesday, him a permit to put in a new front
Section 33-5-15 Township.Holland.
ELECTED.
Bob Montgomery and Wally a fall in which he suffered a bad pins were given to some of the ceremony.
Oct. 15.
for the first floor of his building
The
bride
was
attired
in
a
fracture
of
the
right
arm.
He
left
Gerrit B. Lemmen and wife to
Aid. Arendshorst stated that he
Rlemersma, both of whom nursed
representatives.
The guards will mobilize at but he is not to do anything to the had heard reports to the effect
dress of navy blue and wore a George Tubergen and wife. Lot
injuries during the week, did not this morning for Grand Rapids for
7:30
a.m.
that
day
in
Holland
arsecond story of his store.
corsage. She was attended by her 79 Waverly Heights Subdivision
special treatment.
that the county school commisstart but were able to play.
mory and at 9:30 a.m. a special, Report, of Special Committee* sioner,Mr. Dick H. Vande Bunte,
cousin. Miss Helen Miller, ancj Township,Holland.
Births announced today by Hol- Local Man Marries
Nothing special besides Hope’s
public program will be held, CapAid. Raypond, chairman of the was to have an office In the Clt
the bridegroom was attended by
touchdown happened in the sec- land hospital include:To Mr. and
Dens Donahue to Jacob Zoerspecial committeeappointed it the Hall Mayor Geerlinp reported!
Girl
of
Allegan
Robert
Qinningham.
ond quarter until late when Mm. Edwin R. Bos, 190 West 15th
man and wife. Lot 57 Blk. 5, tain Lucas said. .»
Mayor Geerlingi will spaak to last meeting to make arrange- that Mr. Vande Bunte had contacHaatflMMry recovered Tail's St., a son. Oct. 1; to Mr. and Mrs. The manage of Miss Myrtle Followinga short wedding trifi Central Park Zaalmink’s Plat.
the guards and Rev. Beerthuis will ments for the appointment of a ted him and he in turn had gone
fumble on the Alma 41-yard line. William Van Howe. 191 West 19th Edna Bolks, daughterof Mr. and the couple returned to the Gaze Township Park.
pronouncethe mobilizationInvoca- building inspector, reported that to Mr. James Van Volkenburgh to
Da Fouw’s pass from here was in- S£ a daughter, Oct. 3; to Mr. and Mrs. George Bolks of Allegan, farm where they will reside. Mrs,
John H. Holleman et al to James
• *
they have given this matter some see if there was room in the Weltercepted. On succeedingplays, Mrs. W. M. Hicks of Fennville,a route 3, to Arthur J. De Fouw, Foote haA always been a resident Gitchel. Lot 16 SE Heights AddiCaptain Lucas also announced consideration but have not bad a fare offices for an additional ofKirby shoveled a pass to Tail daughter. Oct. 2; to Mr. and Mrs. son of Gerrit De Fouw of Hol- here and is a graduate of Fenn- tion Zeeland.
regular meeting with the Appeal fice that Mr. Vande Bunte might
who went down to the Alma 44 Richard Van Dyke, route 2, a land, route 6, was solemnized ville high school. The bridegroom Harry Amsink to Willard J. that James Veldheer, route
Holland,a member of Company Board. Mr. Raymond stated that use, and that Mr. Van Volkenand Kirby passed to Carey who daughter. Oct. 3.
Oct. 3 in the home of the is a graduate of Albion.
Berghorst and wife. Lot 94 and
Several post-nuptial parties are
D, is applying for appointmentas in his opinion a building inspector burgh had agreed to make room
lateralledto Hill advancing the
Mrs. Russell Bouws, route 2, bride's parents. The Rev. Bert
Pt. Lot 95 Roosenrod's Sup. Plat.
a flying cadet. Having had only could be appointed to enforce the for him.
ball to Hope’s 25. Tail shifted Holland, underwent an appendic- Brouwer of Muskegon, uncle of bein^ planned for the bride.
No. 1.
one and one-half years at Hope present ordinances of the city so
over left and came down to the itis operation Thursday night in the bride, performed the double
Aid. Faasen stated that in his
Claus Volkema and wife to A.
college, he is arranging to take an far as buildingis concerned so that opinion this matter should have
six where Waalkes recovered one
ring
service.
Holland hospital.
Patsy Fabiano and wife. Pt. Lot
Leestma
Addresses
examinationto meet the require- these matters of. building permits been handled through the regular
of his fumbles and where the ball
The Bridal Chorus from LohenDr. Jacob Vander Meulen, presi5 Blk. B. City Holland.
ments of two years of college.
rested just at the half.
would not have to come to the channels so that the aldermen
grin
was
iised
as
a
processional,
Mission
Society
dent of Western Theological semHenry Schippers and wife to
Alma made 16 first downs complayed by Miss Marian Bolks,
Council each meeting where mat- might have been awye of what
inary, conducted devotions and deAbout
50 attended the meeting Leonard H. Schipper et al. SI NEi
pared with Hope's four.
sister of the bride. Marriage
ters are brought up on which the was going on.
livered a short message at chapel
of the Woman’s Missionary society NWi and SI NWi NEi and Ni
Cate of Infantile
Lineups. Hope— LE, Heneveld:
vows were spoken before a green
Council has no information whatMr. Geerlingsstated that he
exercises of Hope college this
on
last Thursday in the church NWi and Ei Section 33 and Ni
LT, Van Dyk; LG, Hudson: C,
and white arch with fall flowers.
Paralysis Reported ever. Mr. Raymond stated that realizedhe should have taken this
morning. Singing was led by
Thursday
afternoon in the church NEi NWi Section 33-8-14 TownTappan; RG, Toner: RT. Bekken;
LorraineBolks. small sister of
their committee felt that roost of up with the building committee,
RE, Kronemeyer; QB. Den Her- James T. Meams of the music de- the bride, served as Mower girl, parlors. Mrs. H. D. Terkeurst pre- ship Polkton.
these matters could be decided by but he had gone to Mr. Van VolMrs.
Ethel
Helder,
212
West
partment.
sided and Mrs. J. R. Mulder led
Henry Schippers and wife to
der; LH, Timmer; RH, Idema;
and Robert De Fouw, young broa building Inspector,and If thbre kenburgh to see if room could be
Delwyn Van Tongeren of Holdevotions.
Leonard H. Schippers et al. SWi 14th St., whose case was diagnosed
FB. De Fouw.
ther of the groom, was ring
this week as infantile paralysis, was somethingof a specialor con- made available and that he had
land Ls flying from Grand Rapids
Harold
Leestma.
Western
TheoSEi
Section
29-8-14
Towaship
Alma— LE, Carey; LT. Ziem;
bearer
was removed to Butterworthhos- troversialnature, then it could be neglected to contact the commitIA2, Carr; C Hartt; RG, Barnett; to Detroit today to he the weekA reception was held and re- logical student, addressed the Polkton.
pital in Grand Rapids Friday for brought to the Council for its tee in regard to this matter.
end
guest
of
Bob
Hayman.
He
group
telling
of
'his
experiences
RT, Baklan: RE. Holmes; QB,
freshments were served to 30
consideration.Mr. Raymond furA motion was presented by Aid.
treatment.
plans to attend one of the World
during the summer in the northt Kirby; LH, Tail: RH, McCuaig;
guests by Ethel Folkert and Mrs.
ther stated that the State of Mich- Kleis, seconded by Ketel,
Schempers
Celebrate
senes
games
Saturday
west
part
of
South
Dakota
where
FB. Cappaert.
Alma Over book. Among those
igan has a State building code,
That the Mayor's action be ap-*
Score by quarters:
John T. Hasper. safety engineer prc.sentfrom away were Mr. and he was in charge of the only Re- Golden Anniversary
and if an inspectorwere appointed proved although it was out of the
formed
church
in
a
100-mile
area.
of
the
Automobile
club
of
MichMrs.
Edward
Grote
and
daughHope ................. 0 7 0 0-7
by the City, this code could be regular channels. This brought up
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Schemper,
Alma ..................6 0 6 7—19 igan, presented a safety education ; ters, Shirley and Eleanor, of He said the domestic needs and
used for his guidance. He further a considerable amount of discusopportunitiesfor service are great residing on route 4. just off the
Officials: Nick Beam. WST(\ i movinK P‘cture film entitled ‘The > Chesterton 'ind.
Grand
Haven road, celebrated Holland. Mich., Octobef 2, 1940. stated that In his opinion an ordi- sion among the differentaldermen
in
this
area
and
related
many
inreferee;Jack Boea. MSC. umpire: ! Land of the Free." in Holland The bride has been employed
their golden wedding anniversary
The common council met in nance might later be passed set- inasmuch as they had just recentDwight Rich, Kalamazoo, head ^gh school this morning. The , as a teacher in Allegan county terestingexperiences.
ting up standard fees which could ly had quite a discussionwith the
Mrs. Frank Kooyers was hostess Sept. 19 in their home. Mr. Schem- regular session and was called to
Pictures were to be shown also ; and the bridegroom is employed
be used to reimburse the City for women of the Women's Relief
per
was
74
in
May
and
his
wife
in Junior High and East Junior | by the H. J. Heinz Co. Mr. and for the social hour.
order by the Mayor.
the expense incurred in hiring a Corps, in regard to continuing to
was 69 on their anniversary.
High, and possibly in some of the Mrs. De Fouw left on a trip to
Present: Mayor Geerlingi, Aids.
Miss Boeve Given
building inspector.
They
have
one
son
and
seven
allow them to have space in the
elementary
Pittsburgh, Pa., and the Niagara
Kleis, Arendshorst, Drinkwater,
City Attorney Lokker also com- City Hall.
daughters.23 grandchildrenand Kalkman, Vandenberg,Faaaen,
Mr. and Mrs. \A illiam Crowell fa|U. For her traveling outfit, Birthday Party Held
Bridal Shower
It was also brought out in this
three great grandchildren. Their Steffens,Ketel, Menken, Raymond, mented on, this matter and stated
Mitt Ada Boeve who will be of New Britain,Conn., are visit- 1 the bride wore a light brown in Wierda Residence
that in his opinion the Council had discussionthat Mr. Wichers is still
children are Mrs. Henry Looms n.
mg
at
the home of their sorvin- woo] jacketeddress with brown
Smith,
Mooi,
and
the
clerk.
fltn October bride, was guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Wierda en- Harry Schemper. Mrs. Brant
received good advice and’ that the occupyingthe small room adjoinlaw and daughter. Mr. and Mrs. j accessories
Devotions led by Mayor Geerhonor it a miscellaneous shower El wood Johnson, 15 West 25th , Thpy wU1 make their
lack of enforcementof our pre- ing the Council room that should
jn tertained Wednesday, Oct. 2, hon- Brandsen, Mrs. John Vanden Berg,
lings.
given by Mrs. William E. Boeve
oring the former'smother. Mrs. Mrs. Albert Brandsen. Mrs. Wilsent ordinances Is largely respon- have been vacated for a jury
! Virginia park after Oct. 15.
Minutes read and approved.
and Mrs. William Ebels at the
Gertrude Wierda. who celebrated liam Hirdcs, Mrs. Russell Raak
sible for many of the present dif- room in connection with the Muni(From Saturday’* Sentinel)
Petitionsand Account*
home of the former on route 4
her
birthday
anniversary.
The
ficulties.
cipal Court.
and Miss Janet Schemper. They
Bobby
Van
Voorst, boy soprano,
Clerk presented several applicaWednesday,Oct. 2.
evening waa spent in playing are members of Central Avenue
He stated that undoubtedlyas
City Attorney Lokker gave a
will sing at the evening service Allegan Girl
tions,^
building
permits.
A two-course lunch was served
games and prizes were awarded. Christian Reformed church.
the City grows in size, It would considerable amount of praise to
of
the
Immanuel
church
Sunday
Granted, subject to approval of
and games were plajed. Prizes
A two-course lunch was served
eventually get a building code but the manner in which this court is
in the armory..Other special to Man of Holland
City Engineer and Fire Oiief.
were awarded to Mrs. L. Den
including
a
birthday
cake
with
Allegan,
Oct.
10
(SpeciaD-The
at present he did hot trank it wg* being operated.He stated that,
music will be provided bv a brass
Clerk presented report from necessary to have such | compre- cases are coming here from a con- \
Mrs. Vande Vasse
Uyl, Kathryn Dirkse and Anna
engagement and approaching mar- caiKUeL*' .
quartet
Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection hensive code as has been suggested slderabledistance and that the at*^
Mae Dirkse.
Guesfj were Mr. and Mrs. J. Entertains Club
Mrs. Ray Koetsier, Mrs. Henry riage of Miss Helen Elaine Blanz.
and Insurance Co. covering recent by the local builders.On motion torneys feel that court here is beGifts were presented to the honMulder,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
Mokmff
daughter
of
Mrs.
Catherine
and
Barneveldtand daughter. Sally,
TTie Past Noble Grands club inspectionof the boiler at Holland
ored guest by the following perof Aid. Raymond, seconded by ing conducted with dignity, and in
were in Grand Rapids Tuesday to John J. Hudzik. son of Mr .and and children, Judith and Ronnie, of Erutha Rebekah lodge met Frisons: Mrs. D. Dirkse, Mrs.
D.
hospital. It was reported that -scale Vandenberg,
his opinion this small room which
Mr.
and
Mre.
M.
De
Boer,
Mr.
and
the
late
Carl
H
Blanz
of
Allegan.
and attended the Willkie cereday afternoon in the home of Mrs. which was found should be removRuiter, Mrs. R. Marlink, Mrs.
adjoins the Council room should
Mrs. L. F. Hudzik, North Shore Mrs. Sy. Wierda and son, Bob,
' Mayor was Instructed to appoint
monies.
Blanche Vande Vusse with 18 ed and the boiler thoroughly washC. Riemersma,Mrs. J. Riemersma,
a committee of three to bring in be vacated Immediately so that It
Word has l>een received here of drive. Holland, was made known and Nick Yyierda.
members
present.
After
the
busiMrs. P. Achterhof. Mrs. William
ed out. It is further recommended a recommendation to the Council can be used for jury purposes.
the birth of a daughter to Dr. and last week.
ness meeting cards were played. that this boiler be blown down
M. Boeve, Mrs. J. Ten Brink. Mrs.
Aids. Raymond, Smith, VandenMiss Blanz was graduatedfrom
at Its next meeting for the apMrs. Kenneth Karsten of BrookHorth Holland
Mrs. Myrtle Bennett was awarded daily and opened for cleaning at
N. Stielstra, Mrs. E. Meurer. Mrs.
pointment of a buildinf Inspector berg and Menken all spoke in relyn. N. Y. last night in a Brooklyn the local high school and for the
first prize and Mrs. Blanche Bur- regular intervals. - '* • >v: • •
-R. Dykema, Mrs. J. Dykema.
to handle building In the City of gard to the confusion that apparhospital.Dr. Karsten is a son of last three years has been employ- Scene of Shower
rows second. Mrs. Alma James
Mrs. G. Van Kampen, Mrs. N. Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Karsten ed in the Allegan office of the
Mayor ordered matter referred Holland under our present zoning ently exists as to who Is to occupy
Miss
Jessie’ Van Kampen who and Mrs. Minnie Sargent assisted
Dekker, Miss Hattie Stielstra, of this city. Mrs. Karsten was the Farm Security administration.Mr.
to Hospital board.
ordinanceand other buildinf or space in the City Hall Mr. VanMiu Dorothy Dekker, Miss Kath- former Julia Bouws of Zeeland. Hudzik is plant superintendent of will be an October bride was com- the hostess.
Clerk presentedcommunication (finances.
denberg wanted to know who had
plimented
with
a
miscellaneous
ryn Dirkse, Miss Anna Mae Dirkse,
from Rev. Henry Van Dyke, secreMayor appointed as such com- charge of the City Hall and If
Charles H. McBride, 280 College the Seven-Up Bottling company of shower last Thursday in the
Mitt Johanna Donze and Miss
tary of the Holland Ministerial mittee: Aids. Rtymond, Vanden- people who have no direct conAve., was in Detroit today to wit- Western Michigan, located in Hol- home of Mrs. Peter Stoel in North
Jennie Donze.
association,thanking the council berk and Smith.
nection with City business are perness the World series baseball land. Followingtheir marriage, Holland. Gam« were played and
for its support In recommending to
mitted to dictate to the Council
game between the Tigers and Cin- which will take place in October, prizes were awarded. Gifts were
the Tulip Time committee a mere
as to what rooms they can have,
cinnati Reds.
the couple will make their home In presented and refreshmentswere
Mist Wanda Freehotue
TTie claims approved by the things, are coming to a sorry state.
William Lokker, Jr., 19, of East Scriptural observance of the SabThe South Ottawa Teachers' Holland.
served by the hostesses,Mrs. Stoel
After considerablediscussion
Honored at Shower
15th St., has enlisted In the Unit- bath during the annual Tulip-Time
club will sponsor a series of winand Mrs. James Crowle.
along this line,
festival.
ed States Marine corps.
Mitt Wanda Freehouse was dow displays as a project of the Shower Compliments
Guests included Mrs. Bert Van
Park and Cemetery Board,’®* The matter was referred back
Acceptedand filed.
He Is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
guest of honor at a miscellaneous school year. A display from BeechKampen and Marjorie, Mrs. Hilda
Clerk presentedcommunication 61145; Police and Fire Board, 61- to the original committeethat was
wwwer given by her mother. Mrs. wood school • has been arranged Claribel Dannewin
De Vries, Mrs. Nick Rowan, Mrs. William Lokker. Sr., and is a
from William J. Brouwer*In which 43431; Board of PubUcWorka op- to provide apace for the Jury
graduate of Holland high school.
Ottries Freehouse and Yvonne. this week-end In the former PenMiss ClaribelDunnewin who will Henry Rowan, Mw. Gilbert Rowan
Game* were played and prizes ney store on East Eighth St. be a bride thia month was honored Mias Doris Rowan, Mrs. Jacob Lokker will apply for special he declines the appointmentaa a erating accounj, $7,21236, and room and find other space for Mr.
Jg* amfcd to MnL Georie under the direction of Raymond,
taatructionat the sea school, Navy member of the board of appeals. light plant construction account, Wiclufa if it can be done.
at a miscellaneous shower Thurs- Stoel, and Mias Alice Stoel. Othen
This committee i§ composed of
lleiste, Mre George Gruppen and principal. . .
yard, Norfolk, Va., upon the com- This appointmenthaving been 6607.43, were ordered certifiedto
day, Oct. 3, at her home given by Invited were Mrs. B. Rowan and
Margaret Plasma n. A two-course
pletion of his recruit training. tendered to him by the Council at the Council, for payment . (Said Aids. Raymond, Smith and VanMr. and Mrs. Raymond L. Smith Mis. Norman Dorgelo of Zeeland Mill Alice
claims bn file in clerk’soffice for denberg.
toch was served. The bride-elect of Holland and Mr. and Mrs. Lee and Mrs. Claude Dunewin. A twoEach year 100 enlistedmen of the its last regular meeting.
public inspection.)
A substitute motion was then
with many attract Kleis of Zeeland went to Ann Ar- course lunch was served. The house
Accepted and filed.
marine corps are eligibleto at/
offered that the matter of space
Clerk presented notice from
tend the Naval academy at Annabor today to attend the Michigan- was decorated with flowers.Games First Chmch Mission
Board of Public Works reported for the school commissioner be
includedMesdames E. Michigan State footbaB game.
polis but first must spend nine County Clerk William WUdl callwere played and prizes were
Hat Meeting
Alderink, G. Melste,
ing attention to a school of in- coUection.of 616,838.64; City Trea- held in abeyance until the next
months at sea. ‘
Ernest Bear* 220 West 11th St, awarded to Mrs. Fred Dorgelo,
Sixty-three members attended
l J. Arena, J. Van attended the football game at Ann
He has been transferred to the struction for electioninspectors to surer, S4,45L04 tor miscellaneous Council meeting when a report
Poatma, A. Wolbert Arbor today between Michigan Mrs. William Oonk and Mrs. Lyle the October meeting of the Wo- recruit depot, Marine barracks. be
held it the
Couffll House in collections,and 61.961.97 tax col- could be received from this spe______
Randall of Muskegon.
men’s Missionarysociety of the Parris Island,S. C., where he will Grand Haven on Wednaaday, Oct. lections.
cial
v v
Lydis Arens, Hermlna add Michigan State.
Guests were relatives, neighbors First 'Reformed church Thursday
«a#.'
Accepted.
Margaret and
receive basic training.
16. 1940, at 2 pm.
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